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Executive Summary
This report presents the findings of an ITDG project titled Energy and Street Food Vendors. The project was active in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. In Sri Lanka the research and pilot interventions were conducted in Colombo. In Bangladesh, the initial survey and in-depth survey work was conducted in Dhaka and Bogra, and the pilot interventions took place in Bogra and in four other centres of population in northern Bangladesh. An extensive literature review (Section 2 of this report) reveals that no study has previously investigated the energy needs of the street food sector.

The project purpose was to improve the livelihoods of street food vendors and the health of consumers by identifying and improving energy efficient technologies and fuels. The research was aimed at understanding the links between energy and income generation for one significant sector of the urban informal economy. Several key documents were produced at different milestones of the project. These are synthesised in this report.

Key results
The main findings of the research is that street food vending is profitable but that there is a very low financial return on labour. The key vulnerabilities of street vendors in Bangladesh identified as being capital shortage, natural calamities, oppression by police, and bribe/subscription. In Sri Lanka vulnerabilities were due to financial insecurity, poor access to credit, and victimisation from formal institutions (Police, Public Health Institutions, and Municipal Authorities). Street Vendors use biomass, kerosene and LPG for their energy needs, the constraints regarding each of these included cost, shortages, and usage problems such as indoor air pollution.

Action research activities
The project pilot tested improved biomass stoves with a selection of street food vendors. In Sri Lanka laboratory tests were undertaken with the following three stoves: improved rice-husk burner, biomass gassifier, and double-mouth chimney stoves. From the pilot testing in Sri Lanka, the key findings are that the efficient gassifier stove is not suitable for street food vendors, but there were some promising results from larger biomass stoves. In Bangladesh the project piloted four types of biomass stove: single mouth, double mouth, bucket-type and institutional stove. As these were more established the pilot focussed on a method for reaching a larger number of beneficiaries, people were trained to make stoves in their own and in others’ houses. Five workshops were held and over 540 stoves were built. Impact assessment exercises were undertaken in both countries.

Conclusions
The research has concluded that within the specific energy needs of street food vendors, there are a variety of improved technologies. From the selected improved stoves which were piloted, the end of project workshops concluded that improved chimney stoves had the greatest up-take and interest for further promotion.

Recommendations
For future work, it is proposed that there should be a stoves programme with the partner NGOs in Bangladesh, and an urban livelihoods programme with street food vendors in Colombo, Sri Lanka. Given the cross-sectoral aspect of street food vendor needs, the project should have an emphasis on enhancing profitability, through business development support, and a strong advocacy component to overcome vulnerabilities of street food vendors.
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Glossary

**Sri Lanka**
- Wade: Fried Lentil ball
- Short-eats: Generic Sri Lankan term for snacks
- Kadala: Chickpea or peanuts, salted
- Rotti: Flat bread
- Kolakenda: Herbal porridge (green)
- Murukku: Crispy fried lentil paste
- Veralu: A sour fruit
- Pettah: Market area of Colombo

**NERD**: National Engineering Research and Development Institute

**Rs.**: Sri Lankan Rupees, Rs. 155 = £1 (correct January 2003)

**Bangladesh**
- Poa Pithas: Rice cake
- Piaju: Onion/lentil snack
- Maund: Bangladesh weight measure, equivalent to 37.3kg
- Chula: Stove
- Ghutta Dung: Dried for fuel
- Khorri: Twigs
- Mustan: Muggers, street mafia.
- IS: Improved (cook) stove
- Crore: Ten million
- Lakh: One hundred thousand.

**Tk.**: Bangladesh Taka, Tk. 96 = £1 (correct January 2003)
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1. Introduction

Urbanisation has resulted in a proliferation of street food vendors and hawkers as the movement of people from rural to urban areas has led to the need to feed large numbers of working people away from their place of residence. In many countries, street vendors prepare the first meal of the day for low-income workers. The FAO (Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations) estimate that up to 30% of household food expenditures were devoted to prepared food purchased outside of the household, and Tinker (1993) also reports at least twenty percent of the household food budget is spent in this way.

Street foods have been considered as an important element in the urban food production and consumption and employment sectors for the past 15 years or so. The Equity Policy Center (EPOC) of Washington, USA examined the employment generated in the street food sector, particularly for women (Tinker, 1997). Street food vendors can earn a reasonable income, in some countries well above the minimum wage. For consumers street foods are also a dependable source of cheap foods, often economies of scale in preparation mean that they can be cheaper than food prepared at household level and thus constitute a significant portion of nutritional intake for the urban poor.

Street vendors often operate from the household, providing income at household level with few start-up costs. The research has found that it is rare for street vendors to employ others so direct job creation cannot be assumed. Women play a very vital role in the street food sector through their direct and/or indirect involvement in the business. Additionally a significant number of street vendors are woman-headed households, see Case Studies 1, 2, and 4 in section 3.

Street foods are seen and perceived from different/perspectives by various stakeholders. Street foods are a problem, an opportunity and a challenge at the same time. The problem is the control and maintenance of the quality and the safety of foods offered for sale. The opportunity lies in employment generation through small enterprise development and its role in the promotion of traditional and local food habits. The challenge is the provision of various support services including infrastructure and utilities by government and municipal authorities to encourage the formal development of the sector while maintaining and assuring the safety and the quality of the street foods. The challenge is mainly due to the need for official recognition of this very large segment of the informal sector. Very often street foods are looked down upon with scorn by different agencies for a variety of reasons, mainly for being sources of possible food poisoning and disease outbreak and at the same time causing traffic problems and environmental pollution and in the Sri Lankan context even a potential threat to the security of the institutions and life in cities.

1.1 Socio-demographic and entrepreneurial characteristics of street food vendors

Street food vendors for the purpose of ITDG studies were defined as “Vendors who prepare and/or sell food on street/public property for which the labour input is exclusively from an individual or from the members of his/her immediate family” However, street food vending, as both a social and economic phenomenon is much more complex and defining ‘street food’ and giving it a comprehensive meaning is difficult. The diversity that exists among street food vendors is reflected in the type of food they prepare/sell, the
scale of their business, the mode in which they are operating, the locations in which they
prepare and sell food, the type of clients to whom they sell food, etc.

The street food vendors of Sri Lanka and Bangladesh are not enumerated in the formal
sector of either country’s economy. They are identified as those belonging to the informal
sector where their businesses are conducted as a form of irregular, unstable and marginal
economic activities. As such there is no systematic documentation of the numbers of street
food vendors, their scale of businesses or the viability of their pursuits. However,
observations indicate the existence of a substantial number of street food vendors
particularly in the urban centres. A glimpse of the socio-economic background of the
vendors is presented to help understand who the street food vendors are.

- Both males & females and married & unmarried operate as street food vendors.
They cut across different nationalities and religious faiths in the country. Their age range
is between 25-60 years with a majority being in the age group of 30-40 years.
- Many street food vendors and their families have their origin in rural backgrounds
or have moved to urban centres at a later stage or else live in rural areas and travel daily to
the city for their business operations.
- The level of education achieved by the street food vendors is comparatively low
and in the case of a majority, education levels varied between grades 5-8.
- Many street food vendors are constrained by the unstable socio-economic
backgrounds in their families.
- Employment history of the street food vendors shows their previous involvement
in several urban-based, irregular and low-paid income generating activities, which
required hard manual labour, prior to their involvement in the street food business. Their
engagement in such activities was not sufficient for their sustenance. The result was that
the vendors moved from one workplace to another.

Street food vendors are a self-employed category of small entrepreneurs who are not
dependent on any institutional structures to find their livelihoods. Their enterprises evolve
exclusively around their own individual strengths and the support extended to them by
their immediate social networks such as family members and other close associates. The
earnings from their business enterprises are a means of living for the vendors themselves
and their dependent family members. As such, these economic activities of the street food
vendors have not only provided a source of livelihood to the vendors and their dependent
family members but also have reduced the plight of their becoming an economic and
social burden on the State.

Street food satisfies the food consumption need of a significant section of the population.
The food sold on the streets is relatively cheap and readily available. It is sometimes
brought to the doorstep of the customers and sold on credit as done by the vendors
operating at the Manning Market in Colombo. Street food, therefore, not only meets the
food requirements particularly of those of the low income categories but also the busy
customers who do not have much time either to prepare their own food or to go to other
eating houses where probably the food is more expensive and servicing is time consuming.
Thus, street food is of greater concern because it effectively meets the food requirements
of a significant section of the economically active urban population.

Street food vendors do not have much support from the formal institutional set-up either to
improve their enterprises or to protect them from undue external forces despite them being
a significant cross-section of the economically active population and them servicing a relatively large section of the urban population. The usual attitude from different formal institutions towards street food vendors is that they sell unhygienic and low quality food to the customers, encroach on public property, largely contribute to environmental pollution by dumping garbage on the streets, engage in criminal activities under cover and are a nuisance to maintaining law and order. The street food vendors are perceived as an unreliable category of people with whom formal institutional transactions are considered to be impossible. The vendors claim that they are frequently being victimised by the formal institutions such as the Police, the Public Health Institutions, Local Government Authorities, etc., particularly at times of outbreak of epidemics and civil disturbances resulting in the loss of livelihood sources and economic difficulties to the vendors and their families. Given the growing numbers of the street food vendors and the customers who patronise them, the issues and problems the vendors encounter need special attention of the authorities concerned.

Social networks comprising of kinship and friendship ties have been extensively used and activated in entering the business by the vendors. These social relations have been useful in finding their initial capital as well as in entering their respective markets.

The support from the family members particularly from the wives of the vendors is significant and is one of the key factors determining the success of their enterprises.

The street food vendors though they are recognised as those belonging to the informal economic structure and are not given any institutional support generate a comparatively high income from their respective business ventures. In Sri Lanka, the average daily income of a street food vendor is around Rs 1,250/- while the average daily profit generated by him is approximately Rs 575/-. Most street food vendors operate for an average of 25 days a month. This means that they are able to generate a monthly average income of Rs 31,250/- and an average profit of Rs 14,375/-. In comparison monthly average income in urban Sri Lanka is Rs. 23,436/- and the national monthly average household income is Rs 13,038/-1. The financial contribution that street food vendors make to the country’s economy, therefore, cannot be under estimated despite the fact that they operate within the informal sector of the economy, receiving no recognition or attention from the formal institutional sources for the uplift of their ventures.

1.2 Street Food Vendors and Energy efficiency

The sheer number of street food vendors and the high dependence of a large portion of urban people on the vendors for their daily food, indicates the energy consumption of street food vendors in many Asian cities is quite considerable. Improved fuel efficiency or fuel switching of vendors should have a two fold impact. It should both improve the profitability of the individual street food vendor’s business, and secondly it will reduce the over all consumption of energy by vendor across the city. While the street food business does appear to provide a reliable income to the vendor, their profit margins are tight. Therefore, fuel savings for the vendor will also mean improved profit, which should reduce the vulnerability of the vendors and their families.

---

If many of the vendors in an urban areas were to convert to improved cooking technologies, there would be a significant reduction in the consumption of fuel wood and charcoal in the city, so reduce the draw on rural forestry resources. Also, increased fuel efficiency would reduce the green house gas emissions from a generally unregulated sector. In addition, use of inefficient biomass stoves creates significant indoor air pollution (smoke) in the home or workplace, which will have considerable impact on the health of the vendors and their families. Improved cooking technologies, especially those which remove smoke from the home will reduce household exposure to highly toxic indoor air pollution. The environmental implications are considerable.

This report presents the findings of an ITDG project titled Energy and Street Food Vendors. The purpose of this project was to improve the livelihoods of street food vendors and the health of consumers by identifying and improving energy efficient technologies and fuels. The research was aimed at understanding the links between energy and income generation for one significant sector of the urban informal economy. Several key documents were produced at different milestones of the project. These are synthesised in this report.

The project was active in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. In Bangladesh, the initial survey and in-depth survey work was conducted in Dhaka and Bogra, and the pilot interventions took place in Bogra and in four other centres of population in northern Bangladesh. In Sri Lanka the research and pilot interventions were conducted in Colombo.
2. Literature Review

Energy and Street Foods, Simon Dunnett

2.1 Street Foods – General

Urbanisation has resulted in a proliferation of street food vendors and hawkers as the movement of people from rural to urban areas has led to the need to feed large numbers of working people away from their place of residence. In many countries, street vendors prepare the first meal of the day for low-income workers. In Thailand, for example, 20% of households eat most or all of their meals outside or bring the cooked food home. In many countries, street vendors prepare the first meal of the day for low-income workers. The FAO (Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations) estimate that up to 30% of household food expenditures were devoted to prepared food purchased outside of the household. Tinker (1993) also reports at least twenty percent of the household food budget spent in this way.

Street foods have been considered as an important element in the urban food production and consumption and employment sectors for the past 15 years or so. The FAO held an expert consultation on street foods in Yogyakarta, Indonesia, in 1988 (FAO, 1989). It identified and recommended measures to improve the quality and safety of street foods. Since then a number of activities have been developed and implemented in different parts of the world. One of these was the project ‘Improving Street foods in Calcutta’, managed by the All India Institute of Hygiene and Public Health (AIHPPH) in 1992 (Chakravarty, 1996). The two year study was carried out with the Calcutta municipal Corporation and the FAO Technical Cooperation Programme to improve conditions in the street food trade. A street food survey was undertaken in 1993 to provide information about the main socio-economic, nutritional, legal and sanitary characteristics of the sector. The project encouraged a strong relationship among authorities and the hawkers’ representatives, which led to the preparation of policy guidelines for the regulation of street foods in Calcutta.

In a follow up meeting in 1993, it was concluded that measures were necessary to control the growth in numbers of street food vendors in Calcutta to improve the safety of street foods, particularly with respect to the provision of clean water, rubbish disposal and upgrading of pavements. Improved kiosks and other measures were field tested, as well as training materials developed. Guidelines on rules and regulations covering licensing and inspection procedures on street foods were developed by local authorities in conjunction with hawkers. The advisory and technical committees regularly assess the implementation of the policy. The policy resulted in the establishment of a dialogue and cooperation between the vendors of street foods and their representatives, the consumers' representatives, the municipal authorities, the police and the AIHPPH.

The FAO convened a meeting in 1995 to provide a new set of guidelines to stimulate new and enable continuing improvement. The ‘FAO Technical Meeting on Street Foods’ was held in Calcutta. The meeting considered socio-economic aspects of street foods; role of municipal/national authorities; regulatory aspects of street foods; development of appropriate technologies; consumer perceptions; role of women and children; educational programmes and guideline action plan. The meeting made several recommendations (detailed later in this document) which included action at the local, national and
international level. One recommendation concerned further technical development for the improvement in the preparation of foods and improvements at maintaining foods at the correct temperature (FAO, 1997).

Bangkok’s street food project (Dawson, 1996) also shows the importance of cooperation between vendors and the authorities. National and local authorities in Thailand, with FAO assistance, developed a project to improve the safety of street foods. The project assessed food quality and safety factors such as storage and protection of food and drinks; use of approved ingredients; cleaning of equipment; food preparation; disposal of garbage; and personal hygiene of food handlers. With this information, Thailand’s department of Health developed a ten-step code of practice for street food operators which is used comprehensively by local authorities.

The vendors, primarily women, were trained and assisted to comply with the code. To motivate vendors to improve their operations, regular inspections by field officers were required. While the project staff gave technical advice, the strategy relied on the resources and energy of the vendors themselves. Improvements in cleanliness and orderliness attracted consumers, which generated additional resources for vendors and encouraged them to make additional, more difficult changes to reduce health risks. However, the number of feasible corrective actions to improve the safety of street foods is limited by the socio-economic situation of the vendors, the inability to control the environment and the lack of consumer awareness.

A ‘Regional Seminar on Street Food development’ again organised by the FAO, was held in Bangkok in 1999. The purpose of the meeting was to share experiences amongst participants of the street food control systems established in their countries and improvement brought about since the Calcutta meeting. The final report of the seminar (FAO, 1999) produced two sets of recommendations, as well as a draft manual for trainers in the street food industry. The recommendations concerned street food regulation and control and education and infrastructure improvement. Experiences from Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Vietnam were included in the report. The meeting concentrated on improving the street food sector with the aim of improving food quality. Benefits to vendors are as a result of these efforts, rather than the purpose behind them.

The aim of protecting consumer’s health and ensuring fair trade practices was also behind the Codex Alimentarius Commission’s (a subsidiary body of the FAO and World health Organisation) guidelines for the control for street vended foods in Africa (CAC, 1997). The code of practice is intended for use by field personnel to reduce risks of food contamination.

Street foods in Africa are also considered by Canet (1996), where the sector has come to symbolise street life, but behind the scenes its operators live in an unstable and precarious state because the sector lacks legal recognition. This explains the poor sanitary conditions, lack of hygiene, disregard for environmental conservation and the use of force and even violence among the sector’s practitioners. The paper highlights the need for a multisectoral approach to tackle the problems associated with street foods.

The FAO expanded work that was initiated by the Equity Policy Center (EPOC) of Washington, USA. Of particular interest to EPOC is the employment generated in the
street food sector, particularly for women (Tinker, 1997). Street food vendors can earn a reasonable income, in some countries well above the minimum wage. For consumers also street foods are a dependable source of cheap foods; rather than banning street foods and driving them off the streets, local authorities are now working with vendors to improve quality and conditions.

The FAO suggests that some of the first steps to be taken in recognition of the informal street food sector would be to enumerate and classify street food vendors and foods. Consideration could then be given to levy a nominal license or registration fee with a view to raising some resources that should be specifically utilised for upgrading the hygienic standards and handling practices of street food vendors. Chakravarty (1995) states that vendors that were licensed in Calcutta welcomed the fact as it meant that they had access to water and fuel.

2.2 Urban Energy – General
This section deals with energy use in urban areas with reference to cooking in particular. There is a lot of literature concerning urban energy usage and it is increasingly becoming an area focused on by researchers and policy makers. A study that looked at energy in urban areas (ITDG, 1999) concluded; ‘providing access to basic urban services is not merely a social investment that can help enhance the health and nutrition of large segments of the population and thus reduce expenditure in the health sector, but also a productive investment that can intensify economic growth through the creation of income-generating activities. Furthermore, concentrating on the productive aspects, along with the social aspects, improves the possibilities of recovering costs and sustaining infrastructure investments.’

The urban poor are not a homogeneous group and neither are their energy use patterns. There are several factors identified by the European Commission (1986) which complicate the picture: average income and the distribution of income, the relative abundance and price of traditional and modern fuels, the extent of the gas and electricity distribution network, cultural preferences, and demographic and physical factors. Cooking and water heating and lighting are the primary energy-consuming activities at the household level; the choice of fuel depends upon many factors, but predominant among them are the availability of fuel, appliances and income (Sathaye and Meyers, 1990). For example, in Orissa State in India, the domestic sector derives almost half of its energy used for cooking and heating from biomass sources (Misra, M., 1995). Firewood is the only fuel used by all income groups and almost all occupations. Other traditional fuels such as dung cake, agricultural waste and leaflitter are used in the town with different degrees of dominance in various occupation groups and income classes. The inequality of income distribution is reflected in the fuel consumption structure of the rich and poor with greater dependence on non-biomass in the high income group and biomass in the low income group. Family size is an important determinant of biomass fuel use. For the urban poor, there is a relationship between income and fuel consumption. There exists scope for enlarging the biomass base by utilising the available biowastes and developing a green belt around the town. This requires some rural features in the urban area using new technologies.

In Botswana, for example, of the 3443TJ of wood energy used in urban areas it is estimated that over 15% is used to heat water, the bulk of it in an inefficient manner.
The availability of fuelwood is an obvious factor influencing the extent of its use. In areas where the resource is not available at close hand (in this context that can mean anything up to 100km away) kerosene or other substitutes are used. The use of coal in China has been well documented (Energy and Environmental Analysis Group, 1996). In Fiji, kerosene is the most frequently used cooking fuel in both electrified and non-electrified households, although most households use more than one fuel. Only 2.6% used electricity as the exclusive energy source. As income declines reliance on firewood increases (Siwatibau, 1987). In Sudan, urban households use predominantly charcoal across all income groups (El Faki Ali, 1992). Fuelwood and electricity have a limited role. The electricity supply is unreliable and limited to those in close proximity to the grid. Costly imported electrical appliances also prohibit its widespread use. As forest resources decrease, wood becomes more expensive and its use is more or less limited to that which can be gathered for free.

The ‘Three-Stage Model’ described by Barnes et al (1998) also suggests a hierarchy of fuel preference develops as a city expands and develops economically. The first stage is typified by cities in which households use wood as the primary source of energy due to abundant wood resources nearby, low fuelwood prices, limited availability of modern fuels, and low household incomes. New migrants continue to use their traditional cooking habits. Higher-income households switch to using kerosene, charcoal or LPG. The second stage sees consumer demand exceeding the rate at which trees are being regrown and wood is rapidly being cleared from around the urban areas. The combination of decreasing supplies of wood and increasing demand causes the price of fuelwood to rise and become uncompetitive. Charcoal and kerosene may be substituted. Which fuel is used in this second stage appears to depend largely on the government’s policies towards taxing or subsidising fuels, along with the fuel’s availability in the marketplace. The third stage is characterised by broad switching away from charcoal and kerosene to LPG or electricity due to rising incomes and more mature fuel markets. Within these broad bands there are distinctive stages; there is also evidence that the progression from stage one to three may not occur in that order.

Bennett and Newborough (1999) offer a methodology for analysing energy flows in an urban conurbation. An audit methodology is presented which addresses the key questions: Who needs to be involved in the audit? How should the city be divided? What data are required? How might these data be obtained then analysed? Which are the areas of significant consumption? A basis for setting local targets for reducing future energy consumption and CO2 emissions is presented.

An important contributor to the costs of cooking enterprises is the cost of cooking. A financial analysis of cooking energy options is given by Gupta and Ravindranath (1997). In the urban situation, the subsidy on kerosene distorts the so-called energy ladder. Kerosene is the low cost fuel option, and fuelwood in the traditional stove is among the most expensive options. The existing subsidies on kerosene, LPG and electricity seem to benefit middle and high income groups. Low income households are forced to use fuelwood in traditional stoves, which is not only a low quality fuel but is also a high cost cooking energy option. The efficiency of a device is a crucial factor in determining the cost of using a fuel.

Demand management to improve energy efficiency is a common theme amongst many papers. Jaber and Probert (2001) present some insights into the prime problems of energy
and related environmental issues as well as urbanisation in Jordan. Energy consumption in the residential sector accounts for about one quarter of the kingdom’s fuel consumption. Kerosene, LPG, diesel and electricity are the main forms of energy used by households, but kerosene is still the dominant fuel because over 80% of households depend on it for space and water heating. The urban poor, who rely on dirtier and less efficient fuels, are exposed to high levels of pollutants. The authors point out that energy savings are almost impossible to achieve within a society that takes for granted cheap energy. However, while there may be little incentive for industry and commerce to conserve energy, the urban poor, who actually need to reduce monthly electricity bills, may be more responsive to energy thrift and demand-side management. The paper concludes that a set of standard specifications for manufacturing LPG and kerosene stoves is urgently needed.

The importance of energy efficiency is highlighted by Tyler (1996). Gains in household income and urban development in many countries in Asia have led to significant shifts in household use of fuels away from the traditional, biomass-based household fuels to modern, fossil fuels. Rapid demand growth in the urban household sector is contributing to huge increases in thermal electric generating capacity needs in Asia. Improving technologies of electricity use in the household sector could be stimulated through market and policy mechanisms which have been used elsewhere.

Energy efficiency in the context of urban planning with reference to China is explored by Sadownik and Jaccard (1999). Community Energy Management is a sustainable energy strategy which looks at how purposely shaping the built environment and designing urban services in consideration of energy production, distribution and use could affect both the long-term demand for energy and the type of energy supplied. The model focuses on how energy demand, residential energy technology penetration and transportation mode choices are affected by factors of density and mix of use in neighbourhood development. As far as energy supply and delivery systems are concerned, several strategies are proposed, including encouraging the interaction of industrial energy provision with residential uses, a faster introduction of new fuels and technologies (such as district cooling, waste heat) and increased gas penetration for cooking and heating.

2.3 Street Foods and Health

Street foods are an important source of economical and nutritious food, particularly for the urban poor. The health of a substantial number of urban dwellers is affected when food prepared in this way is contaminated due to the lack of a constant, sufficient heat source. One of the major contributors to bacterial contamination is the cooking of foods that are supposed to be served hot, but are made up in advance and stored for long periods of time before being served. When served, they are often not reheated to a sufficient temperature to kill the harmful bacteria. The Food and Agricultural Organisation of the United Nations (FAO) suggest that several cited food poisoning outbreaks in cities of the developing world, often leading to fatalities, could be traced back to the consumption of street foods. There is a ‘lack of infrastructure at the local level to provide assurances that street foods were safe and of good quality’. This was due to a number of factors that included the lack of official recognition of this very large segment of the informal sector. The same can be said of the energy inputs into the processes of processing and preparing street foods.

In Zaria, Nigeria, (Umoh, 1999) it was found that most street vended foods were prepared in bulk and displayed for a whole day for sale at ambient temperature without rewarming.
Holding foods at warm outside temperatures for this period of time presents a risk and the risk increases substantially with every additional hour of holding. The authors conclude that there is a need to reduce the problems of street food contamination, growth of microorganisms and intoxication through education of street food sellers and the public on the importance of environmental sanitation and safe practices in the holding of cooked foods.

A study in Doula, Cameroon (Befidi-Mengue, undated) concluded that good hygiene practices and knowledge amongst street food vendors is a function of educational level and the length of experience on the job. Vendors with more than six years’ experience had significantly better hygiene practices and were knowledgeable compared to those with less experience.

A simple inexpensive system consisting of plastic vessels, chlorine, soap, and education can significantly reduce faecal contamination of street food beverages (Sobel, 199?). In this project, some vendors were given narrow-mouth plastic vessels with spigots for disinfecting and storing water and for preparing and storing beverages, as well as instructions for hygiene improvement. During the intervention period, the proportion of contaminated beverage samples fell from 50% to 30%. This shows the potential for targeted interventions.

Mossel, et al. (1999) further contend that the difficult task of ensuring microbiologically safe products at the moment of ingestion can be tackled by using the ‘Ten Commandments of Safe Catering’ as a tool to focus attention. The natural occurrence of pathogens on raw materials of animal and vegetable origin is often compounded by unreliable water supply, poor temperature control and lack of even a rudimentary knowledge of applied food microbiology. One of the ‘Ten Commandments’ concerns monitoring and adjusting the temperature of the food to ensure the lethality of heat treatments.

2.4 Street Foods and Gender

Urban livelihoods in general are characterised by a dependence on cash incomes, often earned in the informal sector. A high proportion of women can be in the informal workforce. Child care responsibilities, combined with women's lower education and skill levels may force women into informal sector work, or jobs in which they can work at home, according to Levin (1999). In Accra, Ghana, low-income working women and female household heads are among the most vulnerable groups. They are generally able to meet caloric consumption needs, but are very vulnerable to income or price shocks, and sacrifice investment in health and education in order to meet consumption needs. The best options to reduce women’s vulnerability is to increase their income earning potential through access to credit, through skills training, and through improving the regulatory environment.

Women are often owners or employees of street food businesses, in certain regions representing 70 to 90 percent of vendors. A majority of women interviewed in FAO studies (FAO, 1997) said that they sold food in the street primarily to improve the food security of their household and for a degree of financial independence.
2.5 Street Foods and Small Enterprise

When talking of the aspect of the commercial sector with relevance to the urban poor it is likely that the ‘informal sector’ is being considered. The commercial aspect of the informal sector comprises a variety of services, retail and wholesale trade. It tends to produce goods and services that are affordable to the masses and its connection or control by government is minimal. Energy is used in the informal sector in three ways, according to the European Commission (1986):

- to cook food sold on the street, using mostly fuelwood, charcoal and kerosene;
- to manufacture implements such as charcoal cookers, implements and utensils; and
- to drive grain mills or food mixers of some description.

In Kenya, the main fuel used by the urban poor in small enterprises is charcoal, which is used for smelting, welding and baking, although street food sellers also use saw dust and wood and kerosene. The larger and more formal the enterprise, the more likely it is that electricity will be used. Electricity is the preferred energy source, although it is not easily accessible to small enterprises. Many of the fixed enterprises are located in informal settlements that are viewed as illegal by the electricity utility. A general problem for those who use fossil fuels is the problem of consistency in the quantity and quality of the supply. The South African enterprises in which the poor are most likely to be involved in are cooking and selling food. As electricity is expensive, poor communities mainly use fuelwood for energy intensive income generating activities. Improving access to energy services for the poor is only a recent priority and has concentrated on electrification. This may not be sufficient by itself. Securing fuelwood supplies in urban areas is important for the poorest. In Peru, high electricity prices as a result of the removal of subsidies are a major constraint on the development of small entrepreneurs.

Of the more than 40,000 estimated micro and small unregistered enterprises in South Jordan, over half are involved in the supply, distribution and trade of food. A large share of the smallest enterprises are run by women, and the majority of owners have low incomes (FAO, 2000). At a workshop organised by the FAO in Jordan, the participants identified several constraints to the development of micro to small enterprises in the food sector, including lack of marketing awareness, low labour quality, lack of business management skills, resistance to training by business owners, small and overly price conscious markets, lack of formal recognition for street food traders, and a multiplicity of regulations. The workshop concluded with recommendations concerning the improvement of information flows to food small and medium enterprises, improving the legal and administrative environment, introducing finance and credit to food enterprises, improving training and business counselling services and institutional development. Further, Dajani (2000) suggests that constraints to growth can be grouped into internal and external constraints. Internal constraints are those inherent to the micro and small enterprises themselves whilst external constraints arise out of the multiple environments in which the micro and small enterprises operate. With regard to the internal set of constraints, the popular misconception about small and micro enterprises in the food sphere is that they require low levels of entrepreneurial and management skills and low levels of capital. As most micro to small enterprises are born out of necessity this misconception often leads to the wrong assumption that entry barriers into this type of business are low. Underrating the levels of initial capital requirements also leads to capital deficiency in many micro enterprises. Another inherent constraint is the generally low quality of labour available.
With regard to the external set of constraints, these can be divided into: physical urban planning and/or infrastructure; absence of finance and credit; impaired market transparency; the high costs of business; fraud and sharp practice; Municipal rules, regulations and administrative orders; unfair enforcement agencies.

In the context of Jordan, Dajani (talking of the food industry as a whole) goes on to recommend that a strategy to improve performance and competitive potential be adopted. This strategy must cover five basic elements:

- Support and encouragement of the existing industries to improve and upgrade the quality and reduce the costs of food products,
- Development of the regulatory and macro-environment of the food industry,
- Emphasise training and development of manpower,
- Provide access to information,
- Support and encourage association with international business, export and marketing institutions and associations.

### 2.6 Street Foods and Energy Technologies

Overall, households that prepare and sell foods consume twice as much energy as ordinary households do: 25% more electricity, twice the amount of fuelwood, twice the amount of gas and four times the amount of charcoal (Tyler, 1990).

Technologies used by street food vendors are often the same as those used in the household. This is not surprising, since these small enterprises are commonly an extension of the household. Whilst it is true that energy technologies available to the household are also available to the vendor, so access to them is no more difficult than for the household, there are few technologies that are specifically designed for micro entrepreneurs such as street food vendors. There have been several programs over the years which have attempted to tackle the problem of rural household energy needs by promoting and introducing fuel-efficient wood and charcoal stoves (Stewart, 1987; Baldwin, 1987). Whilst this has been well documented, there is less on the use of stoves for community cooking purposes, primarily because the demand for larger stoves appears to be lower than for household-sized stoves. The literature concerning commercial cooking technologies is even less common. Some of the literature concerning technologies that are used for small scale community or institutional cooking are relevant in part and are reviewed here.

Quadir (1995) looks at barriers to the dissemination of renewable energy technologies for cooking. They can be grouped into four categories: technological inadequacy; realistic assessment of resource potential; correct identification of potential users; inadequate consideration to the needs of the users.

Ayoub (1995) describes the performance of large portable metal woodstoves for community kitchens. The stoves were designed for use in community kitchens in the city of Salta, Argentina, where spending on fuelwood by community organisations in poor neighbourhoods was too high. Thirty five community woodstoves were fabricated locally and distributed to community kitchens in the city. Considerable savings in wood consumption, from 50 to 75%, were achieved. Real savings in fuel costs as well as in time for fuelwood collection were also noted. These findings confirmed laboratory tests.
The steps to the commercial production of energy efficient biomass stoves for the commercial and institutional sector is described by ESD (1999) in the ‘Manual for Producers, promoters and Users’. The manual looks at market assessment, producer surveys, product design, stove testing, production, marketing and promotion, financial issues, role of government and donors, and business planning. The benefits of using such improved stoves are stated as:

- Savings out of the 15 to 20% of the kitchen budget spent on fuelwood.
- Removal of smoke and gases
- Reduced risk of burn injuries
- More control of the cooking temperature
- Reduced kitchen air temperature
- Improved kitchen layouts and working positions for staff.

On a larger scale, Tripathi (1997) looks at the financial aspects of biomass gasifier based institutional cooking. The unit costs of thermal energy obtained from gasifier-based systems have been determined and compared with that obtained from coal and liquefied petroleum gas. For small thermal ratings, LPG appears to be the cheapest, whilst biomass gasifiers are more financially attractive for larger thermal loads.

Rana (1997) reviews the economic performance of energy efficient devices for cooking and lighting in rural areas of Madhya Pradesh, India, using Life Cycle Cost (LCC) analysis. It is observed that the replacement of existing devices by new systems is very economical. In particular, the use of improved chulas where fuelwood is a market commodity (as in urban areas) shows high internal rates of return. In most cases, cooking with improved chulas is more economical than using kerosene. The question of subsidies for improved woodstoves is analysed using a mathematical model by Das (1995). The use of direct subsidies is not shown to be the best way to promote such stoves where the availability of fuelwood is sufficient, except in the case where there may be multiple uses for fuelwood, such as cooking and gasification.

Solar cooking gets some attention in the literature. Sharma (1999) describes the design and development of a latent heat storage unit for the cooking pot of a solar cooker to store solar energy during sunshine hours. The stored energy was used to cook rice during the evening. From the experimental results, one can conclude that the storage of solar energy does not affect the performance of the solar cooker for noon cooking and cooking would be possible at night with the correct design. Nahar (2000) also describes the design, development and testing of a hot box solar cooker. The performance of the improved cooker is very good, even in extreme winter. The payback period varies between about 1.5 years and 3.75 years depending upon the fuel it replaces and is in increasing order with respect to the following fuels: firewood, coal, electricity, kerosene and LPG.

For references please see Appendix 1.
3. Enumerative Survey and Case Study material, Bangladesh

A survey of 114 Street Vendors was undertaken in Dhaka and Bogra by project field staff in 2001. The survey areas comprise of two locations, one within the Dhaka Metropolitan City Corporation and other in the peri-urban areas surrounding Bogra town. In Dhaka, a total of 60 street food vendors were interviewed in various parts of the city. The respondents were selected at random while they were carrying out their business operation.

3.1 Socio-Economic Aspects

In Dhaka, equal numbers of vendors are male and female. In contrast, 96 percent are male and only 4 percent are female in the peri-urban Bogra area. A vast majority (86%) are married. The divorced, widowed and separated respondents account for 7 percent. 48 percent of the 114 respondents are illiterate.

As for their residency status, none of the Dhaka respondents own any residences of their own. 97% reside at rented houses (shanties) mostly in the slum areas and the remaining ones live on the streets. The situation is different in Bogra. 93% of the Bogra respondents live in their own houses and the rest in the rented houses. 30 percent of the respondents have less than 4 dependents; 57% have between 5 and 7 dependents, and 13% have more than 8 dependents. Distribution is more or less evenly distributed in both locations.

3.2 Business Operation

75% of Dhaka respondents claimed that they have permanent locations in the sense that they operate their business at the same location on the road side, until driven away by law enforcing agencies. The other 25% move around in the process when selling.

The respondents reported a variety of problems faced. Major problems faced by Dhaka street vendors as reported by them are natural calamities (63%), paying bribe/subscription (53%), oppression by police (47%), rainy/dull season (40%) and interference by local ‘mustans’/muggers (17%). In Bogra, the respondents listed shortage of capital as the major problem (70%), followed by dull season (22%). Some respondents from the Bogra town area reported oppression by police as a problem.

As for the average daily sale proceeds, 57 percent of the Dhaka respondents said that they sell below Tk.400\(^2\). In contrast, 78 percent of the Bogra respondents claimed their sale proceeds above Tk.400. For the average daily profit, 70% of Dhaka respondents reported an amount below Tk.150. In contrast, 57% of the Bogra respondents said that they had profit above Tk.150.

3.3 Fuel Use

Use of kerosene and khori/twigs as fuel source is extensive in both Dhaka and Bogra. These two sources account for 97% in Dhaka. Additionally, another 37% also use wood/logs (guri) in Dhaka. In addition to khori/twigs and kerosene, the Bogra respondents also use ‘ghuta’ dry cow-dung balls (20%) and briquette (11%). Briquettes are

\(^2\) In 2001 £1 = 83Tk.
increasingly popular with small enterprises manufacturing these condensed biomass fuel from paddy husk.

Almost all the respondents (93%) procure their fuel sources from the local market or from nearby shops. Daily expenditure on fuel is below Tk. 50/- for 68% Dhaka respondents and 69% Bogra respondents. As for the problems relating to fuel procurement, 41% of Bogra respondents mentioned rainy season (dampness of twigs) as one major problem for them. In respect of any problem that they might have faced while using fuel for cooking, 18% of Dhaka and 13% of Bogra mentioned smoke and eye burning.

An overwhelming majority of the estimated 20 million households in rural Bangladesh use traditional cooking system, ‘chula’ for cooking their foodstuffs. This comprises a pit dug into the ground see Figure 3.1, and is similar to the Indian Hara stove.

![Figure 3.1 Lady using a Traditional Stove in Northern Bangladesh](image)

They are frequently installed outside, but during the rainy season one will be dug inside the kitchen, causing health concerns due to indoor air pollution.

Table 3.1 shows which fuels are perceived to be most efficient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opinion</th>
<th>Dhaka</th>
<th>Bogra</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>28 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>42 (37%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khor (twigs)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22 (19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briquette</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 (2.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood of Saw mill</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 (2.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghuta (cowdung)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7 (6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of table 3.1 are interesting because it shows a clear difference in perception as to efficient fuel. The lack of availability of LPG in Bogra is one reason why awareness of this fuel is low. Additionally the respondents in Bogra preferring twigs mentioned that they could use them whenever they needed and at other times, they can put out the fire and can use it at a later time. In other words, they can control energy use for maximum utilization.

### 3.4 Institutional Support

As of now, the street food industries in Bangladesh are operating on their own, with no institutional support from either the government agencies or the NGO/private sector. In spite of the sector's importance, in respect to providing cheap food to millions of working people as well as creating countless employment opportunities both at individual and family level, there has been no specific effort from any quarters to look into the interests of this sector. No regulatory rules have been framed for the sector so as to ensure the health and hygienic and environmental aspects of the foods served. Neither is there any effort towards ensuring efficient use of energy by the food vendors, as has been done in other developing countries such as India.

### 3.5 Concluding Remarks

The respondents prepare and sell a wide variety of food items, from mostly temporary and mobile locations. They have all types of customers, however their main customers are from the lower section of the working class. The urban-based vendors, particularly in Dhaka city faced constant threat and extortion from law-enforcing agencies and local mustans/muggers, as they have operate their business under no institutional legal coverage.

Compared to those from the Bogra’s peri-urban areas, the Dhaka vendors run a small scale business with a capital investment of less than Tk.400. Their daily sale is also small (below Tk.400) and so is their profit (less than Tk.150). The situation with the Bogra respondents is marginally better.

Use of fuel by the vendors is conditioned by local availability. Whereas in Dhaka, vendors use kerosene and wood for cooking purpose, the vendors in Bogra’s peri-urban areas use twigs and kerosene. Bogra vendors prefer twigs as these are available locally at a cheaper rate. The stove that they use in both Dhaka and Bogra are mostly the earthen and tin stoves. Their average daily expenditure on fuel is below Tk.50/- . Most of the vendors reported to have faced little or no problem in using fuel.

From discussion with the Street Food Vendors both in Dhaka and Bogra, it was very much evident that the vendors are enthusiastic about adopting new and improved version of the cooking stove, as the one developed by BCSIR. This cooking system has been found to be popular with the rural households for its efficient use of the energy. Such improved stove can be provided to the street food vendors through collaboration with BCSIR, who also provide necessary training to the customers of their products.
In conclusion, it can be said that while this baseline survey on energy use by the street food vendors have revealed interesting information about their socio-economic condition, their business operation and use of fuel therein, there is a scope for further broad-based studies in this very important sector of the economy. The pattern of fuel use by the vendors and other related issues deserve to be further investigated, in view of its implication into the environmental aspect of the country. It is time for the concern government agencies to take up appropriate regulatory measures so that the street foods taken by millions of people are safe and healthy for them, in addition to minimising the environmental degradation by indiscriminate use of biomass energy by the vendors.

**Case Studies in Bangladesh**

The following case studies were gathered in Bangladesh:

**Case Study 1: Monju Ara**

Monju Ara is from Kalikapara village in the district of Madaripur. She came to Dhaka with her parents when she was a child. She grew up in Dhaka and married Abdul Halim, also from their neighboring village in Madaripur. Halim was the only wage-earner of his parent’s family. Monju had a child but was worried about his future. She dreamt of providing education to their only child.

One day she decided that she would start a cloth business, and managed to arrange some money to start the business. Although her business was profitable her aspiration for higher earning made her decide to go abroad for employment. Accordingly she contacted a manpower agent, who promised to send her to Malaysia, but that would cost her Tk.80,000/-.

Monju sold all her possessions and handed over an amount of Tk.80,000/- to the agent. But luck did not favour her and the agent ultimately betrayed her, once she arrived at Kuala Lampur airport. She was left alone and then picked up by the Malaysian police and was taken to jail, where she spent 3 months. She was subsequently deported back to Bangladesh.

She came back to her family home located in the Badda area of Dhaka city and got a job in a hotel. After working for a few months in the hotel, Monju decided to start a food selling business herself independently and that, she would sell ‘Pithas’ on the roadside. She borrowed Tk.200/- from one of her neighbours. With this little capital she started the ‘pitha’ business on the roadside in the Badda area. She earned a modest profit of Tk.50/- a day. She could repay her loan within days.

Monju Ara uses traditional earthen stove and twigs as fuel for preparing 'pitha'. She gets her twigs supply from local traders, but she complained about irregular supply and occasional scarcity. She also mentioned that she faces problems in using the fuel and smoke problems during the rainy season when twigs are wet. She was enthusiastic about LP cylinder gas use, but by her own admission, it was beyond her reach to afford such a costly system. She had heard of improved biomass stoves, she was interested to buy the improved cooking stove she once saw another women using, but here again she was hesitant as to how she could afford this. She said that she would love to buy an improved cooking stove on an instalment basis.

**Case Study 2: Saleha**

Being the only daughter of her parents, Saleha was brought up very affectionately from her childhood. They are residents of Barpur village in Bogra district. Saleha was very
industrious from her very childhood. When she was only 9 years, she got involved with
the food business along with her mother, Amina, who used to prepare and sell 'piaju',
dalpuri' and 'fullari' and such other traditional food items very popular in rural areas.
Amin's sale-point was on the roadside near the Barpur market. Working with her mother
over the years, Saleha became experienced in this type of food business.

When Saleha was 14 years old, she was married to a rickshaw puller. Her mother kept
Saleha and her husband at her place. Within 7 years of her marriage, Saleha had given
birth to two boys and one girl. After birth of her daughter, her husband Fulmiah went to
Dhaka to work as a rickshaw puller to earn more money. From that time onwards, Saleha,
lived alone with her three children. Her husband never returned, nor did he send any
money. But Saleha did not lose heart. She educated her two sons --Yasin and Shirajul – up
to class five. Now they are employed in a jewellery shop where they earn Tk.50/- each
week.

Saleha meanwhile started her own food business alongside her mother's. Her daily
investment in the business amounted to TK.150/-. From selling the food items, she got
around TK. 250/- giving a daily net profit was about TK.100/-. Saleha took a loan for TK.
4,000/- from TMSS\(^3\) for the first time and invested this in her business. Her business
gradually expanded and with it, her profit, too. With expansion of her business, she took a
loan of TK.10,000/- from TMSS. With this loan, she bought nine rickshaws, both old and
new, the pullers gave her Tk.15/- per day in rent for each of her rickshaws.

Saleha had both good and bad times in her life. But during bad times, she did not lose
heart and continued her food business as usual. By dint of her perseverance and hard work,
she has been able to survive well. Her satisfaction lies in her ability to provide some
education to her children. For long 30 years, Saleha has been struggling. However, she
ever gave in to any adversity of life. She continues her business as usual.

She does not have much idea about efficient fuel use, but thinks that a good stove could
help her avoid eye-burning smoke. But she added: “How can I get one that you are talking
about?”

**Case Study 3: Salahuddin**

Salah Uddin, the eldest son of his parents, comes from a poor family of eight members.
His father was a daily labourer and he could hardly feed such a big family. Due to poverty,
Salah Uddin was not able to continue his studies beyond primary level. One day he left his
home village of Mehendigonj under Barisal district without anybody’s knowledge. He got
on a Dhaka-bound launch from Barisal, not exactly knowing where he was going. He had
no money with him, even to buy a breakfast. Next morning, he arrived at the Sadarghat
station.

But he was lucky enough to get work on his arrival to Dhaka. His first job was as
dishwasher in a restaurant. It was a job with no pay; he would only get meals free of cost
from his employer. Within a few days, he became ‘table boy’ and this time his pay was
fixed at Tk.5/- a day in addition to his meals. He worked in the same hotel for five years
and was able to save Tk.3000/- during these years. Equipped with this capital money, he

---

\(^3\) Thengamara Mohila Sobuj Sangha, A large women’s focused NGO in Bogra, project partners to this
project.
decided to start a hotel business. He rented a roadside plot to start the business but there was no gas facility. He had to use fuel wood at an exorbitant price everyday. His profit from his hotel was thus less than what he hoped for. He contacted some young boys in the locality to find twigs for him in exchange for money but the cost for fuel did not decrease.

One day he came to know about the 'Improved cook stove' produced and marketed by Bangladesh Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (BCSIR) from one Mr. Jashim, the Council’s district supervisor. Salah Uddin got interested to procure one such improved stove and bought one from the supervisor. He had to spend Tk.1000/- for installing one commercially viable improved cook stove in his stall. Immediately afterwards, Salah Uddin started getting dividends from his investment. Before installation of the stove, he had to spend at least Tk.375/- everyday for fuel. But with the new system of cooking, his daily expenditure on fuel came down substantially to Tk.240/- only. With a decrease in the daily fuel cost, his profit margin has increased. With the improved cook stove, he is also saving his cooking time by 25 percent. A happy and contented Salah Uddin added: “If we were a little bit aware about efficient fuel use, we could save not only our operating cost for a higher profit margin, but also could contribute towards maintaining a pollution-free environment around us to enjoy a good life”.

Case Study 4: Mukul Begum
Mukul Begum, a woman in her early forties, lives in the village Meherhat under Bogra district. At the age of 18, she was married to Jahangir, a rickshaw puller by profession. Her husband was very irregular in his profession and usually had insufficient earnings to feed his family members three meals a day. Life was hard, and her children dropped out of school.

Her husband started a sweet-making enterprise with a loan of Tk.500/- and some advice from a friend. The money meant that their children could return to school. One day, Mukul was introduced to Morzina, a field worker of the Thengamara Mohila Sobuj Sangha (TMSS). Mukul told Morzina about her husband’s new sweet business and wanted to know if she could arrange some funds so that they can invest more capital for the sweet business. Morzina arranged a loan of Tk.3000/- for Mukul. She then took the money and invested the whole amount in their business. This new capital enabled Mukul and her husband to avoid exorbitant borrowing from private sources. Their business expanded and so also the profit. They added a tin roof to their house.

A couple of years later, Mukul’s husband fell sick and suffered for two years. Although the work was arduous, Mukul continued running the business and made a profit. The daily sale of her sweetmeats now amounts to Tk.1000/-. Their business has expanded to such an extent that she is now even ready to take a loan of TK. 10,000/- from TMSS and invest the amount for her business. Mukul is successful and independent as a business woman, her only dream is to see her son and daughter educated.

Although Mukul has been running her business successfully, she does not have much idea about improved cooking stove. She did admit that from one of her customers she heard about improved stove available in Dhaka, but never had an opportunity to see it. She also admitted about the smoke problem from her traditional stove, but does not have any idea as to how an improved stove can help her save fuel. However, she showed her interest to buy an improved cook stove, if it is made available to her.
4. Impact assessment, Bangladesh

Prepared by: Satya Ranjan Saha, Manager, Mostafa Haider Chowdhury, Coordinator

4.1 Introduction
Following the baseline survey, another follow-up study was carried out among a selected 54 street food vendors to have an in-depth analysis of the situation. Additionally, some of the government and non-government organizations related with energy use were investigated in order to ascertain their possible involvement in providing any support to the street food vendors. This second phase study was followed with an international workshop in October 2001 with participants from Bangladesh, UK and Sri Lanka. The workshop identified the possible strategic intervention guidelines for piloting the second phase of the project.

4.1.1 Piloting of the Energy and Street Food Project
Following the recommendation of the workshop, ITDG-B organised five training courses in 5 districts in the northern region of the country, namely Bogra, Joipurhat, Rangpur, Gaibandha and Kishorgonj. Under the five training courses, a total of 112 energy users 27 male and 85 female – were imparted training. These energy users were mostly the NGO group members. The training covered the following aspects of energy

a) Awareness raising regarding the inefficient use and wastage of fuel by traditional ‘chula’
b) Construction process of 4 types improved stoves
c) Repair and trouble-shooting in respect to use of improved stoves.

A portion of trainees took part in trial cooked with their usual three stone fires
Janab Mahbuba Hasnat, Sadar Upazilla Nirbahi Officer, Kishoregonj handing over the Improved Stove construction equipments to trainee participants
The training was aimed at building up a work force for future construction of improved stoves in the participants’ respective localities. As such, the trainee-participants were also provided with necessary equipments such as two dice, one each of scale, knife and scissor for facilitating construction activities, and two nets (chakni), one chimney and one cap for use while cooking. Except in Kishoregonj district, the training sessions were organised during the months of December 2001 – February 2002. For Kishoregonj, the training was organised in September 2002.

Additionally, a few of the concern NGOs were also provided equipment support for demonstrating the construction and use of improved stoves in the districts of Madaripur, Bogra, Joipurhat, Rangpur and Gaibandha. These equipment supports were aimed at demonstrating the improved methods of fuel use among the food processors.

4.1.3 Rationale of the Study:
This study was undertaken one year after the training and equipment supports were extended to the trainee-participants in four districts under this pilot phase, except in the district of Kishoregonj. In the follow-up, it was found that the trainees have been using the improved stoves both at family level as well as for commercial purpose. They have also been engaged in popularising the use of improved stoves in their neighborhood, and some of them have even helped others in making of the stoves. One-year time may not be enough to measure the full impact of use of improved stoves, even then it is expected that there would be some effect level changes. As such, it was thought worthwhile to have an assessment study on the extent of use of improved stoves as well as its economic, hygienic and environmental implications.
4.1.4 Specific Objectives of the Study
The specific objectives of the study have been:

a) To assess whether use of improved stoves has increased or not.
b) To measure the extent of fuel savings both in terms of volume and cost.
c) To measure the extent of time saved through use of improved stoves.
d) To elicit the users’ perception on health and hygienic effect of improved stoves.
e) To elicit the users’ perception on environmental impact of use of improved stoves.
f) To elicit customers’ perception on health, quality of food items as well as environment by use of improved stoves.

4.1.5 Study Methodology:
The main study instrument was administering a structured set of questionnaire to the 100 respondents. Out of the total respondents, 50 were from amongst the trainees who were selected from a total of 100 trained persons from the four study districts, namely Bogra, Joipurhat, Gaibandha and Rangpur. These 50 trainee-respondents were selected through application of random sampling. Another 30 respondents were from the NGO-motivated and supported community and group members. As for the remaining 20 non-trainee respondents, they were selected from the neighbourhood purposively, on being identified by their trainee-motivators and the NGO staff. Recall method was used for comparing the effect and impact level changes between the two periods of the traditional and improved stove use.

4.2 Findings of the Study
The findings of the study have been presented in this chapter following the sequence of investigation as reflected in the questionnaire. In other words, the findings on the socio-economic features of the respondents are presented first, followed by the information on processing of food items, technological issues, impact of use of improved stoves on economic, health and environment factors.

4.2.1 Socio-economic features:
The socio-economic characteristics of the respondents were investigated and the findings are tabulated in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.1 Socio-Economic Characteristics of the Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Variables</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Sex distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Marital status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deserted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmarried</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As the table depicts, a vast majority (95%) of the user respondents are female with only 5% male. Again, a still higher proportion (97%) of these respondents is married. As for age of the respondents, the majority (53%) is under 30 years of age or below, followed by another 34 percent whose age ranges between 31 and 40 years.

The distribution of the respondents’ profession show that about more than half of them (61%) are simply housewives. Only 27 percent are actually food processors. There are ten (10) service holders and two social workers.

Almost a half of the respondents (48%) have their family members, whose number ranges between 4 and 5, followed by another 20 percent who has had 2-3 members in their families. Almost an equal proportion (17%) of the respondents has family members between 6 and 7. However, 15 percent of the respondents has family members equal to or above eight.

As for the respondents’ educational status, none of them were found to be illiterate, although 37 percent indicated that they could sign only. Another 28 percent has education up to primary level, followed by another 25 percent who has education up to secondary level. The number of graduates and above is 7, followed by another three respondents who have education up to higher secondary level.

### 4.2.2 Marketing Process

#### Table 4.2 Distribution of the Improved Stove users by the marketing process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marketing Process</th>
<th>N=100</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Made &amp; sold by self</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Made by self &amp; supplied to others</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Made by self &amp; sold by family members</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Self Consumption</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*N.B. Multiple answers allowed*
4.2.4 Technology Related Issues:

The issues related to use pattern of the improved stoves were also looked into. The findings are described below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>N=100</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One mouth</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two mouths with chimney</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both of the above</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial stoves</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the above table depicts, almost a half of the respondents (48%) are using the IS with only one mouth, followed by another 33 percent who use two-mouth IS used for cooking food items both for family use and commercial purposes. Only 5 percent users use both of the above types. Another 14 respondents were found to be using commercial stoves. It appears that 11 of the users have installed commercial stoves in their houses, which are used for cooking food items both for family use and commercial purpose.

4.2.5 Types of fuel used

As for the types of fuel used, the users said that they use twigs as their fuel (50%), followed by cow dung ball (48%) and leaves (29%). Heather and briquette are also used but at a much lesser proportion, 7% and 5% respectively. The use pattern of fuel is indicative of a typical rural scenario at family level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of fuel</th>
<th>N=100</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twigs</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briquette</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow dung ball</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaves</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.B. Multiple answers allowed

4.2.6 Topics learnt in the training-

As indicated earlier, 50 out of the 100 respondents were exposed to training organised by ITDG on various aspects of IS use and maintenance. These trained users in their turn also motivated and trained others. As such, the respondents were asked to indicate the topics and issues that they learnt from the training. The findings are tabulated below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>N=50</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Importance of IS</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of IS</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trouble shooting | 50 | 100%
---|---|---
Disadvantages of Traditional Stoves | 42 | 84%
Awareness raising | 35 | 70%

\textit{N.B. Multiple answers allowed}

As table shows, majority of the respondents could recollect the topics that were discussed in the training sessions and these are construction of IS (100%), Trouble shooting (100%), disadvantages of traditional stoves (84%), awareness raising (70%) and importance of IS (62%).

4.2.7 \textbf{Sources of IS procurement}
Regarding the sources of IS procurement, 36 respondents claimed that they themselves made the stoves, with the technological knowledge that they acquired from the ITDG training. These 36 respondents are from the 50 ITDG trained respondents. The remaining 14 trained respondents are the users of commercial stoves, which they could not construct by themselves owing to the complicated technological process involved in construction of such stoves. These users were supplied stoves by ITDG in collaboration with NGO. Out of the remaining 50 respondents, 30 users were the community and group members who were supplied stoves by the NGOs with equipment support from ITDG. Another 20 respondents were the motivated users whose stoves were constructed by the ITDG trainees and sold to them. All these information are tabulated below.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|}
\hline
Sources & N=100 & \% \\
\hline
Made by ITDG-trainees for self use & 36 & 36\% \\
Supplied by ITDG in collaboration with NGOs & 14 & 14\% \\
Supplied by NGOs, but with equipment support from ITDG & 30 & 30\% \\
Made by ITDG-trainees and supplied on payment basis & 20 & 20\% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Distribution of the respondents by sources of IS procurement}
\end{table}

4.2.8 \textbf{Perception of use of IS}
The respondents’ perception on popularising and spreading the use of improved stoves was solicited. All the respondents except two wanted that IS use should be popularised and extended.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|}
\hline
Opinion & N=100 & \% \\
\hline
Yes & 98 & 98\% \\
No & 2 & 2\% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Distribution of the respondents by their perception of extended use of IS.}
\end{table}

4.2.9 \textbf{Transfer of IS making technology}
It was expected from the trainees, equipped with technical knowledge of making the stoves, would train others in their neighbourhood in the art of making stoves. However, as depicted in the table below, half of the trainees did not transfer the knowledge. Only 17 claimed to have trained 1-2 persons each, while 3 said that they trained 3-4 persons. Similarly, another 3 claimed to have trained 5-6 persons each. One trainee imparted training to 7 persons himself and another to 27 persons by himself.
Table 4.8 Distribution of the ITDG trainees by the number of persons they taught the art of making IS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Persons taught</th>
<th>N=50</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-above</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.10 Motivation for IS use
As for motivating others in use of IS, 61 out of the 100 respondents claimed that they motivated others in using improved stoves. Thirty three (33) out of these 61 claimed to have motivated 1-4 persons each, followed by 18 percent (5-8 persons), 11 percent (9-12 persons) and 16 percent (13 & above). The information are tabulated below.

Table 4.9 Distribution of respondents (those saying 'Yes') by the number of persons they motivated to use IS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of persons motivated</th>
<th>N=61</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-above</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It may be mentioned here that a total of 586 persons were motivated by the trainees following their exposure to ITDG organised training. It was also found that out of these motivated people, 194 are using improved stoves in the study areas.

Table 4.10 Distribution of trainee respondents by the number of IS constructed for others (respondents 50)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of IS constructed</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-30</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-above</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As for construction of improved stove for others by the trainee technicians 50 out of 100 respondents claimed that they constructed IS for others. 27 out of these 50 claimed to have constructed 1-10 (54%) IS each, followed by 18%(11-20), 0% (21-30), 8% (31-40) and 20% (41-above).  
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Table 4.11 Distribution of trainee respondents by opinion of charges for IS construction for others (respondents 50)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount charged</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100-200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201-300</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301-400</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401-above</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 50 trainee respondents were asked to mention about the charges that they are claiming for the construction of improved stove for others, in reply 29 respondents mentioned that charging TK.201-300 each, followed by 22% (301-400) , and 20% (401-above).

4.2.11 Obstacles to IS use
The respondents were also asked to mention about any perceived obstacles or barriers to expanded use of IS. Lack of capital has been mentioned by the majority of respondents (59%) as one of the obstacles, followed by lack of necessary materials such as mud, etc(48%) and ignorance of the people (27%). Rain and floods have also been mentioned as an obstacle by 18 percent. Five (5) percent said that the stoves are costly. However, 27 percent found no obstacles in popularising the use of IS.

Table 4.12 Distribution of respondents by their perception on the obstacles to expansion of IS use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstacles</th>
<th>N=100</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ignorance</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of capital</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monsoon (rain &amp; flood)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not fully motivated</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not like</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of mud</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costly</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Obstacle</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N.B. Multiple answers allowed

4.2.12 Impact of IS use
In order to ascertain any effect or impact level changes in respect to fuel use and other related issues, the users of IS were asked to record their perception. Recall method was adopted to record the perceived changes.

4.2.13 Fuel use
The respondents were asked to make an estimate of the quantity and value of the main fuel that they used to buy before while using the traditional stoves as well as now while using the improved stoves for cooking same quantity of foodstuffs. The number of users mainly using twigs was 50, briquette 5 and cow dung ball 45. The estimates of fuel use by them are tabulated below.
Table 4.13 Quantity and value of selected types of fuel used before and now.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Fuel</th>
<th>Before</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Now</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quantity (mds)</td>
<td>Rate (Tk)</td>
<td>Value (Tk)</td>
<td>Quantity (mds)</td>
<td>Rate (Tk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twigs</td>
<td>586.0</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>35,160.00</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briquette</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>95.00</td>
<td>2,897.50</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow dung balls</td>
<td>233.0</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>11,650.00</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen from the above table, the amount of twigs used earlier for the traditional stoves was 586.0 maunds, which came down to 302 maunds for the improved stoves. Correspondingly, the cost of twigs incurred also decreased by more than a half (51.53%). Similar is the case with the other two sources of fuel mostly used by the respondents. Both the volume and cost of briquette and cow dung balls were decreased by a half when they are using improved stoves, compared to those for the traditional stoves.

Table 4.14 Distribution of respondents by their perception on their economic impact on their business (27 respondents involved in food business)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perception</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase in savings</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhancement in cash purchase</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity to increase in stock</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement in life style</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction of medical cost</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The respondent's perception about the use of improved stove on economic condition were also elicited in the above table. All the respondents mention that the IS use has a positive economic impact on their business, it has started to enable them to face any awkward situation in respect of economic condition of their business in future.

4.2.14 Time use
All the 100 users were of the opinion that less time is required for cooking while using an improved stove compared to what was required with the traditional stove. As for the extent of less time use, 61 respondents claimed that they have 30-40 percent less time requirement with the IS, followed by 23 respondents (41+ %).

Table 4.15 Distribution of respondents by their estimate of less time required

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimated less time requirement by %</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-40</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-above</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.15 Changes in profit margin
All the 14 users of commercial stoves were asked to provide an estimate of any changes in the profit margin, since their use of improved stoves in place of the traditional ones. All of them were of the opinion that use of improved stoves has had a positive impact on their profit margin, by way of less fuel requirements. As the following table shows, 10 out of the 14 users said that their profit margin increased by 31 percent or above, while the increase in profit margin for the remaining 4 users ranges between 16 to 30 percent. The findings are provided in table below.

Table 4.17 Distribution of respondents by their perception on increase in profit rate from business

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increase in Profit Margin (%)</th>
<th>Frequency (N=14)</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-above</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>71.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.16 Impact of IS use on health issues
The users of IS were also asked to provide their perception of IS use on their health. They were asked to mention about the advantages and disadvantages of traditional stove use vis-à-vis those of the improved stoves that they are currently using. The findings are presented in the Tables- 17, 18, 19 and 20 below.
As depicted in the tables above, almost all the respondents mentioned about a number of disadvantages in using the traditional stoves. In this connection, they spoke of eye burning, heat problems, breathing problems and headache that they used to suffer while using the traditional stoves. Conversely, all the respondents talked about a number of health related advantages of using the improved stoves. They claimed to have faced none of the four problems mentioned earlier.

As for the advantage of traditional stoves, only six (6) respondents said that they could use large twigs conveniently in the traditional stove which is not possible in case of IS. At the same, some 27 respondents mentioned that using of IS is time consuming, in the sense that it takes more start-up time.

### 4.2.17 Perception on popularising IS use

In the end, the respondents’ suggestions were sought as to what they thought would be required to popularise wider use of IS in the country. As depicted in the table below, an overwhelming majority (92%) suggested to increase awareness of the people about the adverse effect of traditional stoves and the positive effect of IS use. More than two-third of
the respondents called for more publicity and training. Similar proportion of respondents called for extension of credit facilities. They also called for making equipments easily available and at a low cost to the people. About one-third of the respondents (36%) suggested support from the NGO community in respect to motivation and procurement of supplies related to making of IS.

Table 4.22 Distribution of respondents by their suggestions on how to popularise IS throughout the country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggestions</th>
<th>N=100</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To raise awareness</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Training</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Publicity</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extend capital support</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of equipment</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment at a minimum cost</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support through NGOs</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.3 Recommendations**

As can be expected from introduction of any improved system over the traditional one, the users of the improved stoves have been benefiting from its use in a number of ways. Benefits accrued to them in terms of their spending on fuels as less fuel is required. They also benefited in respect to time required to cook. However, their benefit in respect to protection from the health hazards was immense. Unlike the time when they were using the traditional stoves, they are facing no health problems such as eye burning, breathing problem or headache. As less fuel is required under the IS system, there are also social benefits such as less deforestation and consequent positive impact on environment. In view of the above, the importance of extensive and wider use of IS can be hardly overemphasised.

In the context of the present ITDG project, the following recommendations are made:

1. In view of the actual benefits that accrued to the users, there is a need to continue the project activities for an extended period beyond the pilot phase.
2. Training and skill development activities are required to be strengthened in collaboration with the partner NGOs.
3. Arrangement should be made with partner NGOs for appropriate follow-up of the training and skill development activities so as to ensure that the trainees act as the catalytic agents for popularising IS use in their respective communities as well as for providing technical support in construction of IS.
4. The partner NGOs are to be supported so as to enable them to produce the required IS equipments locally and to supply these to the motivated potential users.
5. In view of the potential contribution of IS both at family level and social level, the NGOs could be assisted to initiate the project activities as one of their regular programs. For this, manpower support may be needed.
6. Credit support may be extended to enable people to procure the IS. Alternatively, a subsidised system of sales may be introduced under the overall management of the partner NGOs.
7. It is also recommended that procurement and use of IS by group members may be linked with other NGO programs (e.g. credit program)
5. Energy and Street Food in Sri Lanka
Results of a baseline survey

Conducted by South Asia Regional Office, ITDG
April – May 2001

5.1 Introduction, Street Food Vendors – Who are they?
Street food vendors in Sri Lanka are identified as those belonging to the informal sector of the country’s economy whose business operations are irregular, unstable and marginal. A large number of them operate in the urban centres of the country. However, street food vendors are gaining significance in the present socio-economic context because of three important reasons.

Firstly, they are a self-employed category of small entrepreneurs who do not depend on governmental institutional structures for their livelihoods. Their businesses evolve exclusively around their own individual strengths and the support extended to them by their immediate social networks such as family members and other close associates.

Secondly, street food satisfies the food consumption needs of a significant section of the population. The food sold on the streets is relatively cheap and readily available. It, therefore, responds effectively to the food requirements particularly of those in the low income categories and the busy customers who do not have much time to prepare their own food or to go to a restaurant to buy their food.

Thirdly, street food vendors do not have any support from the formal institutional set-up either to improve their businesses or to protect them from undue external forces despite they being a significant cross-section of the economically active population and service a relatively large section of the urban population.

The usual response from the formal institutions towards street food vendors is that they sell unhygienic and low quality food to the customers, encroach public property, contribute largely to environmental pollution by dumping garbage on the streets, engage in criminal activities under cover and are a nuisance to maintaining law and order. The street food vendors are perceived as an unreliable category of people with whom no formal institutional transactions could be entered into or maintained. The vendors claim that they are frequently being victimised by the formal institutions such as the Police, the Public Health Institutions, Local Government Authorities etc. particularly at times of epidemic...
bursts and civil disturbances resulting in the loss of livelihood sources and economic difficulties to the vendors and their families.

5.1.2 Street Food Vendors – How to define them?
For the purpose of this study, Street Food Vendors are simply defined as:

“Vendors who prepare and/or sell food on street/public property for which the labour input is exclusively from an individual or from the members of his/her immediate family”.

However, street food business, as both a social and economic phenomenon is much more complex and defining ‘street food’ and giving it a comprehensive meaning is difficult. For example, there are vendors who sell food on the streets but neither involve his/her own labour nor of his/her family members. Irene Tinker in her EPOC study defines street food vendors as those who “sell ready-to-eat food along the street or from a structure that does not have four permanent walls”\(^4\). Tinker’s definition of street food vendors however, is not quite explicit about the mobile street food vendors who move from one place to the other or from one customer to the other though they could be interpreted as those who ‘sell ready-to-eat food along the street’. The vendors engaged in the street food business represent diverse characteristics and thus it is difficult to find one single definition or term that could better explain who a street food vendor is. The diversity that exist among street food vendors is reflected in the type of food they prepare/sell, the scale of their businesses, the mode in which they are operating, the locations in which they prepare and sell food, the type of clients to whom they sell food etc. Table 5.1 shows this diversity and complexity of the characteristics associated with street food vendors classified in terms of a few identified criteria.

\(^4\) Irene Tinker (1977) – Street Foods – Urban Food and Employment in Developing Countries, p.162
### Table 5.1 Characteristics Associated with Street Food Vendors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Characteristics associated with street food vendors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Both males and females are engaged in the business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td>Both married and unmarried</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area of residence</td>
<td>Some live within the city itself; some live in the outskirts of the city and reach the city within a short time; some live far away from the city and travel daily using public/private transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food types</td>
<td>Breakfast; lunch; dinner; short-eats (wade, gram, rolls etc.); tea; drinks (kolakenda, saruwath etc.); sweetmeats; fruits; ice cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business times</td>
<td>Some operate only in the mornings; some in the noon; some in the evenings; some all throughout the day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business locations/sales points</td>
<td>Some have a permanent place to operate their business such as the Manning market in Colombo; some are mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food preparation</td>
<td>Some prepare food at home; some prepare on the street; some prepare food at home and do warming-up on the street; some do buying and selling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of labour involved</td>
<td>Labour input of the vendor himself; labour input of the vendor and his/her spouse; labour input of the vendor; spouse and children; labour input of the vendor and family members; labour input of the hired persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode of operation</td>
<td>Some operate carts; some carry their food in baskets or boxes; some use mobile stoves; some operate from a fixed place and under a shelter; some operate from automobiles such as vans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of clients</td>
<td>Some have regular/permanent clients; some do not have regular/permanent clients; some have both regular/permanent clients as well as other casual clients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale of the business</td>
<td>Daily operational costs and incomes of street food vendors vary from Rs.300/- to Rs.5,000/-; their daily net profits are in the range of Rs.150/- to Rs.2,000/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table on the characteristics of the street food vendors points to both the complexity and the diversity of the street food business referred to earlier.

### 5.2 Methodology

This section explains the sampling procedures adopted in selecting the 100 vendors for the baseline survey and the methodology used to collect the required information.

#### 5.2.1 Sampling

As pointed out in the previous section, street food vendors are an economically active population operating in the informal sector of the country. However, their numbers have not been enumerated in a formal census in order to assess the size of their population and the characteristics associated with them. Thus, sampling of street food vendors on
The basis of census data was not possible. The 100 street food vendors included in the present survey were therefore a purposive sample chosen primarily to represent some of the key characteristics associated with them. These characteristics were observed to be directly or indirectly related to the energy use patterns of the food vendors. It was observed that energy is used by the vendors for numerous purposes such as cooking (fuel wood, gas, kerosene oil), grinding (electricity), heating (fuel wood, coconut shells), lighting (during cooking time and selling) and transporting (motor cycles, vans). The characteristics used in identifying the 100 vendors were as follows:

- Vendors who prepare food at home as well as those preparing food on the street
- Food types – a) lunch packets, b) string-hoppers, c) snacks such as sandwiches, rolls, cutlets etc.,
- d) herbal drinks (kola kenda) and tea, e) wade, f) gram, g) ice-cream
- Vendors living within city limits as well as those coming from outside
- Means of transport used by vendors such as public transport, motor-bicycles, push-bicycles, vans etc.
- Vendors operating in the evenings and nights
- Business locations of the vendors – fixed place and mobile
- Those using mobile devices to generate energy
- Businesses of varied scales such as those operating from a fixed shelter/space, those operating in vans and those who are mobile either for selling purposes or for both selling and preparing food
- Vendors with relatively low enterprising capacities as well as those with high capacities
- Both males and females as well as of different ethnic groups

The survey was conducted among the vendors operating their businesses within the Municipality Council boundaries of the city of Colombo.

5.2.2 Data collection

Relevant information for the baseline survey was gathered using a structured questionnaire (see Annex 1). As data collection had to be carried out while vendors are engaged in their business operations, lengthy interviews with the vendors had to be curtailed in order to avoid any possible disturbances, which could have caused by the researcher to their respective business activities. The key information collected in the survey was therefore restricted to the following four aspects. They were:

- Type of vendor
- Nature of the street food business
- Type of energy and devices used
- Vendors availability for follow-up studies

The questionnaire was pilot-tested and adapted before it was administered to the sample proper. The survey was conducted by a single researcher over a period of little more than one month. A computer analysis of data produced the numerical as well cross tabulations.
5.3 Results Of The Survey
This chapter presents the results of the baseline survey conducted with the 100 street food vendors.

5.3.1 Socio-demographic characteristics of the street food vendors

Geographical distribution: A majority of the street food vendors surveyed had their residences located within the urban or peri-urban centres where they carried out their business operations or else in close proximity to such places. 57 vendors lived within the boundaries of the Greater Colombo Area while another 37 lived in the Colombo Municipality Council boundaries. It was only 6 vendors who lived in the suburbs of Colombo and travelled to their places of business operations. The areas of residence of the street food vendors are important for this particular study because of its possible implications on the type of energy used by the vendors and its costs. For example, a vendor who lives in an apartment in a densely populated area may be restricted from using firewood due to scarcity of firewood in urban areas, its relatively high cost and the lack of space available to keep a hearth inside the apartment. Such vendors may be compelled to depend on kerosene or gas. Meanwhile, vendors living in rural or peri-urban centres may find firewood as a cheaper source of energy because they may find firewood from their surroundings at no cost. The vendor’s residential area may have further implications on energy use. For example, if the vendor lives far away from the place of his business operations and if he wants to reach his destination on time he may have to start preparing food very early in the morning or else keep them ready in the previous night. This means that the vendor may have to use electricity or kerosene for lighting during cooking hours. Similarly, the vendor may also have to use energy (petrol/diesel) if he is using a motor cycle or a van to transport his food to the sales point.

Gender: Of the 100 street food vendors, who participated in the survey, 95 were males while the number of females was limited to only 5. However, this does not mean that street food business in Sri Lanka is a male dominant phenomenon. It was only at the point of selling food that the males performed a dominant role. The female members of the vendor families contributed largely to the business in the form of preparing food though they did not come to the street to sell them. It was only in 1/3 of the sample that vendors prepared food by themselves or bought from outsiders and sold without any assistance from their family members. A majority of the vendors (more than 60) were assisted both by their wives and by their family members. For example, 30 vendors were assisted by a single family member, particularly his/her spouse. Another 20 were assisted by three other family members. 7 were assisted by two family members while another 4 was assisted by more than three family members. Thus, it can be argued that street food business in Sri Lanka is not an economic activity confined to a single individual, i.e. male or female, but rather an activity carried out with the involvement of the ‘family’ as a whole. Both male and female and young and adult members of the families contributed significantly in carrying out their business operations. The women’s contribution to the productive activities though overtly not seen needs to be carefully identified and accounted for when economic assessments of the business operations are made. Further, the female members in the households have to be particularly consulted in an in-depth study focused to identify the role of energy in the street food business as they are directly engaged in food preparation.
Ethnicity: 43 vendors in the sample were Sinhalese while the Tamils and Muslims were 25 and 32 respectively suggesting **an over-representation of the minority communities in the sample.** Whether such an over-representation is due to a sampling error or whether it represents the ground realities need to be explored. A complete enumeration of the street food vendors would be very much useful to throw some insights into this particular aspect.

Marital status and their dependents: The number of married vendors were 83 while the unmarried was 17. In a majority of cases the number of family members, particularly those dependent on the vendor and the business activity that he/she has been carrying out was found to be relatively high. 53 vendor families were constituted by 3-5 members while another 38 had more than 5 members in their families. As pointed out in an earlier section, **this shows the relative significance of the street food business as a source of livelihood for a considerable section of the population who otherwise have to be looked after by the State either through social welfare packages or by providing alternative sources of income.**

5.3.2 Characteristics associated with street food business
The 100 street food vendors surveyed demonstrated a number of characteristics in respect of the types of food that they sold, their mode of operation, places of preparing food, selling points etc. The key features observed are described in the following section.

Business related experience: A majority of the street food vendors had functioned in their respective businesses over a long period of time and had gained experience in the trade. 70 vendors in the sample had been in the business for more than 5 years while another 15 had their business operations carried over a period ranging from 3-5 years. The duration of the business operations for another 10 vendors varied from 1-3 years. It was only 5 vendors who had entered into the business over a period of less than one year. The relatively long period of time that street food vendors remained in their respective business operations suggests their proven capacity to sustain themselves in this informal trade and their ability to meet the consumer demands in a rapidly changing market economy.

Business locations: Of the 100 vendors, 36 had their business operations outside Pettah area while another 31 operated within the Manning market. 15 vendors operated within Pettah. 9 vendors had their business operation in the Galle Face while a similar number operated within the Fort area. Of the earlier mentioned 28 vendors who had access to a permanent place or fixed shelter to operate their businesses, 50% operated outside Pettah. There were 6 such vendors who operated in the Manning market while another 6 operated in the Pettah. Two vendors with permanent places or fixed shelters operated in the Fort area.

Business times: The times that street food vendors started their business operations demonstrated variations. **It ranged between 4.00 in the morning and 6.00 in the evening.** The starting time of the business varied with the type of food that vendors sold. Looking at the number of hours that vendors spent on the street selling food, it appears that for a majority of the vendors the business is not an easy task. A majority (53) of the vendors spent 10-15 hours on the street preparing and selling food. Another 38 spent more than 15 hours. 8 vendors spent 5-10 hours on the street. It was only one vendor who spent less than one hour for his business operations on the street.
The times calculated above are only what the vendors have spent on the street for preparing and/or selling food. If the time that street food vendors and their family members spent for preparing food at home is added to the time spent for selling food on the street, the time spent in terms of labour input for the business operations would rise to very high levels. From an economic perspective, labour input to the businesses is important when assessing returns to labour and calculating opportunity costs to those engaged in the business. It is interesting to explore how financial returns from street food business compensate such heavy labour inputs. Meanwhile, business times are important from an energy perspective as well because vendors who start their business operations early in the morning and continue until late evenings have to use energy for lighting their business outlets/premises during selling. The survey observed that 26 vendors had to light their business outlets/premises during selling using kerosene (24), electricity (1) and a car battery (1).

**Food types:** A variety of food items were prepared and sold by the vendors in the sample. *Some vendors confined themselves to a single food item while several others had a combination of food varieties.* The types of food sold by each vendor appear in Annex 2. The food types included lunch packets (17), string hoppers (10), snacks such as rolls, cutlets, sandwiches etc. (39), tea (39), kolakenda/herbal drinks (4), wade (23), kadala/gram (11), ice cream (3) and other food varieties (23). Snacks and tea vendors constituted the majority of the vendors. Looking at the type of food supplied by the vendors they can be divided into three major categories namely, the **main meals** constituting breakfast, lunch and dinner, **snacks** inclusive of wade and kadala and **drinks** such as tea, herbal drinks and kanji.

Among the vendors who had exclusively confined themselves to a single food item were 12 lunch packet vendors (10 males and 2 females), 10 snacks and tea vendors (9 males and 1 female), 9 tea vendors (all males), 4 kadala/gram sellers (all males), 4 wade vendors (all males) and 3 kolakenda/herbal drinks vendors (2 males and 1 female). Apart from these 42 vendors, rest of the vendors was engaged in selling more than one food item.

*The significance of food types to energy usage is the possible variations in the degree of energy used along with the types of food prepared.* For example, preparation of certain food types such as lunch or dinner may consume more energy compared to tea or kadala. This however, needs to be established through an in-depth analysis into the efficiency of energy use patterns.

**Mode of operation:** 28 street food vendors had access to a fixed shelter or a permanent place on the street to operate their businesses, particularly as a sales point for their food. *However, a majority (59) of the street food vendors operated as mobile vendors moving from one place to the other or from one customer to the other to sell their food.* Of these mobile vendors, 29 had owned carts to carry their food while another 17 used wooden or cardboard boxes to contain their food. Meanwhile, 9 vendors were found to be mobile in both preparing and selling food. Three vendors operated in motor vehicles while another was a mobile vendor who engaged in buying and selling food.

**Place of food preparation:** Preparation of street food occurred both at household level as well as on the streets. A majority of the vendors however, prepared their food at home and brought to the streets for marketing. It is difficult to segregate the data to identify the exact number of vendors who prepared food at home from those who prepared food on the streets primarily because a single vendor is engaged in selling more than one food item. Of
these different combinations of food items, some were prepared at home while others were prepared on the streets. Yet in some cases such as wade, food was prepared partly at home and partly on the streets. In the sample, 62 vendors prepared their food at home while another 51 prepared them on the streets. Meanwhile, another 11 vendors prepared their food at home and thereafter warmed up/re-cooked on the streets.

The 12 lunch packet vendors and the 3 kolakenda vendors referred to earlier had their food items exclusively prepared at home. Of the 4 kadala vendors, 1 prepared kadala at home while two others prepared them on the street itself. The fourth vendor prepared kadala at home and warmed-up on the street while selling them. Of the 10 tea and snacks vendors, 8 prepared their snacks at home while tea was boiled on the street. All the 9 tea vendors prepared tea on the street. One wade vendor prepared his wade at home while another prepared them on the street. Two other wade vendors prepared their wade at home and warmed-up/re-cooked on the streets.

Of the 59 mobile vendors referred to earlier, 37 prepared their food at home while the balance 22 prepared their food on the street. Among the vendors who occupied a permanent place/fixed shelter to operate their businesses, 20 prepared their food at home while another 20 prepared food on the street. 2 other vendors prepared food at home and warmed-up/re-cooked them on the street.

The place of preparing food has a direct bearing on the energy use patterns of the vendors. For example, kerosene was the major source of energy used by vendors who prepared, warmed-up/re-cooked food on the streets. The choice of the vendors to use alternative sources of energy such as firewood or gas is restricted either because the space available in the commercial centres is limited or the appropriate devices such as small gas cookers etc. are not available with the vendors.

**Transport used to carry food:** A majority (34) of the vendors used public transport to carry food from their residences to the places of their business operations. There were 28 vendors who used a cart to carry their food. Push cycles were used by 15 vendors and motor cycles by 2 vendors. Three vendors used vans to transport their food for sale while three-wheeler taxis were used by 2 vendors. 16 vendors did not use any form of vehicle to carry their food but walked up to their business destinations carrying food along with them. The survey results show that it is only a very few vendors who used private vehicles, which have a direct bearing on energy such as vans and motor cycles. The majority of vendors used either non-energy-related vehicles such as carts, push-cycles etc. or public transport which did not have any direct energy implication to the vendor.

Incomes from street food: Though street food business is an laborious task involving long hours work and heavy inputs of labour, daily incomes generated by the vendors appear to be comparatively high and remunerative. The daily income received by 26 vendors exceeded Rs.1500/- while another 25 vendors had a daily income ranging between Rs.1000/- and Rs.1500/. The daily income of another 28 vendors ranged between Rs.500/- to Rs.1000/-. It was only 21 vendors who had an income of less than Rs.500/- per day. However, a rigorous cost-benefit analysis of street food businesses and an analysis of the number of days that vendors are able to engage in their respective businesses in a given month are required before reaching any conclusions on the income and profit levels of the street food vendors. It is also important to analyze the proportion of the total business expenditure incurred by the vendors for meeting the energy needs of their respective businesses and its relationship to their profit margins.
5.3.3 Energy and Street Food

This section explains the energy use patterns of the vendors and its relationship to the different types of food prepared by them.

**Purpose of energy use:** Vendors have used energy for numerous purposes such as for cooking, heating, grinding and lighting during cooking and selling. As some vendors have used more than one source of energy there is a replication of the numbers of vendors using different sources of energy. Table 5.2 shows the use of different energy sources by the vendors for different purposes mentioned above.

**Table 5.2 Energy Sources for Street Vendor Uses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Firewood</th>
<th>Kerosene</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Electricity</th>
<th>Battery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cooking</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grinding</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting during cooking</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting during selling</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows that kerosene is the main source of energy, used by a majority of vendors, particularly for cooking and lighting.

**Energy use patterns:** Energy use patterns among street food vendors are complex and diverse. Some vendors have depended on a single source of energy for a particular purpose such as cooking while some others have used a combination of energy sources for a single purpose. Meanwhile, vendors have used different sources of energy for different activities/purposes related to their respective businesses. Table 5.3 shows the energy use patterns and their corresponding numbers of 7 different categories of street food vendors identified on the basis of their energy use for food preparation/cooking.
Table 5.3 Energy Usage Patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Category 1</th>
<th>Category 2</th>
<th>Category 3</th>
<th>Category 4</th>
<th>Category 5</th>
<th>Category 6</th>
<th>Category 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cooking</strong></td>
<td>Firewood</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>Firewood</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>Firewood</td>
<td>Firewood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(21)</td>
<td>(46)</td>
<td>(9)</td>
<td>+ Kerosene</td>
<td>+ (7)</td>
<td>+ Kerosene</td>
<td>+ (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heating</strong></td>
<td>Firewood</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(11)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grinding</strong></td>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lighting</strong></td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>Electricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>during cooking</td>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>(22)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>Electric</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>(9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lighting</strong></td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>during selling</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(21)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Battery (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Category 1:** Vendors who used firewood exclusively for cooking
**Category 2:** vendors who used kerosene exclusively for cooking
**Category 3:** vendors who used gas exclusively for cooking
**Category 4:** vendors who used firewood and kerosene for cooking
**Category 5:** vendors who used gas and kerosene for cooking
**Category 6:** vendors who used firewood and gas for cooking
**Category 7:** vendors who used firewood, kerosene and gas for cooking

The above table very clearly demonstrates that food processing related activities of the vendors are not restricted to the use of a single source of energy but are closely linked with several combinations of energy sources. Energy use patterns of the vendors also vary with the type of food prepared by the vendors and the place of preparing such food. For example, as pointed out earlier, vendors who cook food on the street such as wade, tea, etc have to depend extensively on kerosene, as their choice for using alternative sources of energy is limited. Table 5.4 shows the energy use patterns of a selected number of vendors in the preparation/cooking of different food varieties.

Table 5.4 Energy usage for preparation of different food varieties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food Type</th>
<th>Firewood</th>
<th>Kerosene</th>
<th>Gas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lunch packets (12)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snacks and tea (10)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tea (9)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kadala/gram (2)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wade</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolakenda/herbal drinks (3)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Energy devices:** The energy devices used by the street food vendors for purposes of cooking, heating, lighting etc. These are shown in Table 5.5
Table 5.5 Types of energy devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Energy Device</th>
<th>No. Food Vendors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firewood hearth</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP Gas cooker</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerosene cooker</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric grinder</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refrigerator</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petro-max lamp</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerosene lamp/torches</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4. Observations and Future Implications

The baseline survey conducted with 100 street food vendors raises three major issues/concerns which need to be addressed in an in-depth study into the relationship between energy use and street food. Firstly, it highlights some of the key areas/issues that need to be investigated in an in-depth study. Secondly, from a methodological point of view, the survey results point to the complexity of the study phenomenon - energy use and street food. Thirdly, it brings out a number of variables that have a direct bearing on energy sources and its use.

5.4.1 Key areas/issues to be addressed

What are the key areas/issues that need to be probed in an in-depth study on energy and street food?

- Who handles the energy component of a street food business and what are the implications (social, economic, health etc.) for that person? (For example, women are extensively engaged in the preparation of street food in Sri Lanka and what are the implications on her)
- What are the constraints for street food vendors to access energy?
- Do the street food vendors efficiently use energy?

5.4.2 Complexity of the study phenomenon

A study probing into the role of energy in street food needs to identify and assess the inter-linkages between different energy sources and street food and the degree of efficiency with which the different energy sources are used for productive purposes. The complexity of the study arises when segregating the different energy sources and the different food varieties produced by the vendors in order to establish this linkage. Because many street food vendors are:

- either engaged in producing more than one type of food and are using multiple sources of energy in the production and selling process, or
- producing a single food type using multiple sources of energy in the production and selling process
Should both these categories of vendors be included in a sample chosen for an in-depth study? What are the methodological implications in assessing such multiple co-relations i.e. multiple food varieties Vs multiple energy sources? Can the energy types and food types be isolated and identified for the purpose of the assessment? Do we have the effective methodologies to use in such comprehensive assessments? What is the time involved in such a rigorous assessment? These are some of the critical questions to be addressed.

A second major complexity arises from the diverse purposes for which energy has been used by the vendors. The survey results bring out a number of food production related activities for which energy has been used by the vendors such as cooking, heating, lighting, grinding, cooling, transporting etc. It was also revealed from the survey that different sources of energy have been used by the vendors for these different activities. Should all these energy-related activities be incorporated into the in-depth study or else should it focus on the important activities only such as those showing potential for intervention? This is another question that needs to be answered.

5.4.3 Energy related variables
The baseline survey brought to surface a number of factors/variables, which may have a direct bearing on the energy use patterns of the vendors and its cost. These factors/variables need to be incorporated into the in-depth study since investigation into such areas will be useful for a comprehensive understanding of the role of energy in street food. The variables to be studied are:

- **Residential areas** of the vendors and their access to energy sources
- **Cost of energy in different residential areas of the vendors**
- **Type of food** prepared and the type of energy used
- **Place of preparing food** and the type of energy used
- **Type of energy devices** used
- **Business times** of the vendors and the type of energy used for heating, lighting etc.
- **Type of transport used** to carry food
- **Costs of the different energy sources** and its proportion in the overall business expenditure

Should all these variables be addressed in the in-depth study or else only a few variables be selected for analysis? is a question to be answered. It is necessary to critically reflect on the insights gained from the baseline survey and use them effectively in designing and carrying out the in-depth study. The in-depth study on energy use and street food on the other hand should reflect and address the ground realities of the street food vendors, which are complex and diverse.
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6.1 Introduction
The inter-relationship between energy and street food was the subject matter of an explorative study carried out among street food vendors in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. Its main focus was to identify the type of energy used by the vendors for preparation of street food, their access to such energy sources and the economic and environmental implications to the users in particular and to the community in general. The study had two major phases. Phase 1 was to carry out a baseline survey among 100 selected street food vendors with a view to identifying their basic socio-demographic features, significant features associated with their businesses which have a bearing on energy use and the energy use patterns of the vendors. The results of the survey have were incorporated into a database which formed the planning process for the in-depth study. Phase 2 was an in-depth analysis of a selected number of street food businesses particularly focused to assess the energy use patterns and the devices used in terms of its efficiency and its impact (sensitivity) on the profits generated by the vendors. This report presents the results of the Phase 2, which are the case studies conducted with 25 street food vendors in the city of Colombo in Sri Lanka.

6.2 Methodology
6.2.1 Sampling
The baseline survey was conducted with 100 street food vendors in the city of Colombo served as the basis for the selection of twenty-five street food vendors for in-depth analysis. The sample selected for the study was a purposive sample based on a set of identified criteria. As the objective and the focus of the present study was to understand the relationship between energy usage and street food, the following criteria were used in identifying the sample of twenty-five vendors. They were:

- **Street food vendors using firewood, kerosene and LP gas** – the baseline survey identified that the three major sources of energy used by the vendors are the firewood, kerosene and LP gas. The sample selected, therefore represented vendors using all three types of energy.

- **Patterns of energy use** – the baseline survey further revealed that some vendors have been using a single source of energy while others a combination of sources in the process of preparing and selling their food. Thus, among the twenty-five vendors selected were vendors demonstrating these different patterns of energy use.

- **Energy used in cooking** - the baseline survey pointed to a variety of purposes for which street food vendors have been using energy. Among them were cooking, heating, cooling, grinding, lighting during cooking and selling, transport etc. However, in identifying the sample of vendors for the in-depth study, emphasis was placed primarily on vendors using energy for cooking purposes (including heating) and lighting at the point of selling their products. Grid electricity used for cooling and grinding purposes as well as for lighting during cooking was not analysed in the study. The reason is that the electricity component used exclusively for preparation of street food could not be isolated from other purposes for which it was used and required a
complex analysis to do so. Similarly, energy used for transporting food was excluded from the study as a majority of the vendors used either public transport or carts to carry food to their respective market places.

- **Food types** – the 100 street food vendors covered in the baseline survey represented a variety of foods, which they prepared and sold. The energy consumption of the vendors had a direct link to the type of food that they sold and varied according to food types. Therefore, in identifying the vendors for the sample, it was ensured that vendors selling different food varieties are included in the sample.

- **Place of cooking** – it was observed in the baseline survey that food preparation had taken place either at the home of the vendor or on the street. Yet in some other cases, food preparation was partly done at home while the rest was done on the street. The place of preparing food had a direct bearing on the source of energy and type of devices used by the vendors. For example, a majority of the vendors who prepared food on the street were exclusively dependent on kerosene and used wick-type kerosene stoves to prepare/heat their food. The sample selected constituted food vendors who represented this diversity as well.

### 2.2.2 Methods/Tools

The case study approach was adopted to generate information required for the study. However, it was focused and directed to identify and analyse the relationship between energy usage and street food. Personal interviews with the selected vendors were conducted using a questionnaire, which contained both open-ended and closed-ended questions. The questionnaire consisted of five parts. They were;

- General information of the street food vendor
- Economic background of the vendor and his family
- Description of the street food business
- Energy usage in street food
- Income-expenditure and profits of the street food business

The duration of a single interview with a vendor ranged between 2-3 hours. Interviews were pre-arranged and conducted at the homes of the vendors during times convenient to them. The information gathering process was carried out in the months of May and June 2001 while data and documentation was done in August 2001.

### 6.3 Results

This chapter presents the findings of the in-depth study conducted with the twenty-five street food vendors.

#### 6.3.1 Socio-demographic characteristics

Of the twenty-five street food vendors participated in the study, 92% were males while 8% were females. Almost half of the vendors (48%) were in the age group of 40-50 years while another 16% were over and above 50 years. The percentage of vendors who were in the age group of 30-40 years was 28%. It was only 8% of the sample that was below 30 years of age. 52% of the vendors were Sinhalese while vendors belonging to Tamil and Muslim ethnic communities represented 24% respectively. All the twenty-five vendors were married. The educational attainment for a majority (72%) of the vendors was between grades 5-10. 16% had reached only grade 5. The vendors who completed the GCE OL examination were only 12%. 
The street food vendors in the sample came from relatively large families. In a majority of the cases (68%), vendor families had more than three members. The average number of family members was observed as six. In such families, the household consisted of the spouse and children as well as parents and/or in-laws of the vendor. One of the observations made among those families was the sharing of labour by the family members in the process of food preparation. 28% of the vendors had three members in their families while 4% had only two members. As the majority of the family members were dependents of the vendor, the income that the vendor generated from his/her street food business was primarily used to satisfy their consumption needs. However, in return the vendor was reciprocated by these family members with free labour, which they shared during the production process.

The housing conditions and the facilities available for a majority of the vendors were observed to be quite satisfactory. 72% of the vendor families lived in permanent structures while 8% in semi-permanent housing structures. The balance 20% lived in temporary houses. Individual toilet facilities were available to 92% of the vendor houses. Sewage systems were observed in 64% of the houses. 76% of the vendor families had grid electricity to their houses. All the vendors had access to potable water either through a private well/tap or from a common source. 56% of the vendors had outright ownership to the houses they lived in while 36% lived in rented out houses. 8% had occupied houses belonging to their relatives and did not pay a rent for their occupancy.

A majority (56%) of the vendors lived in the suburbs of the Colombo city and travelled daily to their market destinations using either public or private transport. However, the balance 44% lived in the City itself. 40% of the vendors who lived in the City had their dwellings located in the slums of Colombo. The vendors whose residences located in rural and peri-urban environments represented 24% respectively. It was only 4% of the vendors who lived in urban residential areas.

6.3.2 Economic background of the vendor families
Street food business was the main source of income for all the twenty-five vendors and it was conducted on a regular basis. Many vendors viewed it as an independent economic activity, which provided them with a relatively stable income in spite of the difficulties they had to experience during food preparation, food transportation and marketing. As pointed out in the earlier section, the businesses were supported by the family members of the vendors with their labour particularly at the point of food preparation. It was only in 16% of the cases that vendors carried out business without any support from their immediate family members. The spouse, children and relatives who lived in the house always helped the vendors.

16% of the street food vendors in the sample received government welfare assistance under the Samurdhi Poverty Alleviation Programme. The monthly allowance they received in the form of food subsidy was in the range of Rs.350/-. 20% of the vendors had a supplementary source of income to support their families. This supplementary income came from family members who had engaged themselves in self-employment activities such as dress-making or had been working in garment factories or in the Middle-East countries.

All the twenty-five street food vendors perceived their present living standards as ‘average’. 68% of the vendors observed a remarkable ‘improvement’ in their current
socio-economic situation compared to the situation that they experienced five years ago. However, 20% observed ‘no change’ situation in their families. A ‘deterioration’ of the family socio-economic situation when compared with the earlier situation was observed by 12% of the vendors. The comparatively high cost of living was seen by the vendors as one of the major factors constraining them from achieving a reasonable living standard. The reasons for the ‘improvement’, ‘no change’ and ‘deterioration’ in the family socio-economic situation were perceived by the vendors as follows:
Table 6.1: Perceptions of street food vendors of their present socio-economic situation compared to five years ago

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPROVED</th>
<th>REMAINED SAME</th>
<th>DETERIORATED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Our incomes have increased significantly</td>
<td>• Earlier I worked with a friend of mine. Today I work alone. But there is no change in the income I receive.</td>
<td>• My husband earlier worked in the harbour. But now he has lost his job.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Earlier we lived in a rented out house. Now we have our own house.</td>
<td>• My income is hardly sufficient to meet our daily needs. No savings.</td>
<td>• Earlier our two unmarried brothers helped us. Now they are married and such support does not come our way any longer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We have electricity.</td>
<td>• Earlier we lived in a rented out house. Today it is the same.</td>
<td>• We live in our parental home. There are four families living there with 21 members. We do not have our own house.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We feel that street food business is a stable economic activity.</td>
<td>• Earlier I sold 300 wades. But now I can sell only 200.</td>
<td>• Earlier I had no problem in selling my food. But today almost ¼ of my food remains unsold daily. Even I sold everything in the evening, my profit margins are very small.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We live happily.</td>
<td>• Cost of raw materials increases daily</td>
<td>• My children have now grown up. The expenditure for their education has increased.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Earlier we lived in a house that belonged to a friend of mine. But now we are able to live in a rented out house paying Rs.3000/- a month.</td>
<td>• My wife had to go to the Middle East to work as the income we receive is not adequate</td>
<td>• My husband is now heavily addicted to alcohol. He spends Rs.50-60 of my earnings daily to consume liquor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We were able to buy a sewing machine for Rs.20000/- and my wife is able to earn an additional income through sewing.</td>
<td>• Even though we earn, cost of living is high.</td>
<td>• Earlier I worked in a garment factory and I had a permanent income.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We have some savings.</td>
<td>• Children’s expenses have increased</td>
<td>• Now I am married and have a child. The cost of living is extremely high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We are now able to spend for children’s education.</td>
<td>• Earlier we used all our earnings exclusively for consumption purposes.</td>
<td>• If I am unable to go for business, I do not have an income for that day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Earlier we had a black and white television. Now we have a colour television</td>
<td>This situation has not changed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We were able to buy the piece of land on which we live now</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• I was able to set up a small hut to operate my business with the permission of the Municipal Council</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We were able to access bank loans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• I am able to pay Rs.3000/- a month as instalment for the bank loan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• I was able to buy a cart worth of Rs.13, 000.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We were able to buy a van using part of the income we received from street food</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Now we do not have scarcity of food at home</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• We now receive an income to meet out daily consumption needs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Earlier we did not have proper clothes to wear. Now we have them.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• When we borrow money in emergencies, we have no fear as we are able to settle them with our daily earnings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.3.3 Street food businesses

The baseline survey conducted with 100 street food vendors observed that 70% of the vendors were in the business for more than 5 years while another 15% conducted their business operations during a period ranging from 3-5 years. These vendors had been introduced to the business through their close associates such as family members, relatives, friends etc. A majority of the vendors were engaged in economic activities of similar nature (petty-trade) prior to their graduation to street food business.

Food types: The baseline survey also observed the diversity of the food varieties prepared and sold by the street food vendors. This diversity of food was further reflected in the sample of twenty-five vendors selected for the present study, where not only the food varieties but also the combinations of food variety prepared/sold by them were taken into consideration. The complexity observed in the combinations of food variety has thus prevented the possibility of classifying vendors in terms of food types prepared and sold by them. The types of food produced by the vendors and their respective numbers appear in the following table while the size of their business enterprises in terms of daily food production is presented in Table 6.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food type</th>
<th>No. Street food vendors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0 Breakfast</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0 Breakfast &amp; tea</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0 Breakfast, Wade &amp; Short-eats</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0 Breakfast, Wade, Short-eats &amp; tea</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0 Lunch</td>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0 Lunch, Wade, Short-eats &amp; tea</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0 Short-eats &amp; tea</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0 Snacks</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.0 Kadala (gram)</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0 Wade &amp; Kadala</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.0 Wade</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.0 Wade, Short-eats &amp; Tea</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.0 Rotti, Wade and Kadala</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.0 Tea</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.0 Dinner</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.0 Kōlakenda (herbal porridge)</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Place of food preparation: 36% of the street food vendors prepared food at home and carried them to their respective market places while 16% prepared food on the street. The latter group primarily consisted of vendors who sold tea or Kadala. Another 12% of the vendors prepared food both at home and on the street. For example, the Wade vendors prepared the Wade mixture at home while frying was done on the street. A majority of the vendors who prepared food on the streets were exclusively dependent on kerosene and used either kerosene wick-type stoves or cookers. Lack of appropriate alternative energy sources and devices and the convenience of using kerosene cookers on the streets were the reasons for vendors to depend on kerosene. Meanwhile, the vendors who prepared food at home and on the streets used more than a single source of energy such as firewood and kerosene. For example, firewood was used at home while kerosene was used to prepare food on the street. However, there were instances of using kerosene both at home and on the street.
In addition to the above mentioned groups of vendors, there were vendors who bought part of the food they sold from a wholesale food outlet and prepared the balance part of the food they sold either at home or on the street. For example, there were vendors who bought string hoppers, rotties, rolls, buns etc. from a food outlet and prepared curries to mix with and/or tea to drink either at home or on the street. When food was bought from a food outlet and re-sold, the vendors kept for themselves a profit margin of 50 cents to Rs.1/- from each item they sold. The vendors who fell into this group were 36% of the sample. The expenditure incurred by this category of vendors on energy may have a variance with the expenditure incurred by the vendors who prepared all their food items either at home or on the street.

**Time spent on business:** The time spent by the vendors to prepare, transport and sell the food they produced was notable. It was estimated that the time spent by 72% of the vendors on their business operations ranged between 10-15 hours while another 12% spent more than 15 hours for this purpose. 12% spent 5-10 hours and another 4% less than 5 hours. On average, vendors operate 25 days a month. The real time spent by the vendors on business related activities if calculated in terms of person hours spent by the family members particularly during food preparation could rise up to very high levels. It was reported that 40% of the vendors were supported by two other family members in the preparation of food while another 28% were assisted by three or more persons. The time spent on street food businesses by the vendors and their family members points to three major issues which require further investigation. They are:

- Do the vendors receive adequate *returns to their own labour inputs* and of their family members?
- What is the *opportunity costs* to the vendor and his family members?
- Can the *efficiency of the street food businesses* be increased to minimise the labour inputs?

**Mode of operation:** 80% of the vendors had a fixed place to sell their food. Such vendors either used carts, vans, huts etc. to sell their food or moved around with their food baskets looking for their clients. The vendors who used carts and operated in the nights used petro-max lamps for lighting during food preparation and selling. However, 20% of the vendors did not have access to such a permanent/fixed place but operated as mobile vendors moving from one place to the other.

**Business locations:** The Manning market, a wholesale market for vegetables, fruits etc. located in the centre of the Colombo city was the business location for 32% of the vendors. 20% of the vendors had their business points in the Colombo Fort area where several government and private sector establishments including the Colombo harbour are located. The Galle Face ground, situated by the sea and a venue used by many city dwellers for recreation purposes and entertainment was the market place for 16% of the vendors. Another 16% of the vendors operated in an around Pettah where the central public bus transport stations are located. The percentage of vendors operated outside the main city area was 16.

**Clients and demand for food:** The clients of the street food vendors represented a broad cross section of the urban population. They included city dwellers who came for recreation and entertainment to the Gall Face ground in the evenings, students from outstations who
visited the Galle Face ground, businessmen operating in the Manning market, labourers, commuters to Colombo, employees in the government and private sector establishments etc. The food prepared by the vendors was hardly left unsold and the quantities of food to be produced per day were known to the vendors through years of experience. However, the demand for food decreases during festival times such as Sinhalese New Year, Vesak, and Christmas etc. and on public holidays when several service establishments are kept closed. Similarly, the demand for food on Mondays and Fridays decreases as those coming from outstations to work in Colombo bring along with them their lunch prepared at home on Mondays and leave for home early afternoon on Fridays. The vendors were aware of such fluctuations in the demand for food and thus their daily supplies were maintained accordingly. As a strategy to attract and retain the clients, prices of the food items sold by the vendors were kept lower than the prices of the same food sold in the restaurants. They also mentioned that they try their best to maintain the quality of the food they sell so that they could retain their clientele.

6.3.4 Energy usage in street food

Energy use patterns - Firewood, kerosene and LP gas were the three major sources of energy used by the vendors for purposes of cooking, heating and lighting during selling. The majority (44%) of the vendors used a single source of energy, which was kerosene. Another 20% used kerosene in combination with firewood. Kerosene and gas were jointly used by 8% of the vendors while kerosene, gas and firewood were used together by 4%. This shows that kerosene was either the main or the supplementary source of energy for 76% of the vendors. Firewood was exclusively used by 12% of the vendors while firewood with LP gas was used by 4%. The number of vendors who used only LP gas was 8%.

Table 6.3 appearing below presents the energy use patterns of the twenty-five street food vendors in terms of the types of energy and devices used and the purposes for which they were used.
**Table 6.3 Energy use patterns of the street food vendors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor No.</th>
<th>Type of street food sold</th>
<th>Type of energy used</th>
<th>Type of devices used</th>
<th>Purpose of energy usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 1</td>
<td>Breakfast</td>
<td>Gas and Electricity</td>
<td>Gas cooker with two burners, Grinder and Refrigerator</td>
<td>Cooking and preserving/cooling the curry mixtures prepared on the previous day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 2</td>
<td>Breakfast &amp; tea</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>2 Kerosene stoves (1 at helper’s house and 1 on the street)</td>
<td>Cooking &amp; warming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 3</td>
<td>Breakfast, Wade &amp; Short-eats</td>
<td>Kerosene &amp; Gas</td>
<td>Gas Cooker &amp; Kerosene stove</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 4</td>
<td>Breakfast, Wade, Short-eats &amp; Tea</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>2 Kerosene stoves (one at home and one on the street)</td>
<td>Cooking &amp; warming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 5</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>Gas &amp; Firewood</td>
<td>Gas cooker &amp; 3 firewood hearth</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 6</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>Firewood and Kerosene</td>
<td>1 Firewood hearth &amp; 1 energy efficiency clay hearth</td>
<td>Cooking and kerosene lighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 7</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>Firewood &amp; Kerosene</td>
<td>2 hearth made out of iron pieces</td>
<td>Cooking &amp; kerosene for lighting the hearth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 8</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>Firewood &amp; Kerosene</td>
<td>3 Firewood hearth &amp; 2 energy efficiency clay hearth</td>
<td>Cooking &amp; kerosene for lighting the hearth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 9</td>
<td>Lunch, Wade, Short-eats &amp; Tea</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>3 Kerosene stoves (2 at home and 1 on the street)</td>
<td>Cooking &amp; warming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 10</td>
<td>Short-eats &amp; Tea</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>Kerosene stove</td>
<td>Warming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 11</td>
<td>Snacks (casava chips and veralu pickle)</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>Gas cooker</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 12</td>
<td>Snacks (casava chips, murukku, gram, jak seeds)</td>
<td>Firewood and Kerosene</td>
<td>Firewood hearth and Petro-max lamp</td>
<td>Cooking &amp; kerosene for lighting the petro-max lamp during selling and for lighting the hearth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 13</td>
<td>Gram (kadala varieties)</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>Kerosene stove and Petro-max lamp</td>
<td>Cooking &amp; lighting the petro-max lamp during selling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 14</td>
<td>Gram (kadala)</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>Kerosene stove</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 15</td>
<td>Gram (kadala)</td>
<td>Firewood &amp; Kerosene</td>
<td>Firewood hearth &amp; Kerosene stove</td>
<td>Cooking &amp; Kerosene stove for frying chilies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 16</td>
<td>Gram (kadala) and Wade</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>Kerosene stove</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 17</td>
<td>Wade</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>Kerosene stove</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 18</td>
<td>Wade, Short-eats &amp; Tea</td>
<td>Kerosene, Gas &amp; Electricity</td>
<td>Kerosene cooker, Gas cooker &amp; Refrigerators</td>
<td>Cooking, warming &amp; cooling/ preserving wade mixture prepared on the previous night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 19</td>
<td>Wade, Gram (kadala) &amp; Rotties</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>4 Kerosene stoves</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 20</td>
<td>Tea</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>Kerosene stove</td>
<td>Boiling &amp; warming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 21</td>
<td>Tea</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>2 Kerosene stoves</td>
<td>Boiling &amp; warming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 22</td>
<td>Tea</td>
<td>Firewood</td>
<td>Hearth made out of iron pieces</td>
<td>Boiling &amp; warming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 23</td>
<td>Dinner</td>
<td>Kerosene, Gas, Firewood, Electricity</td>
<td>Kerosene stove, 2 Gas cookers, Firewood hearth, Grinder, Electric coconut scraper, Refrigerator</td>
<td>Cooking, warming, cooling, coconut scraping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 24</td>
<td>Dinner</td>
<td>Firewood</td>
<td>Firewood hearth</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 25</td>
<td>Kolakenda (herbal porridge)</td>
<td>Firewood</td>
<td>Firewood hearth</td>
<td>Cooking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The reasons/justifications attributed by the vendors for using the different types of energy, which they had been using, were elicited from the vendors themselves and their perceptions were as follows:

**Table 6.4: Factors influencing street food vendors to use the current sources of energy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kerosene</th>
<th>Firewood</th>
<th>Gas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Easy to carry the kerosene stoves.</td>
<td>Convenient to find.</td>
<td>Cleanliness of the food can be maintained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerosene stoves retain heat</td>
<td>Food prepared with firewood has a special aroma and taste.</td>
<td>It is smoke free.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We ourselves can attend to the repairs of the stoves.</td>
<td>Gas is expensive.</td>
<td>We do not have to spend much time to wash cooking utensils as there is hardly any soot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerosene stove is energy efficient.</td>
<td>We can collect firewood, coconut shells and leaves in the neighbourhood.</td>
<td>We do not want much soap to clean soot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We can buy kerosene from the village boutique.</td>
<td>Neighbours give us coconut shells and leaves free of charge.</td>
<td>Time spent for cooking is relatively short.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerosene is easily available and can find it within a short time.</td>
<td>Villagers sell firewood at comparatively low prices.</td>
<td>Heat generated by kerosene stoves is relatively low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas is sold only in particular places and not available everywhere and difficult to find.</td>
<td>Can find firewood at no cost.</td>
<td>We can maintain the quality of the food we produce.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The one time payment that we have to pay for gas is too high for us.</td>
<td>When kerosene stoves break, it is difficult to repair them.</td>
<td>Cooking is less time consuming and efficient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We can get kerosene on credit from the village boutique.</td>
<td>Kerosene is relatively expensive.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time waste is high when cooking with firewood.</td>
<td>Our present economic situation does not allow us to use either kerosene or gas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We cannot carry a gas cylinder to our market places.</td>
<td>We can reduce the cost of production if we use firewood.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial investment for gas is quite high.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewood cannot be used in congested and open places.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We have no place to leave the gas cooker in the nights, as there is no security.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlike gas, we can open the tank and see for ourselves the remaining quantities of kerosene inside the stove and buy the necessary quantities before it runs out completely.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlike gas, we need only a small amount of money at a time to buy kerosene.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We can buy kerosene on credit. This is not possible with gas.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of kerosene stoves are comparatively low.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying/transporting kerosene is easy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using gas is dangerous as rats can cause damage to gas tubes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The constraints and difficulties perceived/experienced by the vendors in using the current sources of energy, which they had been using, were as follows:

Table 6.5: Perceived constraints for using current energy sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kerosene</th>
<th>Firewood</th>
<th>Gas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Difficult to meet the frequently escalating prices of kerosene.</td>
<td>• Smoke fills inside the house when cooking.</td>
<td>• Increase of gas prices within a short period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Current price of kerosene is too high.</td>
<td>• Heat affects the body.</td>
<td>• Gas runs out in the mornings unexpectedly and we cannot cook food on that day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The sound emerging from the kerosene stove (shhh..) is irritating and disturbs conversation with clients.</td>
<td>• A lot of smoke and soot.</td>
<td>• Burners are too small to place large utensils used for cooking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Energy efficiency is sometimes low.</td>
<td>• A lot of time is taken for cleaning soot sticking to the cooking utensils (1- 1½ hours).</td>
<td>• High cost of gas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The burner has to be replaced every 6 months at a cost of Rs.700/-.</td>
<td>• The people supplying firewood are not regular.</td>
<td>• An empty gas cylinder is expensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The wicks have to be replaced almost every month.</td>
<td>• Cannot light the hearth on rainy days as it is placed outside the house.</td>
<td>• A gas cooker is expensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There is a bad smell that comes out when kerosene is burnt.</td>
<td>• Difficult to use firewood on rainy days when it gets wet.</td>
<td>• There are sudden gas shortages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Kerosene stoves have to be repaired frequently and on such occasions, vendors lose business.</td>
<td>• Houses get dirty due to smoke and we may have to spend Rs.10-15, 000 to colour wash the houses (rented) on the day we have to hand over the houses to the owner.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Energy expenditure – Table 6.6 below presents the monthly average energy consumption patterns and expenditure of the street food vendors derived from the calculations made with the vendors in respect of their daily consumption patterns and expenditure. The energy consumption and expenditure per month is calculated on the assumption that a vendor on average operates his/her business for 25 days a month.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor No.</th>
<th>Type of street food sold</th>
<th>Type of energy used</th>
<th>Monthly Energy Consumption</th>
<th>Monthly expenditure on energy (Rs.)</th>
<th>Total Expenditure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kerosene, Firewood, Gas, 1 cylinder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.1</td>
<td>Breakfast</td>
<td>Gas and Electricity</td>
<td>1 cylinder</td>
<td>531.00</td>
<td>531.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.2</td>
<td>Breakfast &amp; tea</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>38 litres</td>
<td>760.00</td>
<td>760.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.3</td>
<td>Breakfast, Wade &amp; Short-eats</td>
<td>Kerosene &amp; Gas</td>
<td>12 litres</td>
<td>540.00</td>
<td>660.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.4</td>
<td>Breakfast, Wade, Short-eats &amp; Tea</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>53 litres</td>
<td>1060.00</td>
<td>1060.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.5</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>Gas &amp; Firewood</td>
<td>3 cwt</td>
<td>660.00</td>
<td>1050.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.6</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>Firewood &amp; Kerosene</td>
<td>6 litres, 8 cwt</td>
<td>920.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.7</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>Firewood &amp; Kerosene</td>
<td>30 litres, 35 cwt</td>
<td>4100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.8</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>Firewood &amp; Kerosene</td>
<td>6 litres, 25 cwt</td>
<td>3370.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.9</td>
<td>Lunch, Wade, Short-eats &amp; Tea</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>300 litres</td>
<td>4300.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.10</td>
<td>Short-eats &amp; Tea</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>100 litres</td>
<td>1200.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.11</td>
<td>Snacks (casava chips and veralu pickle)</td>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>12 cylinders</td>
<td>6600.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.12</td>
<td>Snacks (casava chips, murukku, gram, jak seeds)</td>
<td>Firewood and Kerosene</td>
<td>25 litres, 6 cwt</td>
<td>860.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.13</td>
<td>Gram (kadala varieties)</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>62 litres</td>
<td>1240.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.14</td>
<td>Gram (kadala)</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>150 litres</td>
<td>3000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.15</td>
<td>Gram (kadala)</td>
<td>Firewood &amp; Kerosene</td>
<td>12 litres, 8-9 bundles</td>
<td>690.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.16</td>
<td>Gram (kadala) and Wade</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>87 litres</td>
<td>1740.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.17</td>
<td>Wade</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>62 litres</td>
<td>1240.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.18</td>
<td>Wade, Short-eats &amp; Tea</td>
<td>Kerosene, Gas &amp; Electricity</td>
<td>50 litres, 1.5 cylinders</td>
<td>1765.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.19</td>
<td>Wade, Gram (kadala) &amp; Rotties</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>110 litres</td>
<td>2200.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.20</td>
<td>Tea</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>82 litres</td>
<td>1640.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.21</td>
<td>Tea</td>
<td>Kerosene</td>
<td>75 litres</td>
<td>1500.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.22</td>
<td>Tea</td>
<td>Firewood</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.23</td>
<td>Dinner</td>
<td>Kerosene, Gas, Firewood, Electricity</td>
<td>25 litres, 8 cylinders</td>
<td>4620.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.24</td>
<td>Dinner</td>
<td>Firewood</td>
<td>6 cwt</td>
<td>840.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.25</td>
<td>Kolakenda (herbal porridge)</td>
<td>Firewood</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As shown in Table 6.6, the total monthly expenditure on energy was in the range of Rs.1000-2000 for 36% of the vendors while 28% of the vendors spent less than Rs.1000/- a month. 8% of the vendors did not spend a single cent on energy, as they were able to find firewood free of charge in their localities. This shows that for a majority of the vendors that the total expenditure on energy was less than Rs.2000/- a month. It was the balance 22% whose energy expenditure exceeded Rs.2000 and reached to Rs.5000/- and above.

In addition to the daily operational costs on energy, vendors particularly those who were using kerosene and gas had to make an initial investment in buying kerosene cookers/stoves and gas cookers as well as to spend for their maintenance. The initial investment made by the vendors in cookers/stoves ranged between Rs.350/- and Rs.2000/- depending on the type and quality of the devices they purchased. For example, the price of a wick-type stove was less than Rs.500/- while the price of a two-burner cooker was rather expensive and ranged between Rs.1000/- and Rs.2000/-. The vendors further had to incur cost of maintenance of kerosene cookers/stoves such as replacing wicks almost every month and other repairs required from time to time such as repairs to kerosene leakage. Meanwhile, vendors who had been using LP gas spent approximately Rs.7500/- to purchase both the cooker and the cylinder.

### 6.3.5 Income-expenditure and profits of the street food businesses

The type of food produced by the twenty-five street food vendors, their scales of operation and their daily expenditure on the business, their daily incomes and profits were found.

The daily profits generated by a majority (48%) of the vendors were less than Rs.500/- per day. The percentage of vendors who were able to generate a daily profit between Rs.500-1000 was 36%. The profits accrued by 12% of the vendors were in the range of Rs.1000-1500 while the balance 4% had a profit between Rs.1500-2000. In the context of vendors having relatively large families and several dependents to support with, the net profits generated by a majority of the vendors could be considered as hardly sufficient to meet the consumption needs of their family members, particularly at a time of increasing cost of living in the country as a whole.

Table 6.7 shows the estimated total expenditures and incomes of the vendors and the proportion of energy expenditure from the total expenditure and incomes. The monthly expenditure and income is estimated on the assumption that a vendor on average operates for 25 days a month.
Table 6.7: Street food related expenditures and incomes of the vendors and the proportion of energy expenditure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Street Food Vendor</th>
<th>Total Monthly Expenditure (Rs)</th>
<th>Total Monthly Income (Rs)</th>
<th>Monthly Expenditure on Energy (Rs)</th>
<th>Total Energy Expenditure as a % of Total Expenses</th>
<th>Total Energy Expenditure as a % of Total Incomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.1</td>
<td>22500</td>
<td>30000</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.2</td>
<td>14000</td>
<td>24250</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.3</td>
<td>16875</td>
<td>24250</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.4</td>
<td>14375</td>
<td>26250</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.5</td>
<td>21000</td>
<td>35000</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.6</td>
<td>59000</td>
<td>75000</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.7</td>
<td>81250</td>
<td>112500</td>
<td>4100</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.8</td>
<td>78750</td>
<td>100000</td>
<td>3370</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.9</td>
<td>50750</td>
<td>74875</td>
<td>4300</td>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>5.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.10</td>
<td>22250</td>
<td>26250</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>4.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.11</td>
<td>63250</td>
<td>95000</td>
<td>6600</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>6.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.12</td>
<td>22200</td>
<td>25000</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.13</td>
<td>44375</td>
<td>62500</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.14</td>
<td>24250</td>
<td>41250</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>12.37</td>
<td>7.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.15</td>
<td>14375</td>
<td>25000</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.16</td>
<td>23750</td>
<td>41250</td>
<td>1740</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>4.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.17</td>
<td>16000</td>
<td>21250</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>5.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.18</td>
<td>28250</td>
<td>45500</td>
<td>1765</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.19</td>
<td>30750</td>
<td>57500</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>3.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.20</td>
<td>8125</td>
<td>13,625</td>
<td>1640</td>
<td>20.18</td>
<td>12.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.21</td>
<td>14125</td>
<td>23125</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>10.61</td>
<td>6.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.22</td>
<td>12000</td>
<td>33750</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.23</td>
<td>97500</td>
<td>140000</td>
<td>4620</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.24</td>
<td>28125</td>
<td>35000</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor No.25</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>11250</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.7 above further affirms the information already presented in Table 6.6 where it was shown that the expenditure incurred by a majority of the vendors on energy is negligible and is an insignificant proportion of the overall expenditure incurred on the respective business enterprises. Energy consumption patterns also vary with the type and quantities of food prepared and sold by the vendors. It was only four vendors (16%) who had exceeded their energy expenditure over 10% with one vendor reaching 20% of the total expenditure. As such, many vendors interviewed did not observe expenditure on energy or the need for its conservation as a priority of their business enterprises. However, they were of the opinion that they would be able to benefit from a low-cost energy efficient stove/cooker, which absorbs less fuel, and preserve the heat particularly at a time when kerosene and LP gas prices are escalating and firewood is increasingly becoming a scarce commodity.
6.4 Observations and Recommendations
The present study observes a greater potential for intervention in improving the energy usage by the street food vendors and the efficiency of their devices primarily because of the following three reasons. They are as follows:

- A majority of the vendors are dependent on kerosene, which is subject to fluctuation along with the change in global market prices. However, street food vendors still perceive kerosene use as relatively cheap and convenient to them. Thus, improving the efficiency of the kerosene cookers/stoves used by them and optimising the fuel usage could bring desirable effects/benefits on the vendors. Such interventions would enable them to minimise any adverse effects on their business enterprises resulting from increasing fuel prices.

- The proportion of fuel cost incurred by a majority (84%) of the vendors was less than 10% of the overall monthly business expenditure. Though this expenditure was perceived by the vendors as insignificant at present, any reduction in the cost of energy will have a direct bearing on the profit margins of the vendors and improve their returns to labour. It was noted that the daily profits of a majority (48%) of the vendors were less than Rs.500/-.  

- 40% of the street food vendors lived in slums where their dwellings were small and congested. Many vendors complained their inability to use firewood hearths inside their houses due to smoke and soot that such hearths generated. The vendors who placed their hearths outside their houses could not use them on rainy days and were unable to conduct their businesses. They are unable to purchase LP gas cookers because of the high investment capital required. Thus, interventions to introduce appropriate devices and improve the efficiency of energy usage will not only improve the home environment and the health conditions of its inmates but will also ensure the continuity of their enterprises even during rainy days.

As mentioned above, almost 76% of the street food vendors were dependent on kerosene as a source of energy for preparing their food. There were several reasons for their over dependence. The mobile tea vendors in particular found that it was convenient for them to carry kerosene stoves in the market place. Similarly, the initial investment for kerosene cookers/stoves was relatively low while kerosene was readily available for them in the nearby boutiques. Another advantage of kerosene was that unlike LP gas, vendors did not have to purchase it in bulk and make a one-time payment. However, vendors experienced difficulties with their stoves such as leakage of kerosene which required frequent maintenance and repairs to their stoves. An observation of the vendors was that the cost of maintenance and repairs increases when stoves are used for more than two years. Despite these difficulties, vendors expressed their preference to work with kerosene cookers/stoves over gas cookers and firewood, as they did not have alternative devices/energy, which could replace kerosene cookers, and sustain the relative advantages that it currently brought to the vendors. Any interventions to improve the efficiency of the existing kerosene cookers/stoves or to introduce alternative devices/energy to vendors require further experimentation of technical nature. However, from a sociological point of view, this study points to some of the important criteria that need to be taken into consideration when such interventions are designed and planned. They are:
• **The initial investment of a device should be relatively low and affordable to the vendors.** As this study has already pointed out, profits generated by a majority of the vendors from their business enterprises remain relatively low (48% less than Rs.500/- and 36% between Rs.500/- to Rs.1000/- per day) and are hardly sufficient to meet the consumption needs of their dependent family members. Thus, vendors are unable to make relatively large investments, as their savings too remain small.

• **The convenience of the vendor particularly those who are mobile should also be taken into account.** In congested market places, vendors are unable to carry heavy and large devices. They also cannot use relatively expensive devices, as they do not have secure places to keep their stoves in the night. They cannot carry them home as they lived far away from their market places and used public transport to travel. This study observed that many mobile vendors have left their stoves in the night in boutiques belonging to their friends, as they did not have alternative places for its safe keeping.

• **The operation and maintenance costs of the device need to be relatively low.** As already pointed out, vendors working with kerosene stoves do not have to buy kerosene in bulk and can buy it only when their cookers/stoves run out of kerosene. They can see for themselves the remaining quantities in the tank (unlike gas) and easily buy it from the nearby boutiques. Further, small repairs could be attended to by the vendors themselves without incurring heavy expenses.

As pointed out in the earlier baseline survey conducted with 100 street food vendors, there is no complete enumeration of street food vendors operating in Sri Lanka. The baseline survey and the present study conducted with twenty-five street food vendors generated only a few insights to understand the relationship between energy and street food. The studies highlighted the diversity and the complexity associated with the street food business in respect of energy usage. They further pointed to the perceptions of the vendors on the use of a particular source of energy, the difficulties and constraints experienced by them, the costs involved in energy use etc. However, one has to be cautious in generalising the findings and insights generated in the present studies to the larger population of street food vendors as the present coverage of the street food vendors is hardly adequate to make such a justification. Therefore, a larger study/survey covering a substantial number of vendors is recommended not only to assess the applicability of the insights gained from the present studies but also with a view to identifying the macro-level implications of energy use patterns of the street food vendors and the technological and other interventions required.
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7.1 Introduction
In 2002, a pilot project was launched by the ITDG to introduce energy efficient stoves to the street food vendors and assess their technical, economic and social feasibility. For this purpose, three types of stoves were identified. They were the a) double mouth stove adapted from a Bangladesh model, b) paddy-husk stove, a model developed by the Energy Conservation Fund and c) NERD stove. Both stoves a) and b) were fabricated by a local manufacturer under the supervision of an Engineer while the NERD stove was purchased from the NERD Centre.

7.2 Selection of vendors
The stoves selected for experimentation were distributed among 11 street food vendors identified on the basis of the following criteria. They were;

- Willingness of the vendor to participate in the pilot project
- Both male and female vendors
- Vendors preparing different food types
- Ability of the vendor to find raw material such as fire wood, paddy husk etc.

Mobile vendors were excluded from the pilot project as none of the stoves suited their requirements. A description of the vendors who participated in the pilot project is presented in the following table.
Table 7.1 Pilot Street Food Vendors in Sri Lanka

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor No.</th>
<th>Male/ Female</th>
<th>Type of food prepared</th>
<th>Type of stoves currently used</th>
<th>Energy efficient stove introduced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>String hoppers, hoppers, Pittu, short-eats</td>
<td>Conventional firewood hearth with three sides covered and constructed with clay</td>
<td>NERD Stove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>String hoppers</td>
<td>Wick-type kerosene stove</td>
<td>NERD Stove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Wade</td>
<td>Kerosene pressure cooker</td>
<td>NERD Stove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Kolakenda, hoppers, Seeni sambol, tea</td>
<td>Wick-type kerosene stove</td>
<td>Paddy-Husk Stove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Rice and curries</td>
<td>Three conventional firewood hearths constructed with metal stones</td>
<td>2 Double Mouth Stoves (large and small)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Gram, green gram and wade</td>
<td>Conventional firewood hearth with three sides covered and constructed with clay</td>
<td>Double Mouth Stove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Gram, green gram and cow pea</td>
<td>Conventional firewood hearth &amp; wick-type kerosene stove</td>
<td>Double Mouth Stove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Rolls, Seeni sambol and dhal curry</td>
<td>L.P. gas cooker</td>
<td>Double Mouth Stove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Rice and curries</td>
<td>Conventional firewood hearth constructed with three metal stones and conventional firewood hearth with three sides covered and constructed with clay</td>
<td>Double Mouth Stove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Kolakenda</td>
<td>Conventional firewood hearth constructed with three metal stones</td>
<td>Double Mouth Stove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Kolakenda</td>
<td>Conventional firewood hearth constructed with three metal stones</td>
<td>Double Mouth Stove</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3 Methodology

The monitoring of the use of energy efficient stoves by the street food vendors was conducted at three different levels. They are as follows:

**Stage 1:** Collection and documentation of basic information on the current energy use patterns and situation of the vendors. This information was collected through personal interviews conducted with the vendors at the time of delivering the energy efficient stove.
Stage 2: Documentation of experiences and perceptions of the vendors on the use of energy efficient stoves. This exercise was conducted through personal interviews conducted with vendors two weeks after they started using energy efficient stoves.

Stage 3: Recording of the use of energy efficient stoves by the vendors on a daily basis. This was done through a self-administered format introduced to the vendors. A weighing scale was provided to the vendors to measure the daily quantities of firewood and paddy husk used by them.

A researcher who worked under the guidance of a social scientist was assigned the task of identifying the appropriate vendors to participate in the pilot project and carrying out the monitoring process described above. Not all vendors selected could participate in the project at the same time and continue for the same length of time. Some vendors selected did not continue in the project and abandoned the use of stoves after some time. As such, new vendors had to be selected to replace vendors who failed to continue. Therefore, periods of participation in the project differed among the vendors. Also, there were periods when vendors could not use their stoves continuously due to social and environmental factors.

7.4 Monitoring results – Use of stoves

The table below presents the periods of monitoring the use of energy efficient stoves by the vendors and their current status. Accordingly, the NERD stoves have been completely abandoned by their users. The key reasons are a) lack of electricity facilities, b) difficulty/lack of interest to chop firewood into small chips and c) insufficient heat generated by the stove for cooking large quantities of food. Meanwhile, paddy-husk stove too has been abandoned by its user as, a) he could not find dry paddy husk, b) it generated a lot of smoke and c) heat generated was not adequate for boiling water.

Of the 7 double-mouth stoves, four vendors have successfully used them as they a) generated and retained adequate heat b) consumed less firewood and c) generated less smoke and soot. Two vendors have abandoned the use of double mouth stoves as the heat generated by the stoves was not sufficient for cooking the large quantities of food they prepared. It was subsequently found that the type of stoves given to the vendors was not large enough to hold the large vessels used by vendors to cook their food. As such the heat generated from relatively small stoves was not sufficient for cooking large quantities of food. One other vendor could not use the stove as she was under pressure from her landlord not to use the stove.
Table 7.2 Monitoring Results from Pilot Interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor No.</th>
<th>Period of monitoring</th>
<th>Current status</th>
<th>Reasons given for continuity/abandoning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1          | 12.7.02 – 4.9.02     | NERD stove - never used the stove | Lack of space inside the house/kitchen (about 15 people are living inside the small house)  
Lack of an electric plug point inside the kitchen  
Lack of interest to chop firewood into small pieces and lack of time for chopping |
| 2          | 22.10.02 – 29.10.02  | NERD stove - used only once and abandoned | Difficulty to chop firewood into small chips as it is time consuming  
Difficulty to insert firewood chips once in every two hours  
Difficulty to open the lid from time to time while using  
Difficulty to re-charge the Dc battery (stove was given to him on his request and the promise that he would use a battery as he did not have electricity in the house) |
| 3          | 22.8.02 – 4.9.02     | NERD stove - used only once and abandoned | Generated a lot of smoke  
Soot generated was comparatively high  
Heat generated was not sufficient for cooking  
Took a long time for heating oil  
Cannot carry the stove to the pavement for frying wade as there is no electricity  
Cannot afford to use a DC battery  
Lack of motivation to experiment |
| 4          | 12.7.02 – 16.8.02    | Paddy-husk stove – used only twice and abandoned | Heat generated was not adequate for boiling water  
Generated a lot of smoke  
Difficult to place the stove inside the temporary hut due to heavy smoke  
Inability to find dry paddy husk  
Lack of space to de-hydrate paddy husk  
Soot generated was comparatively high |
| 5          | 16.7.02 – 20.10.02   | Double mouth stove (small and large) – continue to use | Small stove is not adequate to place large vessels  
Less smoke and soot  
Firewood required is comparatively less and three times lower than the firewood required for a conventional fire wood hearth  
Generates adequate heat |
| 6          | 16.7.02 – 29.8.02    | Double mouth stove – used only once and abandoned | Heat generated was not sufficient to cook large quantities of food  
Was discouraged to continue as the stove could not generate required heat  
Lack of covered space to keep the stove |
| 7          | 16.7.02 – 24.8.02    | Double mouth stove – used only twice and abandoned | Heat generated was not sufficient to boil large quantities of gram  
Lack of covered space to keep the stove (his house was dismantled by the Urban Development Authority as it was an illegal structure) |
| 8          | 16.7.02 – 20.10.02   | Double mouth stove – continued to use until 30.9.02 | Could reduce gas quantities used by 2/3  
After 30.9.02, he used LP gas cooker as he could not find firewood due to heavy rains |
| 9          | 16.7.02 – 20.10.02   | Double mouth stove – continue to use | Generates sufficient heat  
Firewood required is comparatively less and can save about 10 kg per day  
Less smoke and soot |
| 10         | 24.10.02 – 29.10.02  | Double mouth stove – never used | The landlord of her house was jealous of her using the stove and did not allow her to use the stove |
| 11         | 24.10.02 – 1.11.02   | Double mouth stove – continue to use | Firewood required is comparatively less and three times lower than the firewood required by the conventional stove |
7.4.1 Use of Double Mouth Stoves
The use of double mouth stoves by the four successful street food vendors was as follows.

Table 7.3 Use of Double Mouth Stoves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor No.</th>
<th>Average quantity of firewood used per day</th>
<th>Average time used</th>
<th>Type of food prepared in a day</th>
<th>Average quantity of food prepared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 (DMS – small)</td>
<td>3 Kg</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>Rice, fish, meat and a vegetable curry</td>
<td>Rice – 2 kg Fish – 1 ½ kg Meat – 1 kg Vegetable curry – 4 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (DMS – large)</td>
<td>8 kg</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>Rice, fish and meat</td>
<td>Rice – 14 Kg Fish – 2 kg Meat – 2 Kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4 kg</td>
<td>4 hours</td>
<td>Dhal curry, seeni sambol, potato curry and egg curry</td>
<td>Dhal curry – 1kg Seeni sambol - 3 kg Potato curry – 1 kg Egg curry – 10 eggs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3 kg</td>
<td>4 hours</td>
<td>Rice, fish, and 3 vegetable curries</td>
<td>Rice – 5 kg Fish – 2 kg Vegetable curries – 3 kg each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1 kg</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
<td>Rice, dry fish, meat, vegetable curry</td>
<td>Rice – 750 grams Dry fish – 200 grams Meat – 250 grams Vegetable curry – 500 grams</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It may be still premature to forecast the efficiency of the new energy stoves introduced in terms of its inputs and outputs. However, we would be able to reiterate the comparative advantages of the double mouth stoves as perceived by their users, namely a) they consume less firewood, b) they generate less soot and c) they generate less smoke.

7.5 Lessons learned
Despite the fact that energy related costs borne by street food vendors remain comparatively low, interventions to improve the efficiency of their fuel usage and reduce their vulnerability to market fluctuations would obviously bring a positive impact on the street food vendors and their enterprises. However, it is important that following aspects are also seriously considered in designing and planning energy related interventions in the street food sector. They are:

- Affordability of the vendor to make the initial investment in the energy efficient stoves
- Convenience of the vendor to use the stoves
- Affordability of the vendor to operate and maintain the stoves

The pilot project conducted with street food vendors observed a number of factors that need to be taken into account in designing and introducing energy efficient stoves. Among them are a) the social environment in which the vendor lives and operates, b) availability of raw materials to use the stoves (e.g. firewood, paddy husk,
electricity), c) type and quantity of food they prepare and sell and d) the size of vessels they use for preparing food. Apart from these factors, it is also important that vendors change their attitudes and behaviours and shift from their conventional modes of operation.

The strengths and weaknesses associated with different types of energy efficient stoves should be further analysed and appropriate measures should be taken to further strengthen their strengths and minimise the weaknesses. It is recommended that these stoves are also introduced to the community at large so that they could bring about significant environmental impacts particularly in a situation where fuel wood is still the main source of energy for a majority of the population. Energy efficient stoves that would consume less firewood will contribute to the conservation of the country’s forest cover as well as to reduce health hazards caused through excessive kitchen smoke.

Figure 7.1 shows a street food vendor who piloted the stove in Sri Lanka. The double mouth stove on the right, and the improved larger stove is on the left. The mode of production for this vendor was preparation of lunch packets at his home, and transport to the busy Manning Market in Colombo. This vendor used biomass fuel exclusively.

![Figure 7.1 Street food vendor with improved biomass stoves](image)
8. Summary of Workshop Results

8.1 International Workshop October 28/29th 2001, Bangladesh

**Venue:** Thengamara Mohila Sabuj Sangha (TMSS)

The findings from the research phase in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh were presented at a workshop of 60 participants including government, partner NGO, project staff, and street food vendors.

The main points identified were:

- That urban-based vendors face constant threat and extortion from law-enforcing agencies and local mustan/muggers, and they have to operate their business under no institutional legal coverage.
- Use of fuel by the vendors is conditioned by local availability. Whereas in Dhaka, vendors use kerosene and wood for cooking purpose, the vendors in Bogra’s peri-urban areas use twigs and kerosene.
- The improved cooking system has been found to be popular with the rural households for its efficient use of the energy. Such improved stove can be provided to the street food vendors through collaboration with BCSIR, which also provides necessary training to the customers of their products.

In discussing intervention strategies for the second phase of the project the following was concluded:

- As part of the piloting intervention, **at least two training courses** will be launched to build up the skill of the street food vendors so that they can construct the improved cook stove and acquire technical know-how to operate, maintain and manage stoves.
- It was also proposed by the project director-Sri Lanka that people in Sri Lanka will have to be organised to build up awareness about the benefit of the utilization of the improved cook stove.

8.2 National End of Project Workshop, November 20/21 2002 Bangladesh

**Venue:** Thengamara Mohila Sabuj Sangha (TMSS)

The recommendations from the workshop 13 months previously had been to hold at least two training courses. In collaboration with BCSIR and ITDGs partners five training courses had been held. An external impact assessment had taken place to evaluate the impact. That impact is summarised in Chapter 4 of this report.

A workshop took place to discuss the findings of the evaluation report. There were 54 participants from Government, ITDG and partner organisations. The chief guest was Dr. Lulu Bilkis Banu Senior Scientific Officer IFRD of BCSIR.

Another speaker Sarder Mahtabuddin, Assistant Director (Agriculture) of TMSS, spoke on behalf of Mrs Mokula TMSS beneficiary involved in the food processing business, that she is:
1) Enjoying more profit by saving about 50% of the fuel
2) Her stall is free from smoke
3) More customers are attracting by the inside environment.
4) Selling more food items than before.
5) Her food items are free from smoke smell.
6) That her income from the business has increased by for Tk. 250 month.

From this example, Mr. Sarder claimed that if we really want poverty to be reduced then ITDG and its donor agency should consider the importance and role of IS as fuel efficient device to be used by the street foods vendors with the follow up facilities for the project.

In the context of the present ITDG project, the following recommendations are made:
1. In view of the actual benefits that accrued by the users, there is a need to continue and expand the project activities for an extended period beyond the pilot phase.
2. Training and skill development activities are required to be strengthened in collaboration with the partners.
3. Arrangement should be made with government and partner NGOs for appropriate follow-up of the training and skill development activities.
4. The partner NGOs are to be supported to enable them to produce the required IS equipment's locally and to supply these to the motivated potential users.
5. In view of the potential contribution of IS both at family level and social level, the NGOs could be assisted to initiate the project activities as one of their regular programs. For this, manpower support may be needed.
6. Credit support may be extended to enable people to procure the IS. Alternatively, a subsidised system of sales may be introduced under the overall management of the interested partner NGOs.
7. It is also recommended that procurement and use of IS by group members may be linked with other NGO programs (including micro-credit).

8.3 Final Project Workshops in Sri Lanka

The project concluded with the following sessions:
- Field visits for delegates 26th November 2002
- Exhibition and seminar in Galle 27th November 2002
- Meeting with IDEA (local ARECOP partner), Kandy 28th November 2002
- Internal Workshop on planning for future work, Colombo 28th November 2002.

There were 45 participants at the November 25th Workshop, including representatives from DFID, University of Moratuwa, the press, ITDG, partner organisations, and street food vendors involved in the pilot work. The chief guest was the Deputy Mayor of Colombo. A full list is in Appendix 8. Project Stakeholders.
8.4 Seminar and Exhibition  
Galle, 27th November 2002

An Exhibition and Seminar on Energy Aspects of Street Food enterprises was organised in Galle. The event was to make members of the public aware of the use and importance of energy efficient stoves. The morning session was for senior school children, teachers and students of technical collages. The afternoon session was attended by NGOs, government agencies and the general public. In the seminar there were two presentations, one on street food sector and the health implications of improved stoves. The indoor air pollution study done by ITDG Kenya was presented. The second presentation on the importance of energy efficiency aspects of improved stoves was conducted by Dr. Tilak Siyambalapitiya, a renowned expert on energy issues.

In the exhibition we demonstrated some different types of improved stoves designed by various organizations. There were street food vendors preparing food using these stoves. Fig.6 shows the mayor of Galle in discussion with a street food vendor using an improved biomass stove.

The three stoves piloted in Sri Lanka were exhibited (double mouth stove, paddy husk stove, and gasifier stove) details are in Appendix 9 of this report and there are images of the stoves in Appendix 3.

8.5 Internal Workshop on planning for future work,  
Colombo 28th November 2002.

Future work is listed in section 11. Within the wider livelihoods project of “Enhancing the Profitability of Street Food Enterprises in Sri Lanka” the following framework was recommended:
Energy and Street Food, Pilot Testing Sri Lanka

**Integrated Approach to Working with Street Food Vendors**

**Financial Approach**
- Credit
- Savings

**Enterprise Development Approach**
- Technology
- Business Development Services

**Institutional Development Approach**
- Organisation
- Capacity development
- Support Services
- Advocacy / lobbying
9. Summary of Project Results and Conclusions

“If we were a little bit aware about efficient fuel use, we could save not only our operating cost for a higher profit margin, but also could contribute towards maintaining a pollution-free environment around us to enjoy a good life”.

Street Food Vendor, Bangladesh

The project undertook an broad social investigation into the situation of street food vendors in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. This involved a comprehensive literature review, baseline surveys and in-depth surveys in each country. Detailed studies were conducted of the fuel use of vendors, and the implications of fuel use on the vendors’ business. Finally, specific technologies were piloted in each country, with impacts assessed. The conclusions and recommendations of this work are summarised here.

Social Context of Street Food Vendors
The main vulnerabilities of street vendors in Bangladesh were identified as being capital shortage, natural calamities, oppression by police, and bribe/subscription. In Sri Lanka vulnerabilities were due to financial insecurity, poor access to credit, and victimisation from formal institutions (Police, Public Health Institutions, and Municipal Authorities).

Research in Sri Lanka has shown that there is often a low financial return on labour 91% spending more than 10hrs a day, with a daily profit average of less than 500 Rs ($5.00), often to provide for a large family. The time spent by the vendors to prepare, transport and sell the food they produced was notable. It was estimated in the Bangladesh study that the time spent by 72% of the vendors on their business operations ranged between 10-15 hours while another 12% spent more than 15 hours for this purpose. On average, vendors operate 25 days a month. It was reported that 40% of the vendors were supported by two other family members in the preparation of food while another 28% were assisted by three or more persons. The time spent on street food businesses by the vendors and their family members points to three major issues which require further investigation. They are:

- Do the vendors receive adequate returns to their own labour inputs and of their family members?
- What is the opportunity costs to the vendor and his family members?
- Can the efficiency of the street food businesses be increased to minimise the labour inputs?

Small scale food processing is a sector which contributes to the national economy in both Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. Effective communication of this to policy makers is critical for decision-making processes which affect small scale enterprises such as street food vending. There is a role for intermediary organisations in representing small scale food processors and in providing support services to street food vendors.

Street Foods and Energy
Street Vendors use biomass, kerosene and LPG for their energy needs. The constraints regarding each of these included: cost, shortages, and usage problems such as indoor air pollution. For the energy needs of street food vendors, there can be a difference between energy services required at point of sale, and energy services necessary for
food production in a domestic context. It was found that kerosene and LPG are used at the point of sale, whereas biomass and kerosene were used in street vendors’ households. The issues pertaining to household energy are directly transferable to domestic production, and this project has learnt from and contributed to the body of knowledge that supports stoves projects world-wide.

It was shown that the expenditure incurred by a majority of the vendors on energy is a small proportion of the overall expenditure incurred on the respective business enterprises. Energy consumption patterns also vary with the type and quantities of food prepared and sold by the vendors. The proportion of fuel cost incurred by a majority of the vendors was less than 10% of the overall monthly business expenditure. Though this expenditure was perceived by the vendors as insignificant at present, any reduction in the cost of energy will have a direct bearing on the profit margins of the vendors and improve their returns to labour. Therefore savings on fuel costs will significantly increase profits, and so reduce vulnerabilities in this sector.

In addition, many of the street food vendors lived in slums where their dwellings were small and congested. Many vendors complained their inability to use firewood hearths inside their houses due to smoke and soot that such hearths generated. The vendors who placed their hearths outside their houses could not use them on rainy days and were unable to conduct their businesses. They are often unable to purchase LP gas cookers because of the high investment capital required. Thus, interventions to introduce appropriate devices and improve the efficiency of energy usage will not only improve the home environment and the health conditions of its inmates but will also ensure the continuity of their enterprises even during rainy days.

Despite the fact that energy related costs borne by street food vendors remain comparatively low, interventions to improve the efficiency of their fuel usage and reduce their vulnerability to market fluctuations would obviously bring a positive impact on the street food vendors and their enterprises. However, it is important that following aspects are also seriously considered in designing and planning energy related interventions in the street food sector. They are:

- Affordability of the vendor to make the initial investment in the energy efficient stoves
- Convenience of the vendor to use the stoves
- Ability of the vendor to afford the operation and maintenance of the stoves

The pattern of fuel use by the vendors and other related issues deserve to be further investigated, in view of its implication into the environmental impact for the country. It is time for the concern government agencies to take up appropriate regulatory measures so that the street foods taken by millions of people are safe and healthy for them, in addition to minimizing the environmental degradation by indiscriminate use of biomass energy by the vendors.

The consideration of street food vendors operating context has shown that energy sector interventions in isolation will have a limited impact on street vendor livelihood. An integrated approach including access to credit, business development services, developing intermediary structures for advocacy at municipal level, is needed to improve street vendor incomes.
Energy Efficient technologies for Street Food Vendors

The pilot project conducted with street food vendors observed a number of factors that need to be taken into account in designing and introducing energy efficient stoves. Among them are a) the social environment in which the vendor lives and operates, b) availability of raw materials to use the stoves (e.g. firewood, paddy husk, electricity), c) type and quantity of food they prepare and sell and d) the size of vessels they use for preparing food. Apart from these factors, it is also important that vendors change their attitudes and behaviours and shift from their conventional modes of operation.

From discussion with the Street Food Vendors both in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka, it was evident that the vendors are enthusiastic about adopting new and improved versions of the cooking stove, such as the one developed by BCSIR. Such improved stoves can be provided to the street food vendors through collaboration with BCSIR, who also provide necessary training to the customers of their products.

In Sri Lanka, while laboratory testing of certain stoves proved promising, field testing was not so successful. For example, the NERD stoves have been completely abandoned by their users. The key reasons are a) lack of electricity facilities, b) difficulty/lack of interest to chop firewood into small chips and c) insufficient heat generated by the stove for cooking large quantities of food. Meanwhile, paddy-husk stove too has been abandoned by its users as, a) he could not find dry paddy husk, b) it generated a lot of smoke and c) heat generated was not adequate for boiling water.

The double-mouth stoves were more successful, as they a) generated and retained adequate heat b) consumed less firewood and c) generated less smoke and soot. Two vendors have abandoned the use of double mouth stoves as the heat generated by the stoves was not sufficient for cooking the large quantities of food they prepared. It was subsequently found that the type of stoves given to the vendors was not large enough to hold the large vessels used by vendors to cook their food. In light of this, in the latter stages of the project in Sri Lanka a larger stove was also tested, as shown in Figure 7.1.

In Bangladesh, the respondent's perception about the use of improved stove on economic condition were also elicited. All the respondents mention that the improved stove use has a positive economic impact on their business. It has started to enable them to face any awkward situation in respect of economic condition of their business in future. All the 100 users were of the opinion that less time is required for cooking while using an improved stove compared to what was required with the traditional stove. All the users of commercial stoves were asked to provide an estimate of any changes in the profit margin, since changing from traditional to improved stoves. All were of the opinion that use of improved stoves has had a positive impact on their profit margin, by way of reduced fuel requirements.

Almost all the respondents mentioned about a number of disadvantages in using the traditional stoves. In this connection, they spoke of eye burning, heat problems, breathing problems and headache that they used to suffer while using the traditional stoves. Conversely, all the respondents talked about a number of health related advantages of using the improved stoves. They claimed to have faced none of the four health problems mentioned earlier.
Two thirds of those interviewed suggested that it is desirable to increase awareness of the people about improved stoves and there should be more publicity and training. Many respondents also called for extension of credit facilities. They also called for making equipments easily available and at a low cost to the people. About one-third of the respondents suggested support from the NGO community in respect to motivation and procurement of supplies related to making of improved stoves.

As can be expected from introduction of any improved system over the traditional one, the users of the improved stoves have been benefiting from its use in a number of ways. Reduced fuel expenditure is of direct benefit, but also there is benefit in the reduced time required for cook. However, their benefit in respect to protection from the health hazards was immense. Unlike the time when they were using the traditional stoves, they are facing no health problems such as eye burning, breathing problem or headache. As less fuel is required under the improved stoves system, there are also social benefits such as less deforestation and consequent positive impact on environment. In view of the above, the importance of extensive and wider use of improved stoves can be hardly overemphasised.

As mentioned above, many of the street food vendors were dependent on kerosene as a source of energy for preparing their food. There were several reasons for their over dependence. The mobile tea vendors in particular found that it was convenient for them to carry kerosene stoves in the market place. Similarly, the initial investment for kerosene cookers/stoves was relatively low while kerosene was readily available for them in the nearby boutiques. Another advantage of kerosene was that unlike LP gas, vendors did not have to purchase it in bulk and make a one-time payment. However, vendors experienced difficulties with their stoves such as leakage of kerosene which required frequent maintenance and repairs to their stoves. An observation of the vendors was that the cost of maintenance and repairs increases when stoves are used for more than two years. Despite these difficulties, vendors expressed their preference to work with kerosene cookers/stoves over gas cookers and firewood, as they did not have alternative devices/energy, which could replace kerosene cookers, and sustain the relative advantages that it currently brought to the vendors. Any interventions to improve the efficiency of the existing kerosene cookers/stoves or to introduce alternative devices/energy to vendors require further experimentation of technical nature. However, from a sociological point of view, this study points to some of the important criteria that need to be taken into consideration when such interventions are designed and planned. They are:

- **The initial investment of a device should be relatively low and affordable to the vendors.** As this study has already pointed out, profits generated by a majority of the vendors from their business enterprises remain relatively low and are hardly sufficient to meet the consumption needs of their dependent family members. Thus, vendors are unable to make relatively large investments, as their savings too remain small.

- **The convenience of the vendor particularly those who are mobile should also be taken into account.** In congested market places, vendors are unable to carry heavy and large devices. They also cannot use relatively expensive devices, as they do not have secure places to keep their stoves in the night. They cannot carry them
home as they lived far away from their market places and used public transport to travel. This study observed that many mobile vendors have left their stoves in the night in boutiques belonging to their friends, as they did not have alternative places for its safe keeping.

- **The operation and maintenance costs of the device need to be relatively low**
  Vendors working with kerosene stoves do not have to buy kerosene in bulk and can buy it only when their cookers/stoves run out of kerosene. They can see for themselves the remaining quantities in the tank (unlike gas) and easily buy it from the nearby boutiques. Further, small repairs could be attended to by the vendors themselves without incurring heavy expenses.

However, one has to be cautious in generalising the findings and insights generated in the present studies to the larger population of street food vendors as the present coverage of the street food vendors is hardly adequate to make such a justification. Therefore, a larger study/survey covering a substantial number of vendors is recommended not only to assess the applicability of the insights gained from the present studies but also with a view to identifying the macro-level implications of energy use patterns of the street food vendors and the technological and other interventions required.

The results from laboratory and field testing of alternative stoves are that biomass gassifier stoves, although efficient, are not appropriate for street food vendors. The impact assessment found that double mouth chimney stoves were well received in Bangladesh. The project pilot tested a dissemination model whereby workshop participants were trained on how to construct stoves in their homes and in those of their neighbours. Therefore the propagation of stoves within communities takes place only according to local demand.

A consideration of street food vendors operating context has shown that energy sector interventions in isolation will have a limited impact on street vendor livelihood. Integrated work including access to credit, business development services, developing intermediary structures for advocacy at municipal level, is needed to improve street vendor incomes.
10. Dissemination Channels

Dissemination activities under this project included:
- Five training sessions in Bangladesh
- Seminar and Exhibition in Galle, Sri Lanka
- National and International Project End Workshops

There were several written outputs to the project:
- WREC paper, presentation at the World Renewable Energy Congress in Cologne July 2002
- An article in Boiling Point 47
- DFID Energy KaR newsletter articles (2).
- ITDG project briefing, October 2001
- Internal project evaluation documents
- Funder Summary Report
- Final Technical Report

11. Future work

The following activities are the plans for future work following from this project:

- Energy and Street Food Vendors proposal accepted to HEDON\(^5\) shortlist. To be taken forward by C V Krishna, of the Centre For Renewable Energy and Appropriate Technologies in Orissa, India. Summary is Appendix 1, Please see HEDON website for up-to-date details.

- Further training on community based training on improved biomass stoves in Bangladesh. Funds for this work have been secured.

- Livelihoods project in Sri Lanka. A Project Document entitled “Enhancing the Profitability of Street Food Enterprises in Sri Lanka” has been prepared.

12. Appendices

Appendix 1. International Workshop report
(October 28/29th 2001, Bangladesh)

Venue: Thengamara Mohila Sabuj Sangha (TMSS)
(A women-oriented Development Organization)
Gokul, Bogra, Bangladesh, October 28-29, 2001

Prepared by:
Naved Ahmed Chowdhury, Manager, Energy and Street Food Project,
ITDG-Bangladesh

Background
The international workshop on ENERGY ISSUES IN THE STREET FOOD
SECTOR was held on October 28-29, 2001 at the auditorium of Thengamara Mohila
Sabuj Sangha (TMSS), a women-oriented development organization in the northern
town of Bogra. The purpose of the workshop was to share and disseminate
comprehensive reports of in-depth participatory survey conducted with street food
vendors both in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka with a view to identifying the possible
strategic intervention guidelines for piloting the second phase of the project. In the
first phase, a baseline socio-economic survey of the street food vendors was carried
out in order to explore their fuel use pattern. The study covered 114 street food
vendors both in Dhaka city and peri-urban areas of Bogra. The base line survey was
followed by an in-depth study to determine the impact of fuel use on environment and
profit margin and health of the street food vendors. The in-depth study covered 54
vendors who were selected from the 114 people covered earlier in the base line survey
conducted in Dhaka and Bogra. The second phase will concentrate on training and
providing cook stoves to the beneficiaries

Objectives
The objective of the workshop was to discuss and share views on the energy
efficiency in the street food sector and to raise the livelihoods of the poor people
engaged in the food sector which is generally overlooked by the government and
other development intervention agencies. The workshop also aimed to share and
disseminate the findings of in-depth surveys separately conducted in Bangladesh and
Sri Lanka on the present fuel use pattern and devices. The surveys also laid
importance on socio-economic aspects of the lives and livelihoods of the people
engaged in the street food sector.

Organiser
ITDG-Bangladesh in collaboration with TMSS organised the workshop. Mr. Naved
Ahmed Chowdhury, Energy and Street Food Project Manager, ITDG-Bangladesh
presented the country paper on the in-depth study findings while Mr. Susil
Liyanarachchi Project Manager, ITDG-Sri Lanka presented the country paper on
behalf of his country. Leonard Tedd, International Project Manager, Energy and Street
Food, ITDG-UK also attended the workshop.
Dr. A M Hasan Rashid Khan, Project Director of Institute Of Fuel Research and Development (IFRD) of Bangladesh Council For Scientific and Industrial Research (BCSIR), a governmental research organization promoting low cost energy-saving devices and systems, also attended the workshop as special guest.

BCSIR and TMSS were partners in the Street Food and Energy Project. Individuals involved in street food vending, development workers from Government and NGO sectors attended the workshop.

**Inauguration**

Energy and Street Food Project Manager Naved Ahmed Chowdhury welcomed the participants and delivered a brief outline of the purposes and objectives of the workshop. Prof. Hosne Ara Begum of TMSS chaired the inaugural session while Dr. Hasan Rashid Khan of IFRD, BCSIR delivered the speech of special guest. Ms. Veena Khaleque, Country Director of ITDG- Bangladesh delivered the vote of thanks.

Speaking as the Special Guest, Project Director, Institute of Fuel Research and Development, BCSIR, Dr A. M. Hasan Rashid Khan said that a woman usually suffers the effect of smoking 20 cigarettes if she cooks in a traditional cook stove for one hour. Justifying the need for improved cook stove, Dr Khan said, “The traditional cook stove can only use 5 to 15 per cent of the fuel and the rest is wasted.” He said an average-size family burns around two tons of fuel wood every year but the introduction of improved cook stove would reduce the fuel requirement by around 50 per cent.

ITDG-Bangladesh Country Director Veena Khaleque said that expensive technologies are hardly cost effective and sustainable. “That is why, we will have to go for appropriate technologies which are environment-friendly, suitable for users and build on local knowledge and resources.

Veena Khaleque said the problem of fuel use is now a global problem and the future of human being largely depends on the effective and safe use of fuel.

Manager of the Energy and Street Food Project of ITDG-Bangladesh Naved Ahmed Chowdhury said the use of energy has links with poverty and the poor are compelled to bear the brunt of using less effective fuels exposing them into health hazard, pollution and extra expenditure. He also underscored the need for institutional support to enable the street food vendors to use fuel more efficiently for raising their profit margin, reducing health hazard and to check environmental pollution.

Executive Director of TMSS Prof. Hosne Ara Begum in her address of the chair appreciated ITDG-Bangladesh’s role in the field of development providing appropriate technology support to elevate the skills of unskilled people and to create awareness and ability of people in using the huge un-utilised resources in Bangladesh. She also emphasised the need for adopting technology as an indispensable part of development with wisdom, clear vision and strategy, supervision and a regular follow up for a sustainable achievement through institutional structure.

Leonard Tedd of ITDG-UK and Susil Liyanarachchi from ITDG-Sri Lanka also spoke at the inaugural session. Over 60 participants including researchers, development
practitioners, street food vendors, academicians participated in the event and formulated an action plan to address the problems of street food vendors with a total and integrated approach so that they can improve their livelihoods.

The Working Sessions
There were two sessions on the first day of the two-day workshop. The inaugural session gave an overview of the program reflecting the policy issues which are relevant to the Energy and Street Food sector as well as the future plans for intervention in the sector which has so far been addressed neither by the government nor the NGOs. In the second session, Naved Ahmed Chowdhury presented the Bangladesh Country Paper on the In-depth Study Findings while Mr Susil Liyanarachchi presented the Country Report on the Study conducted in Sri Lanka. Presentation of both the papers was followed by open discussions, which highlighted the issues, concerns, and problems faced by the street food vendors. The discussants draw comparison between the Bangladesh and Sri Lankan perspectives of Energy and street Food issues and suggested some initiatives with a view to improve the livelihoods of the poor people involved in street food vending. In the evening, TMSS Deputy Director for Planning and Management Mr. Khorshad Alam presented an overview of TMSS activities, its accomplishments and specialization.

Institutional Support
In spite of the sector's importance, however informal it be, in the economy in respect to providing cheap food to millions of working people as well as creating countless employment opportunities both at individual and family level, there has been no specific effort from any quarters to look into the interest of this sector. No regulatory rules have been framed for the sector so as to ensure the health & hygienic and environmental aspects.

Concluding Remarks
The urban-based vendors, particularly in Dhaka city, faced constant threat and extortion from law-enforcing agencies and local mustan/muggers, as they have to operate their business under no institutional legal coverage.

Use of fuel by the vendors is conditioned by local availability. Whereas in Dhaka, vendors use kerosene and wood for cooking purpose, the vendors in Bogra’s peri-urban areas use twigs and kerosene. Bogra vendors prefer twigs as these are available locally at a cheaper rate. The stove that they use in both Dhaka and Bogra are mostly the earthen and tin stoves. Their average daily expenditure on fuel is below Tk.50/-. Most of the vendors reported to have faced little or no problem in using fuel. This cooking system has been found to be popular with the rural households for its efficient use of the energy. Such improved stove can be provided to the street food vendors through collaboration with BCSIR, which also provides necessary training to the customers of their products.

In conclusion, it can be said that while this baseline survey on energy use by the street food vendors have revealed interesting information about their socio-economic condition, their business operation and use of fuel therein, there is a scope for further broad-based studies in this very important sector of the economy. The pattern of fuel use by the vendors and other related issues deserve to be further investigated, in view of its implication into the environmental aspect of the country. It is time for the
concerned government agencies to take up appropriate regulatory measures so that the street foods taken by millions of people are safe and healthy for them, environmental degradation being caused by unscientific and indiscriminate use of energy sources by the vendors are minimised.

**Discussion and comments**

The participants critically analysed the paper making points on various issues such as livelihoods, poverty alleviation, energy use, health hazard, legal problems of the vendors, deforestation, climate change and other issues and concerns relating to Energy and Street Food sector.

Referring to the fact that in many countries street food sector is considered as a formal sector, the participant also stressed the need for a proper legal support for the people in street food business so that they are legally recognised and can run their business without harassment and oppression. Another discussant said that the street food vendors should be supported to form their association so that they can bargain with the government and other functionaries in order to safeguard their interest as a whole and can influence policy formulation. Discussants also cited examples of several countries like India, Malaysia, Thailand etc where street food sector has tremendously developed and suggested to share experiences from those countries to apply those in our perspectives. The entire discussion was dominated by the energy needs of the street food vendors as well as the needs to increase their efficiency in energy use in order to reduce their expenditure for fuel, raising their profit margin, containing air pollution and above all, to improve the standard of living of the people in street food business.

After a long group discussion and brainstorming session, participated & represented by Leonard Tedd- Energy Unit-ITDG UK, Susil Liyanarachchi- Project Director – ITDG- Sri-Lanka, Naved Ahmed Chowdhury- Project Manager- ITDG-Bangladesh and the local partner NGO Thengamara Mohila Sabuj Sangha (TMSS) and other concerned people, it was unanimously agreed that an integrated piloting intervention with **fuel efficient devices** will be introduced both in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh under the following criteria:

a) An Improved Cook Stove developed  
b) The stove, which will be developed, will ensure efficient energy use  
c) It will encourage huge supply of briquette as an alternative fuel source thus reducing pressure on our forest resources  
d) The current project will continue till December 2002 instead of August 2002

As part of the piloting intervention, **at least two training courses** will be launched to build up the skill of the street food vendors so that they can construct the improved cook stove and acquire technical know-how to operate, maintain and manage the energy efficient system in a better way.

It was also proposed by the project director-Sri Lanka that people in Sri Lanka will have to be organised to build up awareness about the benefit of the utilization of the improved cook stove. Moreover, food vendors will have to be organised, through
consultation, discussion and motivation following a participatory method. Their opinions, problems and priorities should be taken into consideration.

Street Food Vendor preparing Jalappy. Dhaka, Bangladesh.
Appendix 2. National End of Project Workshop, Bangladesh

Energy Issues in Street Foods Sector

Venue: Thengamara Mohila Sabuj Sangha (TMSS)
Gokul, Bogra, Bangladesh

November 20 - 21, 2002

A national workshop on Energy Issue in Street Food Sector was held on November 20-21, 2002 at Thengamara Mohila Sabuj Sangha (TMSS) in Bogra. The purpose of the workshop was to share and to disseminate the findings of the completed implementation and research phases of the energy and street food project. The workshop was conducted with an aim of identifying guidelines and recommendations for a future project for promoting sustainable energy options for street food vendors. An impact assessment was presented and discussed on a survey conducted with 100 respondents in four northern districts Bogra, Jaipurhat, Rangpur and Gaibandha.

**DAY ONE: 20 November 2002**

**Organisation**
ITDG-Bangladesh in collaboration with Thengamara Mohila Sabuj Sangha (TMSS) organised the workshop. Mr. Satya Ranjan Saha Energy and Street Foods Project Manager of ITDG-Bangladesh facilitated. The panel consisted of Ms. Veena Khaleque, ITDG Country Director, Dr. Lulu Bilki Banu Senior Scientific Officer IFRD of BCSIR, Leonard Tedd ITDG – UK, and Mr. Ashraful Islam, Director (Operations) of TMSS.

**Chairperson, Mr. Ashraful Islam** in his welcome speech emphasised the need for extended cooperation from ITDG-Bangladesh in future in following on from the pilot intervention phase of this project.
**Dr. Lulu Bilkis Banu**, an expert on energy issues, described that IFRD-BCSIR has been working on fuel conservation devices since 1978 by changing the parameter of the traditional chula into an improved stove and in providing more than 20 models of improved stove to be responsive to local fuel availability and different family requirements. IFRD has built up a workforce of 6,000 people providing 60 training courses on improved stove, so that they can spread up the initiative throughout the country. It has also organised seminars and workshops to disseminate fuel efficient devices. She mentioned that BCSIR has implemented only 300,000 improved stoves throughout Bangladesh, while the total requirement is 20 million stoves.

Dr. Banu emphasised the need for participatory methods for stove implementation programs. She gave a reminder that the number of stoves that have been constructed is not to be overstated and that it should be considered how many are in use and are sustainable.

Another speaker **Sarder Mahtabuddin**, Assistant Director (Agriculture) of TMSS, stressed the necessity of IS instead of traditional Chula. He made reference to the experience of one TMSS beneficiary involved in food processing business who is enjoying a raised profit margin by using the improved stove and is taking benefit of the following:

1. Enjoying more profit by saving about 50% of the fuel
2. Her stall is free from smoke and carbon, which attracts more customers.
3. Selling more food items than before.
4. Her food items are free from smoke smell.

From this example, Mr. Sarder claims that if we really want poverty to be reduced then ITDG and its donor agency should consider the importance and role of IS as fuel efficient device to be used by the street foods vendors with the follow up facilities for the project.
Mr. Leonard Tedd of ITDG-UK mentioned that ITDG has experience of working in the household energy sector since 1973, mostly in Nepal, Sri Lanka and Kenya. In Bangladesh, findings from this 2.5 year project are very positive with lessons learnt about the commercial and physical benefits, which will feed into the design of the next phase of the project. The work in Sri Lanka was presented and comparisons made.

Speaking as the Chief Guest, ITDG-Bangladesh Country Director Ms Veena Khaleque welcomed all and thanked TMSS and BCSIR for their valuable contribution and active participation. She said, “we have a lot to share from this workshop about technology of food processing and others to reduce poverty. Today discussion is on different issues on food processing sector as well as fuel sector which already create as thrusting sectors in Bangladesh.” She also added that all development stakeholders should work together for the betterment and development of these sectors. Although this project may be over, the partners should expand activities, in improved cook stove demonstration. ITDG believes in transfer and promotion of appropriate technologies to continue its activities. The findings of the workshops on Energy and Street Food Sector in Bangladesh and Sri-Lanka will help with the future intervention of the project.
Finally Veena Khaleque thanked everybody for lively participation in the workshop as well as continued support from BCSIR, TMSS and Leonard Tedd. She thanked KAR DFID and ITDG UK offices for supporting this project.

During the brake a film of improved cook stove making and its use and impact on user's everyday life, was played.

**Presentation of paper on impact study on IS**
In this session, Mr. Satya Ranjan Saha, ESF Project manager, and Mr. Ahmedul Ghani, the social scientist who conducted the survey, presented the major findings from the impact assessment on the project.

**Open discussion:**
The Special Guest Dr. Lulu Bilkis Banu said to achieve the target, it is necessary to work in participation with the communities and to understand the existing social and prestigious values attached to the traditional chula. This needs to be considered in the design of the improved chula.

The Executive Director of VIEW Kurigram, Mr Enamul Haque, said that since the required equipments are not locally available, they are using alternatives to the chimney design. This can bring a system loss of efficiency of approx 5%. Some suggested that it would be useful and effective by modifying the traditional chula into an improved one since there are emotional and social issues concerning the maker of a chula in a family.

Mr. Khorshed Alam of TMSS said that more than 200 people are using the Improved Cook Stove who are directly / indirectly supported by ITDG-Bangladesh. Mr. Khorshed requested to concerned donors and ITDG to continue the project for further replication in the future.

**DAY TWO: 21 November 2002**
One of the participants named Farida Begum who is skilled in improved stove construction, has constructed several Improved Stoves her neighbours. She claimed that improve stove is useful because it saves approx. 60-65% fuel and contributes to a pollution free environment. She said that when she started IS construction, it was not as popular as it is today. Regarding the different stoves she said that portable one-mouth improved stove is convenient to use in rainy season or at the time of flood disaster but she receives more requests to make the double mouth stove. She made the recommendation that to make the project a success, a selection of the trainees should be from the middle-age unemployed section of the society. She also said that such a selection criterion will bring a two-way benefit providing employment for the trainee as well as increasing the number of improved stoves in households.

Among the participants, one Saiful Islam Titumir of Mautree Jumbo Society from Rangpur who was trained by ITDG, said that he has motivated social and institutional leaders such as teachers, elected Union Council members, unemployed youths and social workers and himself built 200 improved stoves in his working area in exchange of wages. He experienced challenges such as availability of the appropriate clay, monsoon season as a barrier and access to capital costs. He added that post-training follow up is necessary to achieve a significant impact.
Another ITDG-B trainee named Mahmudul Hasan of TMSS-Jaipurhat stated that awareness about the detrimental issues of traditional stove and the advantages of improved stove should be made clear of among the mass of people. He also raised the question of necessary funds for the construction of improved stoves among food processors and suggested providing micro-credit support among the food processors by the partner NGOs. Mr. Hasan mentioned that now some of his beneficiaries are cooking as much as five times more of the food-stuff for sale, using same amount of fuel and taking less time than before.

**Breakout Groups**

The next stage of the workshop involved a brain storming session. It was organised by dividing the participants into two groups to find out the opinion and guidelines for the extension and implementation of the Improved Stove project in future.

**Group 1: Discussion and presentation**

**A. Marketing**
- a) Arrangement for sufficient advertisement and follow-up
- b) Arrangement for group discussion on the health related issues and benefit out of improved stove use.
- c) To give the message that improved stove consumes less fuel and reduces smoke.
- d) Incorporate visual demonstration of improved stove in use.

**B. Awareness Related Issues**
- a) Awareness among the beneficiaries could spread the extension of the improved stove
- b) Mass awareness is necessary for the extension of the improved stove
- c) Users of the stove are to be aware about the benefit of the improved stove.

**C. Training Facilities.**
- a) To keep demonstration and technical advice on with follow-up arrangement.
- b) Trainee should construct one improved stove and demonstrate it to their neighbours.
- c) To arrange improved stove exhibitions involving the participation of women.
- d) To provide more technical training.
- e) To organise mobile training for the interested people.
- f) To arrange basic improved stove construction training for the NGO group members.
- g) GO/NGO involvement in providing training for women.
- h) More people to be trained on improved stove construction under this program.
- i) Every suburb / village to be covered to provide with training.

**D. Credit facilities**
- a) As the households are the dominating fuel consumers, credit facilities should be extended for them.
- b) Subsidies in respect of equipment support and advertisements are strongly recommended
- d) Providing credit support through the involvement of NGOs.
E. Suggestions in respect of input
   a) To ensure the availability of IS construction and use equipment.
   b) To arrange IS equipment easily available.
   c) Arrangement of carrying facility for necessary mud from place to place.

Group 2: Discussion and presentation
A. Awareness Related Issues
   a) To raise awareness about the benefits of Improved Stove among the people.
   b) To raise awareness about the utility of the one mouth improved stove.
   c) To arrange exchange visit between the user of improved stove and non-user of improved stove that the non-users would be encouraged to use improved stoves.
   d) To organise workshop in collaboration with and participation by the roadside foods vendors.

B. Training related issues
   a) To arrange training in participation with mobile food vendors.
   b) To arrange more training.
   c) To arrange construction of one mouth improved stove for the roadside small food vendors providing credit if required.
   d) To arrange training on improved stove.
   e) To arrange training on improved stove for the users of the improved stove.
   f) To organise training for all the food processors of a certain area.

C. Credit related issues
   a) Local NGOs can provide loan and expertise services for construction of IS for the mobile food vendors.
   b) Credit support to be extended to promote the activities provided with training.
   c) To provide credit support to the roadside food processors and street food vendors for acquiring an improved stove.

D. Institutional organisational support
   a) To specify a certain area of operation with a view to organise the food processors under a savings oriented society from which their improved stove procurement cost will be met.
   b) To initiate a social networking organisation which will incorporate the non-NGO - members for uptake of improved stoves all over the country, based on findings from this project.

E. Follow up Issues
   a) A regular post-support follows up arrangement to be ensured.
   b) Roadside mobile food vendors are to be supported with commercial stove including fund (micro-credit) support.

F. Marketing Issues
   a) Arrangement for demonstration of improved stoves among the mobile food vendors in collaboration with the local NGOs.
b) One mouth portable improve stove is very much useful for the roadside food vendors.
c) Mobile improved stove could be promoted to street food vendors.

Recommendations
As can be expected from introduction of any improved system over the traditional one, the users of the improved stoves have been benefiting from its use in a number of ways. Benefits accrued to them in terms of their spending on fuels, as less fuel is required. They also benefited in respect to time required to cook. Importantly many identified the benefit from reduction of health hazards. Compared with traditional stoves, they are facing no health problems such as eye burning, breathing problems or headache. As less fuel is required under the IS system, there are also environmental benefits such as less deforestation. In view of the above, the importance of extensive and wider use of IS can be hardly overemphasised.

From the completed ITDG project, the following recommendations are made:

1. In view of the actual benefits that accrued by the users, there is a need to continue and expand the project activities for an extended period beyond the pilot phase.

2. Training and skill development activities are required to be strengthened in collaboration with the partners.

3. Arrangement should be made with government and partner NGOs for appropriate follow-up of the training and skill development activities so as to ensure that the trainees act as the catalytic agents for popularising IS use in their respective communities as well as for providing technical support in construction of IS.

4. The partner NGOs are to be supported to enable them to produce the required IS equipment's locally and to supply these to the motivated potential users.

5. In view of the potential contribution of IS both at family level and social level, the NGOs could be assisted to initiate the project activities as one of their regular programs. For this, manpower support may be needed.

6. Credit support may be extended to enable people to procure the IS. Alternatively, a subsidised system of sales may be introduced under the overall management of the interested partner NGOs.

7. It is also recommended that procurement and use of IS by group members may be linked with other NGO programs (say, micro-credit) so as to ensure improved stove programme is integrated into broader community development programmes.
Appendix 3. Final Workshops in Sri Lanka

The project concluded with the following sessions:

- International Workshop on Energy Aspects of Street Food Enterprises, November 25th 2002
- Field visits for delegates 26th November 2002
- Exhibition and seminar in Galle 27th November 2002
- Meeting with IDEA (local ARECOP partner), Kandy 28th November 2002
- Internal Workshop on planning for future work, Colombo 28th November 2002.

The itinerary for the International workshop on energy aspects of street food enterprises:
Sri Lanka Foundation Institute Auditorium, Colombo, Sri Lanka

9.00 am Registration
9.20 am Lighting of the Oil Lamp
9.30 am Welcome Address – Vishaka Hidellage-Country Director, ITDG South Asia
9.40 am Street Foods – an overview
Süsîl Liyanarachchi - Projects Director, ITDG – South Asia
10.10 am Tea
10.30 am Sri Lanka Country presentation
Ranga Pallawala – Project Manager, Research and Policy.
11.00 am Bangladesh Country Presentation
Sathiya Ranjan Saha
11.30 am Views from Street Food Vendors
12.30 pm Discussion on Presentations
1.00 pm Discussion on potential Follow up activities
1.30 pm Summing up of Workshop outcomes
1.45 pm Vote of Thanks

Seminar and Exhibition
Galle, 27th November 2002

An Exhibition and Seminar on Energy Aspects of Street Food enterprises was organised in Galle. The event was to make members of the public aware of the use and importance of energy efficient stoves. The morning session was for senior school children, teachers and students of technical colleges. The afternoon session was attended by NGOs, government agencies and the general public. In the seminar there were two presentations, one on street food sector and the health implications of improved stoves. The indoor air pollution study done by ITDG Kenya was presented. The second presentation on the importance of energy efficiency aspects of improved stoves was conducted by Dr. Tilak Siyambalapitiya, a renowned expert on energy issues.
In the exhibition we demonstrated some different types of improved stoves designed by various organizations. There were street food vendors preparing food using these stoves. Fig. 6 shows the mayor of Galle in discussion with a street food vendor using an improved biomass stove.

Exhibition of improved biomass stoves for street vendors, Galle, Sri Lanka

Several chimney stoves were shown. Also the other stoves (gassifier stove, and improved paddy husk stove) which were laboratory tested and piloted with street vendors were included in the exhibition. These are shown in the following images:

 Improved paddy-husk burner.
Biomass gassifier stove

Internal Workshop on planning for future work, Colombo 28th November 2002.

A workshop was held to discuss future work. The session was facilitated by Chamindra Weerackody, consultant sociologist to the project. Susil Liyanarachchi presented the following integrated approach to future work with street food vendors.
Integrated Approach to Working with Street Food Vendors

It was noted that Street Food Vendors face a context of vulnerability where new policies favour large scale businesses, and that it is difficult for small scale businesses to innovate into new products or improved quality. Consequently quality assurance should be a main focus of future work.

Following the discussions, the following plans for future work following-on from this project were agreed:

- Energy and Street Food Vendors proposal accepted to HEDON⁶ shortlist. To be taken forward by C V Krishna, of the Centre For Renewable Energy and Appropriate Technologies in Orissa, India. Summary is Appendix 1, Please see HEDON website for up-to-date details.

---

- Further training on community based training on improved biomass stoves in Bangladesh. Funds for this work have been secured.

- Livelihoods project in Sri Lanka. A Project Document entitled “Enhancing the Profitability of Street Food Enterprises in Sri Lanka” has been prepared.
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Appendix 5. WREC Paper

Energy and Street Food

L. G. Tedd\textsuperscript{1}, N. A. Chowdhury\textsuperscript{2}, and S. Liyanarachchi\textsuperscript{3}

\textsuperscript{1}Intermediate Technology Development Group, Schumacher Centre for Technology and Development, Bourton Hall, Bourton-on-Dunsmore, Warwickshire, CV23 9QZ, UK
\textsuperscript{2}ITDG Bangladesh, House 32, Road 13A, Dhanmondi, Dhaka 1209, Bangladesh
\textsuperscript{3}ITDG Sri Lanka, 5 Lionel Edirisinghe Mawatha, Kirulapone, Colombo 5, Sri Lanka

Abstract

This project is researching energy based intervention strategies with street food vendors in urban areas of Sri Lanka and Bangladesh. The project has completed a broad social survey of this sector of the urban informal economy and an in-depth investigation with a selected number of street vendors.

There were various significant findings from the research phase including the contrast between the urban and peri-urban situation. The research identified that the complexity of the issues surrounding street food vending necessitates a cross-sectoral approach to addressing their need. Their activity is entrepreneurial and involves preparing a product for sale, there is a big spectrum of types from very poor tea-sellers to those with motorised means of transport, and there are gender and cultural issues that need to be considered. This research project into energy and street food will lead into a more comprehensive programme for working with this marginalised sector, which will include business development services and advocacy for institutional change.

Introduction

The preparation and sale of street food provides employment and income to millions of people around the world, as well as affordable nutrition for low-income people. It is an activity which represents a significant portion of the informal urban economy in cities worldwide \cite{1}. It is undertaken by entrepreneurial women and men, and more often supported by the assistance of their families than by paid labour. Their businesses are typically irregular, unstable and marginal. Incomes for street vending vary from tea sellers who (in Bangladesh) might expect a daily income of only 200
Taka (€3.93) to those vendors offering a variety of foods, for example a vendor in Sri Lanka selling lunch packets, fried rice, meat and vegetable curries with a daily profit of 4500 Sri Lanka Rupees (€20.57).

Street food vending is not an easy task. In Sri Lanka, 38% of those surveyed spent more than 15 hours on the street selling food every day. This does not include time spent in transport, in preparation at home, or in procuring ingredients and fuel. Also significant is that a typical street food vendor has been involved in this type of work for several years, in Sri Lanka 70% had been in the business for more than five years. This relatively long period of time suggests a proven capacity to sustain themselves in this informal trade.

This paper draws from the research findings of the first phase of an ongoing project by ITDG country offices in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka into the energy needs of street food vendors. The aim of this project is to improve the livelihood of street food vendors and their dependents by identifying and improving access to energy efficient technologies and fuel. Previous studies of street food vendors have typically focused on the health factors of the product, and urban energy studies have either been concerned with non-commercial household activities or planning issues at a macro level. Although the deficit of baseline data has necessitated enumerative surveying, the data collected will give an insight into this sector which will lead to the identification of possible interventions with an aim to improve livelihoods.

**Research**

**Survey Methodology**

The research took place in Colombo in Sri Lanka and in two locations in Bangladesh, Dhaka and Bogra; this gave a contrast between the issues of an urban area and a peri-urban population. The research element has formed the core of the work completed to date. The basic format was an enumerative study with one hundred vendors followed by an in-depth survey with open-ended questions asked of fewer vendors. The energy use patterns were found, identifying the technologies used and sources of fuel. The legal and institutional frameworks in which the enterprises operate were also evaluated.

In October 2001, an international workshop was held to analyse the findings from the first phase and to work from these findings to design the strategy for interventions for the second phase. The second phase of the project will pilot improved stoves for street food vending, in Bangladesh at a household level and in Sri Lanka at the point of sale. The workshop was also an opportunity to involve other NGOs and government organisations to bring the issues of this sector onto their agenda.

**Bangladesh, Key Research Findings**

The baseline and in-depth survey findings are synthesised in the country report [2]. Selected results are given:

- In urban Dhaka 52% of street vendors are female, in Bogra only 4% are women.
- The illiteracy rate of all respondents is 48%.
- In Dhaka 97% live in informal settlements and 70% have five or more dependents.
- Difficulties identified by street food vendors in Bangladesh are listed in Table 1.

---

1 €1.00 = US$0.86 (Jan 2002)
TABLE 1
PROBLEMS FACED BY STREET VENDORS IN BANGLADESH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Problem</th>
<th>Frequency¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital shortage</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Calamities²</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppression by Police</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bribe / Subscription</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local ‘Mustan’</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹More than one problem could be identified by each vendor.
²Natural calamities include epidemics for which street food vendors receive much harassment from local authorities.

- The use of kerosene and kori (twigs) as a fuel source is extensive in Bogra and Dhaka. Other fuels are guri (logs), ghutta (dried dung) and briquettes (usually made from compacted sawdust or rice husk).
- 18% in Dhaka and 13% in Bogra mentioned smoke and eye burning.
Sri Lanka, Key Research Findings
As in Bangladesh the types of fuel used in Sri Lanka are mainly kerosene and fuelwood but in Colombo there is also a significant number of vendors who rely on bottled gas (LPG) for preparation of street food. Participatory research, predominantly by means of semi-structured interviews, with street vendors has identified different factors associated with the different fuels. Some of these are in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kerosene</th>
<th>Firewood</th>
<th>Gas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difficult to meet the frequently escalating prices of kerosene.</td>
<td>Smoke fills inside the house when cooking.</td>
<td>Increase of gas prices within a short period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current price of kerosene is too high.</td>
<td>A lot of smoke and soot.</td>
<td>Gas runs out in the mornings unexpectedly and we cannot cook food on that day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficiency is sometimes low.</td>
<td>A lot of time is taken for cleaning soot sticking to the cooking utensils (1- 1½ hours).</td>
<td>Burners are too small to place large utensils used for cooking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The burner has to be replaced every 6 months at a cost of Rs.700/-</td>
<td>The people supplying firewood are not regular.</td>
<td>High cost of gas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The wicks have to be replaced almost every month.</td>
<td>Cannot light the hearth on rainy days as it is placed outside the house.</td>
<td>An empty gas cylinder is expensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a bad smell that comes out when kerosene is burnt.</td>
<td>Difficult to use firewood on rainy days when it gets wet.</td>
<td>A gas cooker is expensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerosene stoves have to be repaired frequently and on such occasions, vendors loose business.</td>
<td>Houses get dirty due to smoke and we may have to spend Rs.10-15, 000 to colour wash the houses.</td>
<td>There are sudden gas shortages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The full results are presented in two reports [3,4]. This type of information is what is used in identifying what are the energy constraints on street vendors and what factors need consideration in the design of interventions to assist this group.

Issues

Household energy
Twenty million households in Bangladesh use traditional _Chula_ cook-stoves for which wood, twigs, agricultural residues, or _Gutta_ dried animal dung are usually used as fuel. The efficiencies of these stoves is between 5% and 15% with the rest of the energy wasted. For families which prepare food for sale using traditional stoves an improvement in efficiency will have various positive impacts. In an urban area even biomass fuel must be bought and so inefficient stoves have a direct bearing on street vendor income. Inefficient stoves are also more time consuming, and therefore a greater labour burden.
Production of food for sale is a family based activity and much of the preparation is done in the household environment, for example in Bangladesh 62% of people surveyed reported that food was wholly or partly prepared at home. Also as production is typically small-scale all the issues of household energy are pertinent to street food vendors. Any improvement at a household level in the production of food for sale would be to the benefit of the livelihoods of street vendors. So one element of working with street food vendors is concerned with similar issues to the body of knowledge developed concerning household energy.

**Institutional context**
Street food vendors are also disadvantaged because there is usually no support from formal institutions to improve their businesses or protect them from external influences. The usual response being that they sell unhygienic low-quality food, dump garbage, engage in criminal activities and are a nuisance to maintaining law and order [5]. They are often illegal in that their status is not recognised, resulting in victimisation by the police, public health institutions and local government authorities.

From the findings in Sri Lanka there are two distinct factors which need to be addressed when considering institutions and street vendors. Firstly there is a lack of institutional capacity, in that street vendors are a group of scattered individuals unable to negotiate with formal institutions from a position of strength. This would be addressed by forming an association of street vendors and build their capacity for empowerment. Secondly there is a lack of institutional support for street vendors. Improved support could take the form of increased access to credit or improved security and would be brought about by a change in formal institutions of the valid contribution of street food vending to the urban economy.

**Street Food and Health**
There is a common perception that street foods represent a health risk. This is most often present in food which is prepared at home and warmed at the point of sale. A more reliable energy source would be better at destroying bacteriological pathogens, through proper cooking or re-heating. Therefore an improvement in the energy aspect of street food vending coupled with education in the hygiene aspect of adequate heating-through will result in reduced incidence of (occasionally fatal) food poisoning. Also the contribution to total nutritional intake of poor urban populations of street foods is large. One reason for this is because there are economies of scale that can make street food more competitive for individuals than preparing food at home.

**Gender and Street Food**
The income generating activity of street food vending has a potential to empower women, for example they can control the production process, and keep the profits generated. This could lead to women’s labour input being better recognised. Consequently there is a strong gender focus to this project. For example, one element of energy and street food is that energy is used for food preparation at a household level. Here the energy user is likely to be female and an intervention at household level, which would reduce the fuel and time needed, could result in a more equitable division of labour.
In Bogra, Bangladesh this project is working with Thengamara Mohila Sabuj Sangha (Thengamara Women's Cooperative or TMSS). TMSS is large, employing 1800 people directly and around 4000 volunteering; the numbers of direct beneficiaries is greater than 250,000. Although they run a huge variety of projects, all have a common gender approach where the beneficiary is always female. For example if a credit, training, or support need is identified at a family level, it is the woman who is the point of contact with the NGO and it is she that receives the training or credit.

The issue of mobility is inextricably linked to the social and economic empowerment of women. In the rural areas of Bangladesh where the source of fuel is getting scarcer, women have to travel a long distance to gather branches, twigs to be used as fuel. This results in restrictions to physical movements of women that define their entitlements to income and employment opportunities and to other services like education and health. Because women spend a long time in gathering fuel, they are deprived of income and this perpetuates their poverty further.

**Financial Return on Labour**

A thorough analysis of daily income and expenditure was undertaken with the research group in Colombo. The striking result from this is the daily profit divided by the number of hours spent on the activity of street vending, results in a very low financial return on labour. A majority 53% spent between 10 and 15 hours a day preparing and selling food, and a further 38% spent more than 15 hours a day. The distribution of daily profit was 48% at less than 500 Rupees (€6.04) and 36% between 500 and 1000 Rupees (€6.04 to €12.08), and 16% higher than this. These profits are divided by a typically large number of dependents. Work in Sri Lanka will continue to investigate the opportunities to increase the profit margin so that returns to family labour could be increased.

Fig 1. Street food vending, often a family-based activity
Conclusions

Research and field experience in the sector of street food vendors is valuable because it is a large significant area supporting the livelihoods of millions of the urban poor and it is a section of society which overlaps many different disciplines within the sphere of development. This is household energy used in small enterprise where gender issues are of prime importance in the division of roles, work and income, and where the entrepreneurial activity itself is in the field of food processing. This project has furthered the knowledge of this sector in three cities in the Asian sub-continent. The results of the investigations will be used as a baseline for interventions researching the efficacy of fuel switching and more efficient combustion to improve the situation of street food vendors. The dissemination phase of this project will take place in many fora: further workshops will be held with street vendors, there will be meetings at municipal government level, an international workshop in Sri Lanka, and publications in the ITDG journals Boiling Point and Food Chain and a stand alone publication. Informing policy makers and municipal authorities is seen as especially important. This sector is important because it is a significant portion of the urban informal economy, an economy which is growing rapidly with burgeoning urban populations worldwide.
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Introduction

The activity of selling food on the streets forms a large part of the informal sector in urban areas worldwide. It is undertaken by entrepreneurial women and men, and more often run with the assistance of their families than paid labour. Their businesses are typically irregular, unstable and marginal. The concept of a street food vendor covers a broad range of activities. In Bangladesh, those who earn least are tea sellers, whose income is very low, but who require a daily working capital of less than 200 Bangladesh Taka (42 S) to set up each morning (Figure 1). The most extensive operations comprise vendors offering a variety of foods, for example a vendor in Sri Lanka selling lunch packets, fried rice, meat and vegetable curries requires 4500 Sri Lanka Rupees (335) to start his day’s work (Figure 2).

There is currently a project being run by the ITDG country offices in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka, and UK into the energy needs of street food vendors, and funded by the UK government Department for International Development (DFID). This is an integrated project, bridging the areas of household energy and small enterprise. Previous studies of street food vendors have typically focused on the health factors of their products, and urban energy studies have either been concerned with non-commercial household activities or planning issues at a micro level. Street food vendors use energy for cooking, lighting and transport. This project has focused on the energy aspect of cooking.

As there was a deficit of baseline data, the first phase of the project has involved collecting information which will give an insight into this sector and lead to identification of possible interventions to improve livelihoods.

Street food vending is not an easy task. In Sri Lanka, 38% of those surveyed spent more than 15 hours on the street selling food every day. This does not include time spent in transport, in preparation at home, or in procuring ingredients and fuel (Figure 3). Also significant is that a typical street food vendor has been involved in this type of work for several years. In Sri Lanka 70% had been in the business for more than five years. This rela-
tively long period of time suggests a proven capacity to sustain themselves in this informal trade.

**Household energy and street food vendors**
Production of food for sale is a family-based activity, and much of the preparation is done in the household environment, in Bangladesh 62% of people surveyed reported that food was wholly or partly prepared at home. Also as production is typically small-scale, all the issues of household energy are pertinent to street food vendors. Any improvement at a household level in the production of food for sale would be to the benefit of the livelihoods of street food vendors. So one element of working with street food vendors involves very similar issues to household energy.

**Institutional context**
Street food vendors are disadvantaged because there is usually no support from formal institutions to improve their businesses or protect them from external influences. The usual response at policy level is that they sell unhygienic low-quality food, dump garbage, engage in criminal activities and are a nuisance to maintaining law and order. They often have no legal status, resulting in victimisation by the police, public health institutions and local government authorities. This project hopes to address this problem in the urban areas under focus by communicating the results to the local authorities, for example, the deputy commissioner of Bogor is the chief guest of the forthcoming workshop.

**Street food and health**
There is a specific connection between energy and health aspects of street foods as a poor, intermittent energy source will fail to destroy bacteriological pathogens. This is especially the case for food which is prepared at home and warmed at the point of sale. Therefore, an improvement in the energy aspect of street food vending, coupled with knowledge dissemination on the need for adequate hygiene will result in reduced incidence of occasionally fatal food poisoning.

Another factor is that the contribution of street foods to total nutritional intake of poor urban populations is large. This is because it may be cheaper to buy street food than for individuals to prepare food at home, as street food vendors can buy raw materials and make food in bulk.

**Results of baseline study**
The baseline study has been completed and many demographic statistics have been found. However, even more interesting are the findings of participatory research with selected vendors. Difficulties identified by street food vendors in Bangladesh are tabulated below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Problem</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital shortage</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural calamities</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression by police</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank / Subscription</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Muslim (local traditional)</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* more than one reason could be checked by each vendor

Natural calamities include epidemics, for which street food vendors receive much harassment from local authorities.

**Gender and street food**
The income generating activity of street food vending has a potential to empower women. Women can control the production processes, and keep the profits generated which would mean that the women labour is more recognised. In any situation where food preparation takes place a the home, the energy user is likely to be female (Figure 5). Throughout the project, it is therefore their knowledge which must be incorporated into the design of pilot interventions. As the street seller is often male (Figure 6), steps must be taken to go beyond identifying the need for interventions at the point of sale, and involve women in the decision-making process.

**Energy aspects**
The primary focus of the project was to explore the energy use patterns of street food vendors. There have been several interesting results. In Bangladesh, survey work was completed in the
particular tea vendors found it was convenient to carry kerosene stoves in the market place. However some stoves were the wood-based stoves which are less efficient than pressurised kerosene stoves.

Conclusions

Research and field experience in the sector of street food vendors is valuable because it is a major sub-sector of the urban poor. It is a sector of society that requires research input from many different disciplines within the sphere of development. It encompasses household energy used in small enterprise where gender issues are of prime importance in the division of roles, work and income, and where the entrepreneurial activity itself is in the field of food processing. This project has furthered the knowledge of this sector in three cities in the Asian sub-continent. The results of the investigations will be used as a baseline for interventions researching the efficacy of fuel switching and more efficient combustion to improve the situation of street food vendors. The dissemination phase of this project will take place in many forms: further workshp will be held with street food vendors, there will be meetings at municipal government level, an international workshop in Sri Lanka, and publications in this journal, in Food Chain and a stand alone publication. Informing policy makers and municipal authorities is seen as especially important as lack of recognition of street food vending as a viable occupation is a barrier to an improved situation for street food vendors.

Leonard Tedde has recently joined the International Programme Unit of ETCU. He studied engineering at Purdue University and previously worked for AIEE’s Department of Energy and Global Change in Switzerland. He has experience of field research with participatory technologies in Mozambique and Zimbabwe, working for Plunkett. •
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**Progress Statement**

Energy and Street Foods Project
Energy Programme, International Programmes Unit

October 2001

**Outline Description**

Rapid urbanisation has led to a proliferation of very small food outlets. The preparation and sale of street food provides employment and income to millions of people around the world, as well as affordable food to low-income people. As there are economies of scale involved the energy used by street food vendors replaces fuel consumption at the household level. The aim of this DFID-funded project is to improve the livelihood of street food vendors and their dependents by identifying and improving access to energy efficient technologies and fuel. This project is a new piece of work as previous work in this area has concentrated largely on health aspects of preparation, nutritional, and legal issues.

The activity of selling food on the streets forms a large part of the informal sector in urban areas worldwide. It is undertaken by entrepreneurial women and men, and more often run with the assistance of their families than paid labour. Their businesses are typically irregular, unstable and marginal. The concept of a street food vendor covers a broad range of activities. Some are operate a very modest scale either as an extension of household food preparation activities or those engaged in selling a single product, such as a tea seller with a very low turnover. More extensive activities include the sale of ‘lunch packets’ consisting of rice and curry, or stalls with a variety of produce, such as the one shown.

**Research**

During the first phase of this project, surveys of energy use and flows in the street food sector have been undertaken in Colombo (Sri Lanka) and Dhaka and Bogra (Bangladesh). In each country a hundred street food enterprises have been involved, through participatory research into their situation and needs. Structured questionnaires were also used to gather baseline data of the social, economic, and demographic features and information about the business operation and fuel use of the street food vendors.

**Results**

The results of the first phase show that energy issues for street food vendors is a complex issue with energy being used for numerous purposes including: cooking, lighting (during cooking and selling), heating, and grinding. There is a spectrum of fuel in use including wood, charcoal, kerosene, bottled gas, and (in Bangladesh) ‘ghuta’ which are dung cakes used as fuel when dried. Many other factors were also investigated, interesting results include how vendors procure fuel and which technologies are perceived to be more effective for cooking.

**Pilot Interventions**

In the second year of the project, appropriate technologies will be specified and piloted with 25 vendors in each country. Strategies for improving the vendors access to energy and energy-efficient technologies will be developed with local NGOs and municipal institutions. The pilot strategy will address the role of appropriate technology in improving the livelihoods of street food vendors including the non-technical issues of barriers to access of improved stoves or fuel and financial mechanisms for the widespread uptake of improved technology. This project will conclude in September 2002 with a dissemination workshop with the target audience, policy makers, local NGOs and the participating street food vendors. The results will be published on the Internet and in Boiling Point and Food Chain journals.

---

**Energy Programme**
Intermediate Technology Development Group
Bourton-on-Dunsmore, Rugby,
Warwks CV23 8QZ, UK
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11. Dhanush Sennanayake - ITDG-South Asia
12. Dr Dula de Silva - Health Ministry
13. Dr. Pradeepa Kassyawana - CMC
14. Dushanthily Sithamparam - ITDG-South Asia
15. Feixac Samathi - Sunday Times
16. H M Somaratne - FORUT
17. H M U Chularatne - SEVANATHA
18. Hemantha Chularatne - ITDG – Consultant
19. L G Lamasena - IDEA
20. Leonard Tedd - ITDG – UK
21. M S Asis - LFO
22. Mahendra - Lakhand
23. Mahinda Imaduwage -
24. Mahindha Jayasekera - SPDA – Galle
25. Nalin Munasinghe - ITDG-South Asia
26. Neshad Mandakody - DEIHERM
27. Nilanthi Gunawardene - ITDG-South Asia
28. Padma Weragosa Arachchi - Dinamina
29. Parithri Peiris - SEEDS (Gte) Ltd
30. R M Amarasekera - IDEA
31. R Thiyagarajha - Vendor of Wellampitiya
32. Ranga Pallawala - ITDG-South Asia
33. Ranjith - Vendor of Dhelgoda
34. Rasika Suraweera Arachchi - Sunday Lakbima
35. S M Kathiriarachchi - CMC
36. Satya Ranjan Saha - ITDG – Bangladesh
37. Susil Liyanarachchi - ITDG-South Asia
38. T Siyambalapitiya - RMA
39. Upali Pannilage - ITDG-South Asia
40. Vanee Surendranathan - Basic Needs
41. Vimukthi Fernando - Sunday Observer
42. Visha Hidellege - ITDG-South Asia
43. W Priyankara - Vendor of Kaduwella
44. W U S Waidyaratne - People’s Bank
45. Wasantha Samaraweera - MOWA

The Street Food vendors involved in the preliminary survey in Sri Lanka are listed below:

M. Fahim 65/8, Abdul Anwer Street, Colombo 12
R.A Cyril Perera 87, Bodirajapura, Werahera, Boralasgamuwa
M.H Fmitias Hameed No 40 Martis Potugama, Colombo 12
Kadar Mohideen No 17 , 2 Nth Cross Street, Colombo 11
P.L Jekcup 8/23, Martis Patumaga, Colombo 12
W. Priyankara 172/1, Koratota, Waduramulla, Kaduwela
Thejana Jayanath Ragama, Nalpola, Uggashena Road
M. Fazal 57, Church Pacege, Colombo 02
Mohomad Rizwan 26/7, Leechmen Lane, Colombo 02
J.A Yrsoob No 88/4, Kadiriation Street Colombo 13
A.C Anwer 26, Baber Street, Colombo 13
S. Sivakumar 60/ 250, Wellampitiya
M.S Asis 280 Charlis Place, Lunawa Moratuwa
Saman Kumara 25/1, Gnawimala Road, Dematagoda
M. Thangawelu 19, Admost Street, Colombo 12
Y. Abrahim 17/4, Akbar Lane, Colombo 12
S.A Afi Ameen 15/53, Lane, Colombo 02
A.R Sabdeen 139, Prince Street, Colombo 11
S.P Ganesh 452/14, Aluth Mawatha, Colombo 15
M.C Rafeek 28, Prince Street, Colombo 11
T. Saman Kumar 29/4, Dickman Lane, Colombo 02
D.M.M Badurdeen 36/200, Baber Street, Colombo 13
A. Kareem 11, Sanchi Arachchiwatta, Colombo 11
Abdul Salam 25/1, Akbar Lane, Colombo 13
K. Chadrnanath Lavanty Watte, Yatiyanthota
J P Edward 149/105, Katalawmulla Patumaga, Colombo 9
M P Ramesh 29/4, Lichmon Lane, Colombo 2
M A Naufer 80, Maligakanda Road, Colombo 10
K Francis 255/C/81, Siridhamma Mw, Sevana Watte, Dematagoda
A Selvaraja D68, Mahawatte Road, Colombo 14, Railway Lane
P H Somaratne Lunumodhara, Habaraduwa.
G. Lalithkumara 476/22,Mawella Road, Pethiyagoda, Kelaniya.
M Thanisumum 10/23,Mattakuliya,Kelanigangarama Mw, Colombo 15.
L G Ratnasiri 294/A, Kadubada,Deldoda.
A L M Abdeen 63/2, Kudabathgamuwa, Angoda
Sendil Kumar 110/50, Siddartha Lane, Kirulapone, Colombo 6
H A Ariyadasa 645/19, Ragama Rd, Podiveekkubura.
P G Piyasoma 110/3,Pahalabiyawela, Kadawatha
M L M Nilamm 337/B/88, Jumma Mosque Street, Maligawaththa
Neel Jayakodi 2, Matara Cool Spot, Lotus Road, Colombo 01
S.V Nallasamy 118, York Street, Colombo 01
Ranjith Wijesekara 331/1, Udupila, Delgoda
R. Thyagarajan 245/A, Wadulla Watta, Wellampitiya
M.A Sisira Palliyagoda, Polgampola
K.A Sarathchandra 468/12, Dutugemunu Mawatha, Battaramulla
H.G Ariyadasa 20 B/2, Keenagahalanda Watta, Kalagedihena
Appendix 9. Laboratory efficiency testing in Sri Lanka
H.A Vimal Nadeera, Project Engineer, Research Management Associates
June 2002

1. Introduction
This report is based on the findings of the second phase of the Street Food & Energy Project. Research carried out on the energy devices used in street food vending and the efficiencies of these devices showed that there is a scope for improving the efficiency of conventional stoves used in food preparation. This consultancy is to design improved stoves and testing the efficiencies of improved versions before pilot testing with the street food vendors.

Several stoves are used by the vendors of street food for on street and off street preparation and warming up of food. One of the expected out puts of the project is to design a more efficient down draught single mouth stove and up draught double mouth stove.

1.1 Disadvantages of Traditional Stoves
The traditional stoves generally used all over the country cause unnecessary loss of heat due to the following reasons.

1. The stoves are too deep, depth ranging from 30cm to 60cm. Because of the large distance between the pot and fuel bed, heat transfer to the cooking pot is considerably reduced, resulting in low efficiency.

2. Because of the large size of the fuel gas exists between the cooking pot and the stove, much of the flue gases get out of the stove without coming in contact with the cooking pot thus lowering the convective heat transfer.

3. As air cannot reach the bottom of the stove, a considerable amount of fuel remains un-burnt and accumulates at the bottom as charcoal.

Thus main disadvantages of the traditional stove are,

- Consumes too much fuel wood and thus efficiency of the stove is low, 5-14%.
- Smoke emission causes health hazard to the users: eye irritation, respiratory diseases, headache etc.
- Release of particulars and poly-cyclic organic matter (POM) cause thick layers of soot in the kitchen walls and its surroundings.
- Sometimes causes fire hazard.

1.2 What are improved stoves?
The improved stoves are those which save more fuel and comfort in cooking than those of traditional one. Since the early seventies, scientists and technologists all over the world, reacting to the alarming crisis of traditional fuels, The improvement was made by proper dimensioning of combustion chamber to provide maximum heat transfer to the utensils. The number of improved stoves have been developed to suit the requirements in respect of biomass fuel types, shape of cooking pots and cooking habits.

Advantages of improved stoves are,
• Saves 30 - 35% traditional fuels.
• Reduces CO₂ emission in the atmospheres & thereby reduce the green house
effects.
• Maintains the proper nutritive values of the cooked food.
• Helps conserve the forest resources of the country.
• Saves cooking time.
• Comfort in cooking
• keeps the kitchen environment pollution free and thereby check the health
hazard of the users.
• Less fire hazard
• Reduces blackening of utensils
• Construction material are indigenous and easily available.

2 Design and construction of improved stoves

2.1 Down Draught Single Mouth Wood Stove
This consists of three main parts: fire chamber, pot hole and chimney.

a) Fire chamber
The fire chamber is made of clay. At the bottom of the chamber, there is a grate. The
grate is made by placing metal strips. The distance between the grate and the top of
the fire chamber is 12.5 cm. The chamber is connected with a pot hole through a 7.6
cm diameter cylindrical hole below the grate.

b) Pot hole
The pot hole is placed between the fire chamber and the chimney and its has a mouth
of 24 cm diameter. Its bottom is made slanting downwards from the centre towards
both sides along the direction of the flow of the combination gases. This pot hole is
connected with the chimney through a 7.6 cm diameter hole.

c) Chimney
The chimney (180 cm high & 9 cm diameter) is placed on a flat platform at a distance
of 10 cm from the pot for creating necessary draught. This chimney leads the flue
gases out of the stove.

2.2 Up Draught Double mouth Wood Stove
This consists of following parts:
  1. Two pot holes
  2. Grate
  3. Feed hole/ash outlet
  4. Chimney
  5. Air intake

Two dice of equal size are placed one after another in such away that there is a little
space (10cm) between them. A rectangular mud platform (120cm x 40cm x 20cm) is
made by putting mud around the dice. After a while, both the dice are removed by
twisting from the mud platform. It is then allowed to dry for 1-2 days, then hedge is
made at 15 cm below from the top to hold the grate. Later on feed hole, one ash outlet,
one exit for flue gases and a chimney holder are made according to dimensions of the
stove, as shown in fig. No.2. The second mouth is partially filled up with mud, thus a slanting is made from the grate to the second flue gas exit. A chimney having appropriate dimensions made of M.S sheet, mud is places on the chimney holder. The chimney creates the necessary draught and carries the flue gases out of the kitchen. The top surface of two mouth must be smooth so that on placing the utensils no smoke or fire can escape through the space between the utensil and the mouth. Then the stove is suitable for burning.

**Table 1: Materials required for making improved stove**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Clay (Fine potters clay is most appropriate)</td>
<td>9 Pans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Sand (fine)</td>
<td>9 Pans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Ash</td>
<td>3 Pans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Cow dung (fresh)</td>
<td>1.5 Pans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. A chimney (180cm long and 9cm dia.)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Broken earthen ware, for making shelf for supporting the grate</td>
<td>3-4 pieces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.3 How to use the Stove

- Cooking in the first mouth is done by direct burning of fuel on the grate and in the second mouth by the hot flue gases coming out from the first mouth.
- Fuel is added according to need.
- During cooking two pots are simultaneously placed on the two mouths of the stove. When the cooking item in the first mouth starts boiling it is then interchanged with cooking item of the second mouth.
- An up draught of air is created through the chimney which leads the smoke out of the kitchen.
- When the cooking items reached the boiling stage feeding of fuel in the stove should be reduced in such a way that, the boiling is just maintained.

“Excessive burning of fuel will never hasten cooking time rather it decorates the cooking quality of the food.”

### 3 Study Methodology

#### 3.1 Standard Water Boiling Test

A standard two vessels (Aluminium Kettles) were used to boil one kg of water, with each vessel for double mouth up draught stove. And one of the above vessel was used to boil one kg of water for each type of stove. Water at ambient temperature was heated to the boiling point, and was held under the boiling condition for five minutes. The total fuel consumption and total duration was measured for each type of stove. The test was repeated three times for each type of stoves.
All relevant data, such as the evolution of temperatures (T1, T2, T11, T22) at different points on the vessels, as well as in the water (T4, T44) were recorded. The water was allowed to remain boiling for five minutes after reaching the boiling temperature, and the mass of water evaporated was then recorded. Finally, the volume or the mass of fuel consumed during the test was estimated.

3.2 Tests on Stoves

The test was repeated three times on each stove. All the data logged were interpreted in the graphical form for better visualisation. The evolution of the mean temperature on kettles and water with respect to time, cumulative energy absorbed by the kettles and water, cumulative energy absorbed, and the cumulative Efficiency (Efficiency based on cumulative energy) were also calculated and plotted. The following equation was used to calculate the overall efficiency for each stove. All detail test results are given in the following sections.

\[
\text{Overall Efficiency} = \frac{\text{Heat absorbed by water} + \text{Heat absorbed by evaporated Vapor} + \text{Heat absorbed by Kettle}}{\text{Amount of Heat supplied by fuel}}
\]

Assumption: It was assumed that the water evaporation rate after boiling point is constant (because the surface area of the water is constant) and that there was no evaporation prior to boiling.
4 Study Results

4.1 Up-draught Double mouth Stove
Figure 5.4 shows the results of the up-draught double mouth stove. The three trial recorded overall efficiencies of 32%, 26%, 30%.

4.2 Paddy Husk Stove
As shown in figure 5, tests on the Paddy Husk Stove gave efficiency of 28%, 30%, 30%
4.3 NERD Stove
Figure 6 shows the results of the three trials on NERD Wood Stove. The three trial recorded overall efficiencies of 35%, 34%, 35%.

![Figure 6-Overall Efficiency of the NERD Wood Stove](image)

4.4 Kerosene Stove with Chimney
As shown in figure 7, tests on the Kerosene Wick type Stove with chimney gave efficiency of 44%, 40%, 42%.

![Figure 7-Overall Efficiency of the Kerosene Stove with chiminy](image)
5 Summary of results and conclusions
Table 2 gives a summary of test results.

Table 2: Summary of Test Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Stoves</th>
<th>Range of Efficiency Reached during Trials</th>
<th>Highest Efficiency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Up draught Double Mouth Stove</td>
<td>26% to 32%</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Down draught Single Mouth Stove</td>
<td>NF</td>
<td>NF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Paddy Husk Stove</td>
<td>28% to 30%</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NERD Stove</td>
<td>34% to 35%</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Kerosene Stove with Chimney</td>
<td>40% to 44%</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NF - Not Functioning

Using the test results, the fuel cost of supply a unit of useful thermal energy to the kettle was calculated for each stove. The fuel cost and heat content data are also shown in the Table 3.

Table 3: Performance of selected stoves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Stove</th>
<th>Fuel</th>
<th>Kcal/kg</th>
<th>*Rs/kg of Fuel</th>
<th>Rs/1000 Kcal of Fuel Input</th>
<th>Stove Efficiency</th>
<th>Cost of 1000 Kcal effective (Rs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Updraught Double Mouth Stove</td>
<td>Fire Wood</td>
<td>4,067</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NERD Stove</td>
<td>Fire Wood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paddy Husk Stove</td>
<td>Paddy Husk</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Conclusions
The results of the efficiency measurements, compared with the traditional stoves are very high. If the paddy husk are available, the usage of paddy husk stove is very economical. In this study, good combustion is characterised by low CO concentration, no smoke formation, low concentration of organic compounds in the flue gases and high temperature near the fuel bed. From the health hazard point of view, CO is considered to be the most important factor in the cooking stove. During the simmering period smoke formation was considerably less, but it was never smoke free.